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ABSTRACT 
The present work "The Theme of Cultural Conflicts in the Novels 
of Expatriate Indian Novelist with Particular Reference !o Some Major 
Women Novelist" is an attempt to examine the three great Indian expariate 
women writers i.e. Bharati Mukherjee, Kamala Markandaya and Anita Desai 
with reference to their background and perception of cultural conflict, 
identity crisis and racial discrimination. Their major works primarily deal 
with the theme of East-west encounter which results in cultural conflicts. 
The last few decades of 20th century saw enormous movement of 
people to other countries either in pursuit of better economic conditions or 
due to political turmoil and idealogical chaos which prevailed in,their native 
country. Thus imaginative writing regarding this experience may, despite 
different cultural traditions be placed in a single category as expatriate 
writings. One of the significant themes of expatriate literature is the 
depiction of cross-cultural crisis which has assumed a great significance in 
the world of globalization. 
The term expatriation implies the foresaking of one's own country 
and living elsewhere. It denotes exile, voluntaiy or compulsory. Expatriation 
has a definite effect on a writer's work and it contributes greatly in 
moulding his/her conciousness. Writers like Salman Rushdie, Vikram Seth, 
Rohinton Mistiy, Bharati Mukherjee, Raja Rao, Kamala Markandaya and VS. 
Naipaul come under the umbrella of expatriate writing. All those writers 
who live in another country but have roots in India can be termed as Indian 
English Expatriate Novelists. These writers whether they live in America or 
in England, always look back to India the country of their origin for 
nourishment and fulfilment. Expatriate writers through their works give 
voice to the experiences of all those people who have migrated to alien 
lands. Their writings tell us what it is to feel like a stranger and yet at home, 
to be permanently on the run, always thinking of returning back to their 
motherland at the same time realising an impossibility of doing so. Their 
self awareness makes it difficult to go back, making them live on the edge 
of the two societies both appalling and appealing at the same time. 
Expatriation changes mentalities, resulting in new experiences from 
the coming together of multiple influences and people. These new 
experiences lead to altered or evolving representation of experiences and 
of self identity. The act of migration often poses questions of identity that 
make up the individual's personality and psychological self. The common 
traits of expatriate writings are fragmentation, nostalgia for home that 
now exists only in memory, conditions of dislocation and isolation, loss 
of supportive community, often unsuccessful attempts to forge new 
support systems, ambivalence to the host culture and the native, 
experiences of racism with accompanying sense of rejection and 
humiliation. All these things hold true in the Indian context although the 
intensity differs from writer to writer and his works. 
The common sensibility shared by these writers of the Indian 
diaspora is that they are the products of dual cultural background, native and 
the alien. They have brought a wide and a rich range of experiences in theirs 
literary output. A common impulse of their is to exmaine issues arising 
from these immigrant conditions. But the major concern of these writers is 
to deal with East-West theme. To define and interpret the East to its 
counterpart West. The expatriate experience varies from writer to writer. 
For V.S. Naipaul expatriation is about perpetual homelessness whereas 
Salman Rushdie looks back at India through memory and history. There is 
even a difference among the sensibilities shared by women expatriate 
writers. In a world peopled by male writers they have made a place for 
themselves by the excellence of their world earning world wide acclaim 
depicting the predicament of displaced Indians in alien ethos and tragedy of 
foreigners in India. For some expatriate culminates into acculturation 
whereas others constantly look back to their native country for sustenance. 
The present thesis deals with The Theme of Cultural Conflicts in the 
Novels of lixpatnate Indian Novelists, namely Bharati Mukherjee, Kama! 
Markandaya and Anita Desai. These women writers have poignantly dealt 
with the theme of cultural conflict, how it finds its articulation in their 
works when the protagonists are uprooted from their moorings and are 
expatriated to other countries, leading to alienation, neurotic responses, 
ambivalent experiences, annihilation of self or others making efforts at self 
actualization, at proving self worth. 
Bharati Mukherjee writes about a race of first generation 
immigrants and their diasporal experiences. Her work is pre-occupied with 
the idea of not nostalgically yearning for the homeland but the exuberance 
of immigraiton which fosters a new beginning. As a writer she is aware of 
the challenges and difficulties that immigrants face, but feels that these are 
exacerbated if they oscillate between two worlds. Through her work she 
declares that she is for mutual assimilation. The novels taken up for study 
are The Tiber's Daughter, Wife and Jasmine. 
Bharati Mukherjee's fiction prominently features expatriate 
characters like Tara, Dimple and Jasmine and their experiences. Tara at the 
end in The Tiger's Daughter is baffled and angry by her inability to bridge 
the gap between the American and Indian culture. The passive Dimple 
Dasgupta of Wife fails to come up with adequate and viable response to the 
clash of culture, which challenges her psychic responses, and explodes in a 
murderous violence. Jasmine is the celebration of the American experience 
in her novel titled Jasmine. Her openness to new experiences and the 
virtues of clear eyes practically, an alertness to opportunities and 'pluck and 
seize' them. Mukherjee, herself is a part of the movement and Jasmine is 
one the most poignant fictional projections of the plight of the immigrants, 
and the possible resolution of the moral dilemma facing these immigrants. 
She makes a distinction between expatriates and immigrants. For her, 
expatriates have a "cultural relentiveness" which ensures that they remain 
visible minority whereas immigrants must necessarily take risks and let go 
the past in order to become assimilated in the new social cultural role 
echoed by the protagonist Jasmine; adventure, risk and transformation are 
her key words. 
Kaniala Markandaya stands for wistful longing for the past and 
romanticizing one's native land. In her two novels The Nowhere Man and 
Possession, she has given a very balanced and objective account of Indo-
British relationship - past and present like a genuine artists. She has given 
a convincing picture of the plight of immigrants, especially of Indian 
origin in England because of religious and culture inhibition they suffer 
apart from the racial prejudices of the Britishers, and their physical and 
mental struggle to get into the main stream of the British community. The 
Nowhere Man deals with the theme of East vs West by depicting the 
predicament of Indian immigrant in England. Srinivas' (The Nowhereman) 
attempts to belong and integrate is foiled by the ruthless West making him a 
'nowhereman' who is disposed of India, and disowned by England. In turn he 
faces existential problem of loneliness, alienation and adjustment. He 
remains a perpetual stranger, an outsider giving the message that East and 
West cannot meet. Even Possession gives the same message the 
materialistic west cannot possess the spiritual East for long through the 
character Valmiki. The West fails to understand the significance of spiritual 
values and religious motives of India presented through Valmiki. She views 
the difference in tradition and never the twain shall meet is confirmed in 
her novels. They can only be complementary but not identical both 
benefitting from each other the West from the ethical East and East from 
the modernisation of West. 
Anita Desai also discusses the problem of identity of the immigrant 
in different environ from his own which is clearly manifested in her two 
novels Bye Bye Black Bird and Baumgartner's Bombay. Falling in line with 
Kamala Markandaya she treats the East-west discord as a teniuous affair in 
which the racial bias, socio-communical values that hampers a person from 
integrating with his adopted land. The protagonists face cultural shock and 
alienation on account of their encounter with a different milieu, be it as 
Indians abroad or foreigners in India. Bye Bye Blackbird depicts the 
maladjustment of Indians in the west through ethnic prejudices. The 
protagonist Adit looks backward with longing towards home tormented by 
the nostalgic memories. The salvation of the blackbird lies in homing. 
Though what he regards as the best in the accident may only trail behind 
him, and intensify or slightly modify certain elements of the resilient native 
culture, he cannot supplant it. Only when he reaches the native shore is his 
voyage of self discovery is complete. Baumgartner's Bombay reverses the 
earlier situation with West coming in contact with the East and facing the 
same predicament as Indians abroad. The rejection, alienation and 
rootlessness again shows that there are bound to be cultural conflicts when 
two nations come in contact with each other. Baumgartner remaining a 
'firangi' a foreigner failing to strike roots in India despite of his 50 years of 
stay in India. Hugo's efforts to find peace and love in India remains a distant 
dream. 
One may legitimately conclude that although Bharati Mukherjee 
begins with restlessness, repression of the past and an overt acceptance of 
the present, revealing assimilatory conciousness in her novel, she expresses 
a more positive view towards expatriation than her counterparts, claiming 
acculturation as the best way for survival, hinting at reedeming possibilities 
of love and happiness, though neither love nor happiness is obtained without 
a price. Kamala Markandaya and Anita Desai offer a bleak vision of Indo-
British relationship claiming that East is East, West is West and Never the 
Twan Shall Meet. The chasm between the remembered land, the real England, 
its total indifference to the immigrants and its reluctance to let them find 
their roots, leading to disillusionment and disinheritance, a sense of futility 
and estrangement is the message given by them. 
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Introduction 
^Aa^&i-l 
Fiction by women writers constitutes a major segment of the 
contemporary writing in English. In the present day world large 
number of women have taken up the pen and created a world of their 
own. These women writers have set new roles for themselves which is 
reflected in their works. They are trying to establish their identity in 
the patriarchal society. They have asserted themselves through 
literature which brings in issues of gender and cultural diversity from 
a feminist point of view. The recent decades have witnessed the 
emergence of a fresh awareness of the situation of women which has 
brought about an unprecedented shift in the appraisal of human 
condition. The importance of woman has been recognized in literature 
on various grounds. 
In the post colonial world many women writers have emerged, 
writing about cultural conflicts which is one of the major issues faced 
by writers settled abroad, be it in Commonwealth nations or other 
parts of the world. The present work entitled "The Theme of Cultural 
Conflicts in the Novels of Expatriate Indian Novelist with Particular 
Reference To Some Major Women Novelists" is an attempt to bring 
forward the works of these expatriate women novelists who represent 
the experiences of cultural conflict as depicted in their works. These 
women writers have a common heritage of being expatriate of post -
colonial world linked to immigrants. The question of identity, the 
issue arising from their immigrant status, suggests their relevance to 
Third World literatures in written in English in Western context. 
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The present thesis studies the works of three major expatriate 
women novelists. Their major novels deal with the theme of cultural 
and racial conflicts. The concentration of these novelists is on the 
East-West encounter. It is dramatized not only at the level of people, 
but at the level of ideas. The impact of the West has created certain 
cultural problems, crisis which involves Indian lives and vice versa. 
These writers have explored the metaphysical, spiritual and the 
romantic aspects of this confrontation. 
Much work has been done by men in general on the issues of 
cultural conflict, identity crisis and racial discrimination, some well-
known Indian expatriate writers have made their mark in the literary 
world by sheer excellence of their works like Salman Rushdie, Vikram 
Seth, V.S. Naipaul, Rohintan Mistry, Nirad Chaudhary; they are 
recognized and appreciated by the critics in the world at large. On the 
contrary, the work done by women has not got due attention or 
recognition as their male counterparts; besides very few women have 
ventured in this field. As immigrants in the western countries their 
existence seems to have got lost, yet they have not lost hope, and have 
continued their struggle to define a position for themselves either as 
expatriate writers or mainstream writers. Reading the works of 
contemporary expatriate writers strengthens the hypothesis about the 
expatriate sensibility that has characteristic shape founded on a 
different value system. Not much has been written about the 
sensibility of women, their ideas, how do they look upon their culture 
and the adopted culture. Ideas and sentiments expressed by these 
women writer offers a close parallel to the male writers. 
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The thesis commences by defining the term expatriate, its scope 
and parameters of the problems of expatriate sensibility. In the second 
chapter, it traces the historical background of the Indian writers in 
English, to the present times with emphasis on expatriate concerns of 
writers in general. It moves to evaluate the three women writers 
namely Bharati Mukherjee, Kamala Markandaya and Anita Desai in 
separate chapters their role as expatriate novelist. The final chapter 
draws the conclusion on the works of these writers. 
Expatriate or exile is a phenomenon and problem that has 
drawn much debate and controversy especially after the second half 
of the 20century. It is a problem that has ramified into all the 
disciplines of sociology, psychology, philosophy and history; it has 
also become a subject for literary inspiration. The subject of the 
present work is to study cultural conflicts in some Indian women 
novelists in response to the country of their origin and the country 
where they have settled. The study also calls for a brief inquiry into 
the causes broadly identifiable as cultural conflicts, nostalgia, and 
ambivalence and rootlessness identifiable by such expatriates. 
The expatriate condition is created when the individual decides 
to withdraw himself from the residence of his native country. The 
withdrawal is for political, social, economic, literary freedom. To the 
writer, the country of adoption provides a milieu they found lacking 
at home with particular emphasis on its intellectual life. Expatriation 
for some was a reaction to the "orthodoxy and Puritanism" 
experiences back home. The term expatriation was largely used in the 
context of the Jewish experience out of the Jewish homeland, and 
recently, in the context of a variety of transnational, ethnic 
experiences such as African, Chinese, Australian and Armenian. The 
term expatriate writing in the contemporary literary world has come 
to the associated with works produced by dispersed minorities, 
communities that have ancestral homelands. Their relationship with 
their mother country does not necessarily involve, as in the Jewish 
conception of the term, commitment to "the maintenance or 
restoration of their homeland. It is a place where their descendants 
would eventually return".^ 
Expatriation, or using the more general term, migration is about 
dislocation and potential alienation of the individual from both old 
norms and new contexts. It is about change and identity. These shifts 
of identity for these expatriates is highly complex, sometimes 
unstable, leading to nostalgia, ambivalence, identity crisis and many a 
time cultural clashes. Being an expatriate is not simply to inhabit the 
artistic freedom and anonymity offered by the metropolis. It rather 
grants the expatriate a special insight, vision, which the insider fails 
to achieve. Nuruddin Farah holds rightly in his views when he says 
"Indeed somewhere between fleeing and arriving a refugee is born, 
who lives in a country, too amorphous to be favoured with a name, 
but which for the sake of convenience, we may label as one delivered 
out of the womb of sublime hope, a country whose language is 
imbibed with a rhetoric of future visions".^ Migration also means more 
than people moving across frontiers, it also includes the movement of 
ideas. The migrant experience is like the putting forth of the newroots 
1. Enamuel Nelson Quotes Wilbam Safran m Reworldmg The Literature of the Indian 
Diaspoi a' ed Enamuel Nelson, United States of America New York ,Greenwood Press, 
1992 p 9 
2 Nuruddin Farh "Homing m on the Pigeon" Bi ick 48, Spnng 1994, p. 5. 
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by a banyan tree. The migrant is now involved in a reconstitution of 
fragmentation, in accessing a new world instead of bits of world. 
Expatriate writing in its theory and practice, is the work of an 
exile who has experienced unsettlement at the existential, political 
and metaphysical levels. The phenomenon of exile has emerged in our 
times due to uneven development within capitalism and due to the 
movement forced by colonial power. This movement has produced a 
new person whose mind works at least two epistemologies. He/She 
has lost the center which used to unify. The migrant is essentially 
faced with two centers, the external colonial or modernist and the 
internal or national filtering into personal identity. The chief feature 
of the poetics of exile is the trial during which it deals with these 
centers, sometime accepting, sometime rejecting. 
Expatriate or diasporic writings are invariably concerned with 
the individual's or community's attachment to the centrifugal 
homeland. But his attachment is countered by a yearning for a sense 
of belonging to the current place of abode. Caught physically between 
two worlds diasporans are to use Victor Turner's term (transitional 
being) or liminial persona(e) that they are in process of moving from 
one cultural state of existence to another. These immigrants are 
haunted by some sense of loss, some urge to reclaim, to look back, 
even at the risk of being insulated into pillars of salt".^ In the Indian 
context new self-awareness makes it impossible for Indians to go 
back, their cherishing of Indianness makes it difficult for them to go 
ahead. However happy they may seem in the new adopted culture 
3 . Salman Rushdie Imaginary Homelands. Graiita Books. London, 1991. p. 15. 
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they fail to be assimilated in the mainstream. They are treated like 
ugly ducklings, still out-caste in the flock, because the very species is 
different. 
Critics and scholars have viewed and defined migration using 
different words and varied terminology like expatriation, exile, 
diaspora immigration. Citing views on the post-colonial immigration 
Gurr says that "an artist born in colony is made conscious of the 
culturally sub-servient status of his home and is forced to go into exile 
in the metropolis as a means of compensating for the cultural 
subservience . And having moved into exile, the preoccupation of the 
writer is to create a fictive version of home, one which entails a return 
to childhood and a concern with stasis; the exile still more 
deliberately, concerned to identify or even create statis, because home 
is a static concept rooted in the unalterable circumstances of 
childhood"". Arnold Itwaru is of the opinion that "to be in exile is 
considerably more than being in another country. It is to live with 
myself, knowing my estrangement. It is to know that I don't belong 
here".5 Hussain comments on expatriation by saying it implies neither 
a forced eviction from ones motherland, nor a deliberate rejection; 
there are no connotations of permanent or obligatory leave-taking. 
There is, instead, a tremendous inherent privilege in the term, a 
Andrew Gurr, Wiiteis in Exile- The Identity of Home in Modern Literature, Harvester Press 
Bnghtonl981, p 23-24 
Arnold Itu'aru "Exile and Commemoration", m Frank Birbal Suigh (ed.) Identuie and 
Exile: The Indo-Cambean Experience, Toronto South Asia Review, Toronto, 1989 p 
202. 
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mobility of mind if not always of matter, to which we as writers 
should by claim, a doubling instead of a split".^ 
The act of migration, no doubt, entails dilemma of identity as 
well as cultural conflicts, but being away from one's motherland with 
constant pressure of tradition and peer can be a liberating factor as 
well. 
The expatriate writers through their writings have lent voice to 
the experience of all those people who like themselves have migrated 
to alien lands. The expatriate through his works tells us what it is to 
feel like a stranger in the alien milieu yet at home to the 
simultaneously inside and outside one's position. The migrant always 
seems to be on the run. When he thinks of returning, he realises the 
impossibility of doing so, since the past is not another country but a 
time out of present. He lives on the border that cuts him from his 
culture, tradition, religion and language, from where he cannot go 
back, and the adopted place becomes his destiny. Thus the immigrant 
finds himself caught between two worlds, cultures and often 
languages. The writer tries to negotiate a new literary space, therefore 
an anxious sense of distraction and pain is characteristic of expatriate 
writings. The shifting designation and the feeling of anxiety, of 
homelessness and the impossibility of going back are perennial 
themes for these writers. There is a complex view of the double vision 
of the expatriate, both, looking forward and yearning back, and he 
always remains a migratory bird not able to settle anywhere. For 
some, assimilation in the newly adopted culture is possible, which 
6. Aamer Hussam "The Echomg of Quiet Voices", Asian Voices in English ed. Munu Chan 
and Roy Hams, Hong Kong United Press, Hong Kong 1991, p. 102. 
they achieve with some efforts. But for most, who settle, in a new 
cloud seem to adjust in the adopted land, but the psychology of the 
immigrant always pricks him, and he comes to feel that he is an alien 
who has to struggle round the clock. 
Post-independent India saw the departure of hundreds of 
immigrants enamoured by the fairyland or abundance of the West. 
The causes were many: for some it was escape from communal 
economic and ideological chaos which prevailed in the native land; 
for others it was a pursuit of a tag of foreign qualification which 
would elevate one's position in society which was looked with awe 
and admiration to the West. But in seeking in Western life the 
expatriate lost himself in the vastness of the cities, big buildings the 
machine like precision at work and utter consciousness of time which 
made him powerless. The sense of independence with which he 
started seemed to be lost. "With the confrontation of new society, the 
process of de-structuring and restructuring started for his self was 
faced with two heterogeneous sensibilities which are conditioned by 
intrinsic value systems of their cultures"^ Having pulled their roots 
from the native land, they became nostalgic for the idealised culture 
of their origin. Many well-known, late Colonial and Commonwealth 
writers faced this conflict or they tried to sublimate their longing for 
home. 
The condition of the expatriate writer is very complex for he 
occupies a marginal or borderline position, sitting on the periphery of 
the past, he awaits the future to take a shape. If he recedes into the 
7 . Uma Panneshwaran "Home is where your feet are, and may your heart be there too" 
ed. Jasbir Jam Writers of the India Diaspora, Rawat Pub. New Delhi, 1998 p. 32. 
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past his work will have value only of a memoir, a travelogue or 
perhaps of an autobiography, all being limiting since they are 
subjective or personalized. If on the other hand, he chooses to 
assimilate himself with the adopted culture he ceases to capture the 
sympathy of the people in the native land, who, in a way, sustain him 
since sympathy in the host culture is a far cry. So he finds himself on 
the borderline of the present, and does a tight rope walk keeping up a 
stance of double talk, coalescing, the past with the present to recreate 
a future. 
Nearly every Indian writer, or writer of Indian origin, who is 
writing in English, seems to have decided that the object of his/her, 
imagination has to be the mother country. Here the term mother 
country is used in the mother-ship sense, the original source with 
which one retains ties, at the same time having gained a distance from 
it through the act migration. For these Indian expatriate writers 
whether they live in New York or in London, the mother country is 
India. These writers inhabit the rubber dinghies on the choppy seas 
between the two continents which are at times solid and even ossified. 
But hard wired into their experience of India is the non-Indian 
experience. For them this is not the same India that we an ordinary 
Indian see. Infact, these writers with their special goggles challenge 
the notion that there is a fixed way of encountering India. The writers 
dipping into the East-West cauldron, which deals with the tensions 
and connection between India and abroad, though not so quite alien, 
seem to have created a powerful sub-genre. 
The cultural borders perceived by most expatriate writers are 
quite understandably drawn along lines. In a world without nation or 
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states, writers would have merged with others who deal with cultural 
confrontation of all kinds. But expatriate literature focuses on the 
cultural states that are defined by immigration counters stamped on 
one's passport. For the expatriate, the cultural clashes are between 
their own culture and another culture. The reason perhaps is because 
these writers themselves are dislocated along national lines, writers 
like Salman Rushdie or Jhumpa Lahiri, however stylistically different 
they may be, they are writers of their own experience of hanging in 
limbo between two identities non Indian and Indian. Most diasporic 
writers end up writing diaspora literature because they write about 
what they experience most forcefully; may be the English language 
itself not associated with Indianness in which many Indians writers 
are writing today, carries the seed of what Rushdie inquires about the 
East versus West, home versus abroad controversy. 
Some critics have argued that the Indian English novelists' 
major concern with the East-West theme is because of their self-
assigned mission to interpret and define the East to their Western 
audience. However, when an Indian writer comes in contact with the 
alien culture, he becomes aware of his rootlessness. He feels that he is 
an alien, an outsider, an exile. As a result there is confrontation with 
the other culture in West, which leads him to a discovery of his own 
country, of his own self. Invariably, he has a desire lurking in some 
niche of his to belong and adjust himself in the country of his origin. 
The expatriate loses home and emotional security and usually 
radical status to aggressively preserve the values his work and his 
ego-centered being. The principles given by his cultured country are 
left behind in his quest for meaning. There is a painful tug of war with 
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his own personality and the transition is never fully made. The 
expatriate never fully arrives - he apprehends the journey back or the 
onward journey. Caught between the two worlds, the expatriate 
negotiates a new space, caught between two cultures and often 
languages, the expatriate negotiates a new literary space. Therefore an 
anxious sense of dislocation is characteristic of expatriate writings. 
The shifting designation of home (where's it) and the attendant 
anxieties about homelessness and the impossibility of going back are 
perennial themes in their stories. The experience, in the words another 
expatriate writer, is, "the sheer tearing pain of not being able to 
belong to the very place where one wants to send down roots''.^ 
Common to the expatriate sensibility one finds the act of 
distancing, even when there is a need to be related to the country of 
the origin. There is dissatisfaction first with the native country and 
then with the adopted one, i.e. the place of exile. This discontentment 
results in the adventure quest of the self towards the new cultures, 
beginning a process of ceaseless movement. The dream of equipoise is 
the bait. Any solution, which emerges is merely temporary and 
subjective usually ending in depression, if not in despair. This 
movement of steady alienation from the point of origin of the 
personality is disquieting for the expatriate, containing a feeling of 
guilt, betrayal and doubt, fragmented, spHt and warped fictional 
characters who often daydreams and lives in hallucinated nightmarish 
world. Besides, there are some positive aspects of the expatriate 
sensibility which can be reckoned are its self questioning, clarity. 
8 . Shashi Brata quoted m Santa Rai, "No Roots but a Reason" Indian Express Jaii 26,1989. 
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assessment of culture from a sensitive insider-outsider position and 
an attempt to move towards a cosmopolitan civilization. 
These Indian expatriate writers have left their native country to 
work in an alien land, and in the process have become alien natives. 
Their novels not only present a growing contact of cultures, but also 
an interaction of the East and the West. The meeting of the oriental 
and occidental cultures in their novels has a great artistic merit and 
social significance. The nature and destiny of their characters are 
shaped by cultural contact; the experience in an alien milieu 
invariably renders them rootless belonging neither to the East nor to 
the West. To some this experience ushers in a process of self 
realization and spiritual awakening to others it sometimes results in 
disillusionment both with the native and the adopted country. Yet the 
much discussed East-West theme has a greater authenticity of 
rendering in their writings. The interaction between the East and West 
is dramatised not only at the level of the people but also at that of 
ideas. The impact of the west has created certain cultural problems, 
clashes, crises involves in Indian life. These writers have explored the 
metaphysical, spiritual and romantic aspects of this confrontation. 
In the case of Rushdie the state of exile has been consciously 
romanticised to the point of becoming his trademark. In his collection 
of essays titled Imaginary Homelands he has listed his own set of 
queries. "For him to be an Indian writer, is to face everyday problems 
of definition. What does it mean to be Indian outside India? How can 
culture be preserved without becoming ossified. How should we 
discuss the need for change within ourselves and community without 
seeming to play in the hands of radical enemies? What are the 
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consequences of embracing those ideas and practices and turning 
away from the ones that came with us? These questions are all a single 
existential question. How are we to live in the world?"^ When an 
individual goes abroad and stays there for quite a few years possibly 
there is slivering and disbranching. He gets alienated from his roots 
in the native soil. He is no longer Yeats Chestnut, the great rooted 
blossomer. When he gets back home with the accretions of a foreign 
culture he finds himself in distress acclamatising himself . His is the 
case of rootlessness, and of divided loyalty or dubious identity. He is 
after all no unfortunate intruder of Stephen Spender. The agonising 
awareness of difference and sameness is the plight of the isolated 
individual trying to forge precariously a delicate balance".^° This 
state of identity confusion leads to a heightened sense of alienation. 
As orphans, the adopted children suffer a special identity crisis in 
their strong desire to find who they are. Similarly the people who are 
born and brought up in alien and mixed surroundings have identity 
crisis stemmed in their links. This condition is heightened when the 
visitor returns to his native country in which the simultaneous 
awareness of the two civilizations gives him exposure of other 
countries and intensifies his concern with his identity and selfhood. 
The recent decades have witnessed the emergence of a fresh 
awareness of the situation of women which has brought about an 
unprecedented shift in the appraisal of their works. The women 
writers have made their presence felt and won accolades for their 
account of expatriate status through their protagonists who are 
9 . Salmaii Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, p. 17. 
10. S.N. Sharma, "Balachandra Rajaii: A Return of the Native". Recent Revelations of Indian 
Fiction in English, ed. Han Mohaii Prasad, Prakash Book Depot, Bareilly, 1983, p. 203. 
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uprooted from their moorings and exiled to alien countries. Those 
under study are prominent women writers namely Bharati Mukherjee, 
Kamala Markandaya and Anita Desai. The sensibility of these expatriate 
writers, all three contemporaries bound by a common concern, offers 
a fertile ground for study in expatriatehood. 
Bharati Mukherjee is an Indo American writer of recent times 
who has presented her themes of cultural conflict in different 
dimension than ever before. Being a writer of modern times she has 
depicted in her fiction the problem faced by Indians and the third 
world immigrants, who attempt to assimilate into North American life 
styles. Born in 1940 in an affluent Bengali family, Bharati Mukherjee 
had a privileged childhood. She and her sisters were escorted to a 
Convent School run by Irish nuns. Their family was "Westernized", in 
the sense that English education was valued and they were 
encouraged to study and interpret philosophy. In 1961 she joined the 
Writer's Workshop at the University of Iowa where she got an M.F.A. 
in Creative Writing and a Ph.D. in English and Comparative 
Literature. At the University of Iowa she met and married Clarke 
Blaise. The couple lived as Canadian citizens from 1966 to 1980, first 
in Toronto, then in Montreal, where she had to come to terms with her 
own identity in an alien land, caught between two conflicting cultures 
she had to contend with racial discrimination during 1972 to 1980 
upon which she looks back with pain and anger. 
Sometime in 1980 she took a bold decision to quit her job in 
Canada and settle in America. This shift helped in overcoming the 
crisis of identity and brought her a sense of elation and confidence. 
Mukherjee's early experience had a great bearing on her writing and 
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outlook on life. By contrast, America is seen as a liberating agent in 
the lives of immigrants. Bharati Mukherjee left India more than three 
decade ago and settled in America. Despite that familial ties continue 
to bind her to the country of her birth. She is however, clear as to 
where her loyalties are today, and is at pains to emphasize that she is 
an American writer. She is greatly attached to Calcutta where she was 
born and brought up. "The city will remain a habit with me, but as a 
writer I have developed entirely in the United States", she observed in 
one of her interviews. Emphasizing her American identity. "I am one 
of you", shouts Bharati Mukherjee collecting her certificate of 
naturalization in America. There has been a definite development in 
the art of Mukherjee as a novelist. The study of her work reveals the 
transformation of the novelist, from an immigrant author to an 
American writer. She says although she is nostalgic about India she 
has no regrets, "America is my home", she declared proudly at Sahitya 
Academy in New Delhi. Asserting her immigrant's status, she gives 
this idea in one of her interviews, "We immigrants have fascinating 
tales to relate. Many of us lived in newly independent or emerging 
countries which were plagued by civil and religious conflicts. When 
we uproot ourselves from those countries and come here, we 
suddenly must absorb 200 years of American history and learn to 
adopt to the American society ... I attempt to illustrate this in my 
novels and short stories. My aim is to expose America to the energetic 
voices of new settlers in the country."" 
Bharati Mukherjee's fiction truly reflects the mood and 
temperament of the present American society as experienced by 
11 . Quoted m Smiday Review, The Times of India, 1st, Oct 1989, p.l. 
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immigrants in America. The present study deals with three of her 
major novel. The Tiger's Daughter, Wife and Jastnine. Although she has 
to her credit short stories and other novels, the researcher has taken 
the above mentioned works to study. 
Kamala Markandaya is also a product of bicultural living, being 
married to an Englishman and settled in England. Kamala 
Markandaya was born in a Tamil Brahmin family in 1924 and had her 
early education at Madras University. We learn from the Wilson 
Library Bulletin biography that in Madras University she was 
deterred from obtaining a degree in History because of her 
"increasingly strong interest in writing".^^ jt was a period when the 
war was on and Anglo-Indian relations were quite crucial. 
Markandaya lived for a time in a South Indian village before sailing 
off to England in 1948 on marrying an Englishman. Though through 
marriage she has acquired a new family name Kamala Taylor on being 
married to an Englishman, she continues to write under her maiden 
name. Being a product of intercultural forces her personal, social and 
religious heritage is prone to be touched by her expatriate status. It is 
not to shed the inhibitions and pulls of a parent heritage. Her innate 
consciousness is affected by her western one, and conflict of loyalties 
finds expression in her writings. The presence of two cultures results 
in intimate understanding of both and forms a saner basis which helps 
in her quest for identity and helps her in viewing with serenity the 
challenge of contrasting cultures. Markandaya in real life is a talented 
creative writer with ambivalent experiential knowledge of two 
cultures eclectic mystical, oriental, Indian and Christian, post 
12 . Wilson Library Bulletm, XXVIII, Nov. 63. 
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Renaissance Protestant and the insular and the secularized Britain. 
East-West confrontation figures prominently in her fiction where 
India comes in contact with the British. She treats these tensions and 
points of contact between people belonging to two different races and 
their different points of view in her novels. She has written a number 
of novels like Nectar in the Sieve, Some Inner Fury, A Silence of Desire, A 
Handful of Rice, Two Virgins etc. The present study deals with two of 
her prominent novels the Possession (1963) and The Nowhere Man 
(1972) which are about India and Indians in England. 
The third novelist with whom the present thesis deals is Anita 
Desai. She was born in Mussorie, a hill station in Uttaranchal. Anita 
Desai's father Diren Mazumdar was an engineer. He met Antoinette 
Nime, a German lady, in Berlin and married her in 1920's as the Nazi 
period was knocking at the doors of Germany. Anita Desai's father 
decided to live in Delhi rather than in his native place, Dhaka. They 
were cut off from his family in Bengal and the Bengali background. 
Perhaps his family in Dhaka was not too enthusiastic about his 
'firangi' wife. The East Bengal partition finally sealed their 
dissociation with Bengal and the Mazumdar's settled in New Delhi on 
Chider Hill Road. Anita Desai began writing in English at the age of 
seven, publishing her story at the age of nine. Desai was educated in 
Delhi at Queen Mary's Higher Secondary School and Miranda House, 
Delhi University where she received her B.A. degree in English 
Literature in 1957. The following year she married Ashvin Desai, a 
businessman. As a novelist she made her debut in 1963 with Cry The 
Peacock. 
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Since the 1950's Desai has lived in New Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay 
and other cities. She is a Member of the American Academy of Arts 
and Letters. She has taught at Lurton College and Smith College in 
England and a Mount Holyoke College in the Untied States. In 1993 
she became a teacher of Creative Writing at Massachuselte Institute of 
Technology. Earlier she used to spend one semester there each year 
and the rest of her time in India, but now she is settled there. In an 
interview given to BBC, she said that she had no plans to return to 
India, this decision has given her the status of an expatriate writer. 
Though her forte of writing deals mainly with the psyche of women 
like Cry The Peacock, Clear Light of Day, Where Shall We Go This Summer, 
Fire on the Mountain. Two of her novels deal with the cultural conflict 
one between the East and West in Bye-Bye Blackbird which along with 
Baumgartner's Bombay in which West versus East have been taken up 
for study. 
The problems which present work seeks to explore are the 
cultural conflicts, the sensibility of the expatriate writers in their 
fictional works, their response to India and their adopted countries. 
The study calls for a brief inquiry into their experience of colonialism 
their responses to their new abode, feelings about exile and the 
cultural conflicts. 
- II 
Cultural Conflicts in 
Indo-Anglian Novels -
19 
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Indian writing in English has been called a "Janus faced 
literature" born of "cross fertilization of two faithful cultures"^ Indian 
and European. India's contact with the western mind stirred its soul 
and ushered in the Renaissance which is regarded as the "greatest gift 
of the English" to India. Mulk Raj Anand feels that Indian fiction 
writers in English have made the most significant contribution in 
English. He says that it has "come to stay as part of world literature".^ 
According to H.M. Williams it is undoubtedly "the most popular 
vehicle for transmission of Indian ideas to the wider English speaking 
world.3 Indian English fiction can prove to be "a major source for a 
systematic study of a cultural contact and cultural changes with 
Indian world view at the focus which will enhance our "knowledge of 
acculturation process'' going on in India" feels Dorothy Spencer. 
The East-West theme in fiction has been stimulating the creative 
imagination of Indo-English writers since perhaps from the time 
Sarath Kumar Ghose wrote a romantic novel entitled The Prince of 
Destiny in 1909. The novel is about the dilemma faced by an Indian 
Prince who has to choose between his love for an English girl and 
marriage to an Indian princess. When in 1978 Bhabhani Bhattacharya 
published his novel A Dream in Hawaii, it showed once again that the 
East-West theme has not yet exhausted its possibilities. 
1 K R Srmivas Iyengar, "Indian Wrifangs m English" in Contemporary Indian Litaatuie, 
New Dellii. Saliitya Academy, 1959, 2nd ed p 30 
2 Mulk Raj Anand Apology ofHei oism, Bombay, 1946, p 67 
3 Indo-Anglian Liteiatuie 1800-1900, Orient Longman, Calcutta 1976, p 109 
4 Indian Fiction in English An Annotated Bibliography, Umversity of Pennsylvania Press, 
Philadelphia 1960 p 11 
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Two centuries of British rule had exposed the Indians to a 
culture that was alien to theirs. A dialectic between the values of East 
and West became, therefore a natural corollary to this cross cultural 
encounter. One of the reasons for the recurring East-West theme in the 
works of many Indo-English writers can be traced to their endeavor to 
address themselves to a western audience. Their desire is to define 
and interpret the East for its benefit and in doing so rediscover their 
country and their own special identity. While recognizing the cultural 
antagonism that exists between the East and West there has been a 
continuing effort on the part of some of the novelists to explore areas 
where these differences can be explained away and an understanding 
reached. 
The majority of Indo-Anglian writers today except for a few 
have had their education abroad. They are made aware of their 
Indianness because of their ultimate experience of a culture other than 
their own as well as of the difference in two systems of values; one 
rather acquired, the other inherited and often taken for granted. The 
inter-cultural nature of his own being becomes for such a writer, a 
theme of profound interest. There is a search for one's own identity 
found to be common and the recurrent theme in Indo Anglian fiction. 
These writers are the products of the conflict and reconciliation of the 
two divergent cultures, although the consciousness varies from 
person to person. John Wain finds them "always haunted by a sense of 
loss and estrangement".^ Confrontation with the West for the 
discovery of one's own country and one's self is a frequent motif in 
the contemporary Indo Anglian novel. Raja Rao's The Serpent and the 
5 . Johii Warn, "A Visit to India" Encounter, 16/5 May, 1961, p. 7. 
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Rope, (1960) examines the East West theme from an entirely new 
angle. The East-West encounter earlier usually dealt with political 
confrontations but here in Raja Rao's work it stems from cultural, 
religious and philosophical differences between India and Europe. 
Allen J. Greenberger a Commonwealth critic points out that an 
"English writer like Rudyard Kipling, who based his stories on India, 
also believed that there was a basic difference between the East and 
the West. While the West believed in the active positive world, the 
East had a passive negative world".^ John Masters says that in the 
earlier part of the twentieth century there were negligible social 
relationships between the Indian and English. The English were 
"people living in a room upstairs who knew nothing about what was 
going on in the house below".^ He felt that the only way to feel India 
stipulated that one must gain one set of qualities and lose another. But 
then there was a need for a "mutual assimilation of East and West 
without injury to the other."^ In Kamala Markandaya's words it is "too 
strained, too dissonant, too austere, too raw to become acceptable it 
has to be muted toned down tarted up its music, larded up with 
familiar rhythms, its literature wrenched into shapes recognized by 
Western tradition".^ 
Beginning with Sarath Kumar Ghose who first attempted to deal 
with the East-West encounter in his work Prince of Destiny. In Raja 
Rao's The Serpent and the Rope, the East-West theme assumes depth 
and validity in the quintessence of Advaita philosophy India at other 
6 Allen J. Greenberger The Biitisli Image of India. London, 1969, p 30. 
7 . John Masters, Night Runners of Bengal, New York, 1951, p. 39. 
8 . Annie Flora Steel, The Host of Lord, New Delhi 1969, p. 84. 
9 . Kamala Markaiidaya, Possession, London Putman aiid Company Ltd. 1963, p. 209 
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level is excluded. Industrial metropolitan India is equally rejected as 
irrelevant "Bombay ... simply had no wearing to a Brahman like me ... 
Bombay had no right to exist."^° But the west is considered in more 
general terms. The provincial taxi-driver, the Parisian notary the 
Russian scholar, Ramaswamy's French wife, all partake a single value 
system which may be described as 'Western'. A reviewer has summed 
the theme of the novel as "In the marriage of Rama and Medeline (a 
French Girl) two contrary world views, two contrary epistemologies, 
come together, and the novel is the study of that encounter."" 
Mulk Raj on the other hand approached the problem from a 
social angle. He examined the western ideas that encroach on Eastern 
traditions and declaimed the latter. The East-West problem is viewed 
not so much as a British Indian dilemma in his works but as an 
Indian-Indian conflict. The personal social problem however is seen as 
traditional East-West conflict. His uniqueness lies in his inter twining 
of the political and religious, philosophical aspect of the East West 
dichotomy without neglecting the other facets. 
R.K. Narayan is more concerned with translating the East-West 
dichotomy into Indian terms with tradition versus change. He doesn't 
indulge in generalization about what is Indian and what is Western. 
His characters are curious blend of the East and the West, which all 
Indians are but they refuse to shift the elements. 
Bhabhani Bhattacharya is viewed as a social novelist. He 
presented Indian socio-economic scenario with a view to ameliorate it. 
The East-West is viewed against the frail old world of wheel set 
10 . Raja Rao's The Serpent and The Rope, Orient Paperback, New Delhi, 1968, p. 46. 
1 1 . S.P. Rauchaii aiid B.M. Razdaii, "The Illustrated Weekly of India" April 6,1966. 
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against the giant machines of the modern world. His novel A Dream in 
Hawai has presented the blending of the old and new values of the 
East and the West respectively. The principal character, Swami 
Yogananda, preaches the spiritualism of the East and yet fully 
understands the values of the West. As Stella one of the characters in 
the novel says "within him the East and West readily coalesced."^^ xhe 
fusion of diverse culture makes him belong to "America as much as to 
India".^3 To him the spiritual knowledge of the East and the 
materialistic knowledge of the West are complimentary. 
Moving to Manohar Malgonkar for whom the conflict was not 
exactly between the East and the West but between the sense of fair 
play and justice exemplified by British who ruled India, on the one 
hand and the servility, dishonesty, feeling of inferiority of the Indians, 
on the other hand. In his novel Combat of Shadows he dealt with the 
theme of alienation. This novel is a powerful study of a young 
Eurasian woman who sought to upclimb and become a member of the 
white English community. She lingers, however, between two worlds-
Indian and Western. She fails to belong to either and finds herself a 
stranger to both. Through the character of Ruby Miranda the novelist 
presents the awareness of rootlessness. 
Of not belonging, of not being wanted, even being 
despised ... and the desperate daily struggle of 
separation and alignment the tight clutching of 
the tenuous, often imaginary, strands of 
relationship ivith the Sahibs, the constant 
vigilance against further assimilation with the 
smothering, enveloping people of the Indian soil.^'' 
12 . Bhabhaiu Bhattacharya, A Dieam in Hawai, MacmiUaii India, 1978, p 18 
13 . Ibid, p 197 
14 Manohar Malgonkar Combat of Shadow, Orient Paperback, Delhi, 1968, p 103 
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Malgonkar has published four novels Distant Drum, Combat of 
Shadow, The Princes and A Bend in the Ganges in the course of five 
years. He is a relatively uncomplicated writer who runs the risk of 
being seriously undervalued. He unfashionably tells us a good story 
and writes within a romantic tradition that has caused embarrassment 
among academic and literary critics. 
Beside the above discussed novelists there are other novelists 
who dealiwith the same theme, a quest for the self, and in doing so 
they touch upon the East-West conflict at different levels of meaning. 
Santha Rama Rau's novel Remember The House (1956) deals with the 
conflict of an adolescent heroine (Baba) caught between the two 
modes of life. The West here appears in person. The narrator's 
American friends Alix and Nicoll who make happiness goal of their 
life, represents one side of the conflict. The other side does not have a 
similar concrete personification but the heroine's mother is the closest 
to an embodiment of the truly Indian values. The narrator, Baba 
briefly infatuated with the American way of life finds the ideals of 
'enjoyment' and success supremely desirable. But all the time she is 
aware of the basic incompatibility of these ideals with what she has 
always been taught. At the end Baba's marriage with Hari, the 
undemonstrative, steadfast old friend who is approved by Baba's 
family depicts the triumph of traditional values over the fascination of 
the West. 
A variation of the same theme is found in Attia Hosain's 
Sunlight on a Broken Column (1961). The theme of the novel is personal 
fulfillment as opposed to loyalty to the family. In the novel the 
conflict does not revolve around the East-West lines, though the 
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heroine's quest for her destiny is the result of the impact of West on 
her. The West here appears in terms of ideas rather than of persons. 
Attia Hossain's heroine also follows the same pattern as the heroine of 
Santha Rama Rau the rebellion, romantic quest and finally submission 
to traditional values. 
The conflict between the two cultures the East and West is very 
clearly spelled out in Nayantara Sahgal's novel, A Time to be Happy. 
The protagonist of the novel Sanad Shivpal is son of a rich man. He is 
a product of a public school, an executive in a mercantile firm. In 
short he is a stereo type of a particular class. Most of his problems are 
the problems of the West-educated boy returning to India and 
encountering himself between two sets of value. Sanad's main concern 
is to regain his roots to belong to India. He feels that his parents have 
taken a lot of "trouble and expense moulding him to a figure that 
would never have any reality."^^ Most of his troubles originate from 
his upbringing in an anglicized atmosphere. He feels a sense of 
alienation and rootlessness which is clearly expressed while he is 
talking to his friend Mclvor. 
It IS a strange feeling to be midway between 
two worlds, not completely belonging to either. I 
don't belong entirely to India. I can't. My 
education my upbringing and my sense of values 
have all combined to make me un-lndian. Wltat do 
I have in common with most of my countrymen. ^^ 
Towards the end of the novel Sanad decides to efface his 
anglicised background and strives towards greater involvement with 
the people of India. He visualises in Gandhian philosophy a potent 
15 
16 
Nayantara SahgaL A Time to be Happy, Jaico Pub , Bombay 1963, p 113 
Ibid p 147 
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force that can be used even today in the modernised, mechanised 
world. He feels that the survival of the Indian people can happen only 
as long as her spirit survives- the spirit of Gandhi that has the 
fathomless spiritual reservoir and inspiration. Sanad attains his goal 
by coming close to 'people' and by marrying the unsophisticated, non-
westernized daughter of a college lecturer. 
Balachandra Rajan also dealt with cultural conflict in novel The 
Dark Dancer. The hero of the novel after spending ten years in England 
returns to India. He faces the problem of adjustment and alienation in 
the country of his birth. The protagonist Krishna is representative of 
intercultural tension which is a common characteristic of Indo-
Anglian fiction. Krishna's alienation is apparent from the very 
beginning. After two years in Cambridge when he comes back to India 
he feels that he coming back to an indifferent sky or an anonymous 
teeming of house. The East-West dilemma crops up again in the novel 
when he has to choose between British liberal Cynthia and Kamala, 
the idealized Indian women but ultimately it is the East that wins. 
There are a few examples among Indo-Anglian writers for 
whom the confrontation with West has not resulted in any tension, 
creative or otherwise. They have been able to write as if their acquired 
values alone can sustain their view of life. D.F. Karaka is an example 
of this kind of writer. He is the only writer whose novels are set in 
England using only British characters. Karaka's novel Just Flesh (1941) 
undoubtedly displays the author's intimate knowledge of English 
culture, but it makes no contribution to English or to Indian literature. 
The novel nowhere comes to grip with the reality. His second novel. 
There Lay the City (1942) set in Bombay touches the city only on the 
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fringe by the narrator. Who always dreams of Random streets, the 
bois of Paris and little streets of Spanish towns. Karaka has made 
efforts to write about an Indian village in his novel but it appears 
purely a theoretical exercise and too facile to be taken seriously. 
Another counter part of this kind of writing is K.Nagaragan for whom 
inter-cultural tensions exist but do not seriously effect his fictional 
world. He is able to write about the life that is known to him, the 
particular area oi earth-Kedaram. He does not indulge in 
generalization of what is Indian or Western. 
The above mentioned writers are a few examples of the 
Indo-Anglian writers who deal with the problem of cultural conflict 
on account of East-West encounter. Beside these writers there are a 
host of other writers who have left an indelible mark on English 
fiction not only in India but abroad also. 
The most significant contribution of recent Indian English 
Literature is its shedding of the Albatross of self-consciousness. 
Without feeling compelled to defend their writing in English, Indian 
English writers have quietly and confidently gone about putting to 
shape their literary endeavour. Letting the product do the talking it 
has most eloquently established the identity of English literature. 
Indo English fiction came to its own only in the nineteen 
twenties and the thirties with the dedicated involvement of self-
conscious writers. Since then there has been no looking back. The 
works of Sri Aurobindo, Raja Roa, R.K. Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand, 
Anita Desai, Nissim Essekiel, A.K. Ramarajan besides host of others 
would find a ready place in any standard chronicle of world 
literature. 
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While acknowledging the contributions of the masters of Indo 
Anglian fiction we perceive that slowly but certainly Indian English 
literature is evolving a tradition of its own, throbbing with life in all 
its baffling enigmas and contradictions. The rich harvest of talents in 
Indian fiction has enkindled the hope of still better productions. 
Perhaps the best argument in support of the 
view that Indian writing in English is a body of 
works worth serious critical consideration is the 
fact that the best in it has been taken seriously and 
subjected to minute appraisal by critics in both 
India and abroad The steady interest it has 
roused, in recent years in English speaking 
countries shows that it has merits other then those 
of sheer novelty and exoticism.'^'' 
A hurried glimpse over some important works suggests the 
evolution of common concerns cutting across the individual 
perception. In the earlier phase, Indian English novelists like Mulk Raj 
Anand in his Punjab trilogy, Kushwant Singh in / Shall Not Hear the 
Nightingale, and Train to Pakistan, Raj Rao in Kanthapura, Nayantara 
Sahgal in Storm in Chandigarh, The Days in Shadow, A Situation in Delhi 
and Rich like US were creating in fiction social and political sagas that 
are ostensibly at the core of things and it is from here that other 
concerns get reflected. These family chronicles though not devoid of 
wider communal, racial and national import span from Salman 
Rushdie's Midnight's Children (1980) Nina Sibal's Yatra (1987) Allen 
Sealys' The Totter Nama (1988) to Vikram Seth's A Suitable Boy (1993) 
Upamanya Chatterjee's The Last Burden (1993), Amit Chaudhry's A 
Strange and Sublime Address (1992). Shashi Deshpande's The Binding 
17 . U.K. Naik, "In Defence of India Writmg in English", ed. K.K. Shanna Indo English 
Liteiature, Vimal Prakashn, Ghaziabad 1977, p.3. 
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Vine (1994) and even Uma Vasudeva's Shreya of Sangarsh. There are 
circumstantial situational and other enviable and partly incidental 
differences of approach. Yet the emphasis, at the center is the place 
where personal, the familial, the cultural, political and the historical 
facet of a multifaceted community Anglo-India, Parsi, Sikh or Muslim 
are delineated in all essential details as component of the composite 
pluralistic reality of India. 
International recognition of Indian English literature has not 
been slow in coming to the fully evolved but maturing phenomenon. 
What follows is an illustrative rather than an exhaustive iteration of 
the appreciative note taken of the works in English by Indians. R.K. 
Narayan who was accorded an honorary membership of the American 
Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters in 1982. Salman Rushdie's 
Midnight's Children received rare reviews and the coveted Booker 
Award for the year 1981 and also James Tait, 'Black Memorial' prize. 
Venkatesh Kulkarni's Naked in December won the BCF American Book 
Award. Nayantara Sahgal received the 'Sinclair Prize' for fiction in 
1985. Nina Sibal's Yatra (1987) was the critics unanimous choice for 
International 'Grand Prix' for literature. Vikram Seth received the 
prestigious Booker's Prize for his novel A Suitable Boy. But the most 
coveted was the Nobel Prize for Literature conferred on Naipaul. 
Bharati Mukherjee was awarded the national Book Critics 
Award in 1988 for her collection. The Middleman and other Short Stories. 
Amitav Ghosh was conferred the highest French literary award the 
Mecidis Prize for his Fires of Bengal. The track prize for the year 1990 
was won for A Strange and Sublime Address by Amit Chaudhry. 
Arundhati Roy's much hyped novel The God of Small Things has been 
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awarded the Booker Prize for 1997. Jhumpa Laheri has bagged the 
biggest American award: the 'Plutizer' for her very first collection of 
short stories, Interpreter of Maladies. Equally note worthy as token of 
recognition is the fact the highest literary honour in India. The Sahitya 
Academy Award has been bestowed on Indo-Anglian works in recent 
years. Arun Joshi's The Lost Labyrinth, Nayantara Sahgal's Rich Like Us. 
Vikram Seth's The Golden Gate, Amitav Ghosh The Long Silence and 
Anita Desai's Wliere Shall We Go this Summer. Belying the misgivings 
of quite of few of its practitioner and skeptics and overcoming 
seemingly insurmountable hurdles Indian English literature has in 
controvertibly arrived for all to take serious note of. 
Another new development that has gathered momentum since 
the 1960's is the scattered diasporal Indians who have written long 
and short fiction. Consequently in the decades since, Indian English 
literature is divided into streams. Some of them write for mixed 
readership while others have made the world as their oyster. The 
most prominent of them are Bharati Mukherjee, Rohinton Mistry, 
Hanif Kureshi, Vikram Seth, Nirad Chaudhary, V.S.Niapaul and 
Salman Rushdie. To some of them, this experience ushers a process of 
spiritual awakening and self-realization, to others it results in 
alienation, disillusionment both 'here' and 'abroad' which often leads 
to identity crisis. Sashi Brata gives a meaningful expression to the 
predicament of such people. He says: 
How does one explain the whole business of 
alienation in a few short sentences: the sheer 
tearing pain of not being able to belong to the very 
place where one wants to send down roots? This 
side of the twentieth century we have seen refugees 
galore, leaving behind them a wild trail of heroism 
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and tenacious nationalism. But what does one do 
about voluntary exiles who were horn in a home 
they found foreign and came to a land which 
stocked and unsettled them? How does one go 
about building house when the timber that holds 
the roof and walls together seems so fragile, when 
there is no mother to cry any more, no wife to love, 
no children to play those games which alone make 
us want live another dayJ^ 
Expatriate writing occupies a significant position in countries 
with different cultures. It generates theories and defines position as it 
constructs a new identity which negotiates between boundaries and 
confines and relates to different temporal and spatial metaphors. 
Culture travel takes a root or gets dislocated and individuals 
internalize nostalgia or experience amnesia. Writers living abroad live 
on the margin of two countries and two societies. They tend to behave 
like a group of hypnotized people who are heirs to two sets of 
customs and their life are shaped by dual codes of behavior. Hari 
Mohan Prasad feels that the experience of exile "begins as a condition 
of mind. Its broad sources are cultural displacement and cultural 
shock. "19 
The protagonists of these novels move away from their own 
cultural environment to an alien culture of Europe and America, but 
unfortunately they never adopt the values of the West, nor can they 
keep their links intact with their own milieu. This applies equally to 
Europeans coming to India. As in case of John Meadows, an American 
in Storm In Chandigarh, by Nayantara Sahgal, came to India twenty 
five years back to work as a missionary. He tries his best to entertain 
18 . Sashi Brata, My God Died Young, Orient Paperbacks Delhi, 1967, p.229-230. 
19 . Han Mohan Prasad, "Theme of Exile m Indo English Fiction," Alien Voice, ed Awadesh 
Srivastava, Prmt House, Lucknow 1981, p. 210. 
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the idea that India has become his second home. Yet he cannot forget 
his native country and cherishes nostalgic memories of America. India 
fails to hold him, resulting in his going back to his roots. Besides this 
they are innumerable example in Nayantara Sahgal where people 
from the West also face the problem of adjustment and alienation in 
different cultures. Having become exiles they lose the sense of 
belonging and identity too. Their shift from one country to another 
not only brings advantages but problems also. As Rushdie says 
sometimes expatriates "straddle between two cultures" while at times 
they fall between two stools."^o The migration entails dilemmas of 
identity and culture conflicts but at the same time constant pressure of 
tradition becomes a very liberating experience. 
The expatriate sensibility shares certain common value oriented 
goals of nationality, ambivalence to India as past and present, and a 
restlessness which resists the idea of being absorbed into a country 
and home while deserting its intensity. Their artistic temperament 
appears as a violator of sensibility and therefore they must preserve 
themselves by withdrawal. Their responses to India are ego-centered 
and pitched at a point neither totally outsider nor insider in 
understanding and distance. They try to portray nostalgia, 
rootlessness, restlessness, and displacement attitudes towards return 
and family relationships. They deal with more complicated issues of 
identity and ambivalence resulting from cultural confrontation and 
fusion Salman Rushdie for instance shows in the subtlest ways what 
it is like to be a post colonial cosmopolitan, whilst not ignoring the 
wider histories and geographies of migration and diaspora. He has 
20 . Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, Granata Books London, 1991, p. 432. 
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feels puzzled. The irony is that when he is in England he longs for 
India and when in India he yearns for England a reflection of the 
arguments between two identities. 
Hanif Kurehsi who lives in England is best known for his novel 
Buddha of Suburbia 1990. Like Kureshi, Karim Akhtar, the hero of the 
novel, has a dual identity as his mother is English and father Indian. 
This dual identity gives Karim, a "double perspective". The journey of 
the immigrant Everyman is laid out in the novel, who shuttles 
between two identities. The father of the narrator a first generation 
immigrant realizes that his real vocation is Buddha of Suburbia i.e. to 
teach yoga and extol the virtues of the East to English. Thus the 
narrator's identity is divided because of his English mother and 
Indian father. The book seems to ask how, if at all it can stabilize. 
E.M.Forster is one of the foremost English novelists to pit India 
against the English as protagonists. He indeed occupies an important 
position while discussing the East-West encounter. He presents the 
story very differently from what has been attempted before. In Passage 
To India he does not try to reconcile between the Indians and the 
Westeners. For him any solution is bound to fail as in the case of 
friendship between Fielding and Dr.Aziz which fails, however hard 
they try an understanding cannot reached. Even Mrs. Moore a 
compassionate woman and adorer of India has to go back to England 
for she feels that the Indian earth with its temples, tanks, palaces and 
the people of India are not ready to accept her atleast not yet. The 
novel reminds one of Some Inner Fury, which also ends on the note 
that East and West can not meet because the forces pulling them apart 
are too strong. Forster's English characters remind the reader of 
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Jhabvala's characters who have difficulty in seeking peace of mind in 
post-colonial India. There is lot of similarity between Mrs. Moore, 
Fielding and Jhabvala's Europeans. Thus Forster's at tempt at 
exploring the need for cultural kinship does not yield much result. 
Jhabvala too has brought to her work expatriates dilemma in her 
novels. Jhabvala is Polish by birth but English by upbringing and 
Indian only by marriage. Her own expatriate dilemmas, makes it 
difficult for her to reconcile with India. She finds that her western 
consciousness cannot compromise with the lethargy and apathetic 
attitude because the principles of renunciation are not embedded in it. 
She feels that it is not at all possible that a European can adopt Indian 
beliefs and be at peace. There will always be some frustration, 
disillusionment at the end, corroborating Markandaya's contention 
that East and the West cannot meet as friends, 'not at least yet'. We 
find her characters struggling, trying hard to grasp at something; but 
coming nearer, they are drawn back. 
Jhabvala's novel A Backwad Place is the reaction of Westernized 
Indians and expatriates to India. In Esmond in India Indians and 
expatriates are brought into direct confrontation. These Europeans 
either love everything Indian or find it abominable. The problem of 
expatriates in assimilation or negation of India is the part of the socio-
cultural, economic conflict they suffer. 
Judy in A Backward Place is married to an Indian actor. She has 
adopted Indian attitudes to a considerable extent and has possibly 
assumed the personality of an Indian. According to Jhabvala Judy 
may be at peace by wearing a sari becoming meek and accepting. 
Being a product of lonely and tragic English middle class family she 
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finds the promises and comforting disorder of the family enjoyable. 
At the same time she has also proved her European defiance and goes 
to work becoming ironically the bread-winner of he family. She 
lingers for a permanent home and believes in staying secure where 
she is instead of going to Bombay. 
Clarrisa another character of A Backward Place is a young 
eccentric English girl in love with the India of the sages and gurus. 
She lives in squalor and has constant trouble with her successive 
landlords. She hungers for a permanent home and familial love. She is 
therefore wavering between loving India and at the same time finding 
it not so marvelous. 
Etta, a middle aged Hungarian blonde rejects all things Indian. 
She has come to India as the wife of an Indian student but the 
marriage ends in a divorce after which she goes through a succession 
of husbands and lovers only to find herself desperately alone in an 
India which she hates. She is no longer fascinated by India and is 
drawn into an unreal Europe of her nostalgic memories and hits out at 
Judy's ludicrous and shameful submission to an unworthy husband. 
Jhabavla opines that assimilation in the alien environment is not 
possible at least for her European characters and often result is 
conflicts. Jhabvala's Westernized Indian characters are also equally 
removed from real India. They live opulent lives, intermix with the 
Westerners but remain native about the real India. They introduce a 
kind of pseudo culture in their homes. They are sensitive about their 
shortcomings and conceal temper in them and tantrums. The young 
westerners come in search of peace enthusiastically surrender to 
everything Indian ultimately. A stage comes when the westerner finds 
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the East beyond its reach and a realization is dawned on him that a 
complete absorption is not only difficult but to an extent impossible. 
Kamala Markandaya has a deep distrust of racial discrimination 
and cultural prejudices. In a letter she wrote, "I detest racism in any 
form. I just detest cruelty to living creatures."^^ She seems to make an 
earnest attempt about a compromise between Indian and Western 
values in her novels. The question of interrelation between India and 
the West is described clearly in her novels Possession. The opening 
page of the novel says that novelist "has woven threads poignant and 
somber live into the failure of this dramatic story of the contemporary 
West and East."25 The novelist through her works has affirmed the 
significance of one's roots. So long as one has roots "one survives" and 
that if one's roots are injured or absent one dies".^'^ 
In Some Inner Fury we find Premala's roots are scorched when 
she is taken away from her traditional way of life and asked to be a 
society lady. Another character of the same novel Kit finds it difficult 
to readjust and adapt himself to his native country. He had a 
prolonged stay in Europe and speaks of London with fond familiarity, 
which he thinks is "the next best thing being English"^^ who has to 
make adjustment in India. Kit is a typical alienated person, who is 
only a vine clinging to the British Raj, having no identity of his own 
and seems to imbibe superficial aspects of Western culture. 
24 . Letter to Niro] Banerjee dated 20 Oct 1988. 
25 . Kamala Markandaya: Possession, p.2. 
26. Uma Parmeshwaraii, India for the Western Reader "A Study of Kamala Markandaya's 
Novels" Texas Quarteiiij 10/2, Slimmer 1968, p. 213. 
27 . Kamala Markandaya, So;«e Inna- Fury, London, 1955, p. 15. 
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Markandaya in her novels evinces socio-cultural problems besetting 
Indian society. 
A towering figure among contemporary writers, the twice 
displaced V.S. Naipaul - a Trinidian born Hindu Brahmin, now a 
reluctant resident of England - gives voice to many ambivalence of the 
post colonial diasporic consciousness. His texts are exquisite 
articulation of his celebrated despair, his obsessive preoccupation 
with his exile, rootlessness and alienation. At the same time he is 
merciless in his criticism of the newly independent societies and his 
insistent refusal in formalistic denunciation of colonial masters have, 
while endearing him to readers certain political persuasion has 
elicited angry rebuttal from others. The vision of history that Naipaul 
presents in his works not only condemns post colonial failures but 
also passes a devastating judgement on the deeds and dreams of the 
colonizer. Despite Naipaul's ambivalence toward his ancestral home, 
despite even his occasional reflections of it, India, in subtle ways 
continues to claim her prodigal diasporic child. His best piece of 
writing are A House of Mr. Biswas, An Area of Darkness and A Wounded 
Civilization. Raja Rao's The Serpent and the Rope and Naipaul's A Bend 
in the River are quasi autobiographical works of the author's own 
attempt to heal their physical exile from India through oblique 
spiritual connection with the geographical home India. Both Raja 
Roa's and Naipaul's diasporic fiction, is more than a geographical 
space: it is a region of the mind. As exile their characters journey 
ceaselessly, but all journeys - at least in the emotional sense lead them 
back to India who find themselves at the harbor contemplating the 
enigma of their arrival. 
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Many of Bharati Mukherjee's work expatiate upon this South 
Asian immigrant experience in North America, much of which is 
painful especially the topic of races it depicts. In her collection of 
Short stories The Middle Man and Short stories Bharati Mukherjee has 
described the diverse immigrant community in America, the West 
Indians, the Hispanics the Turks and the Indian and their cultural 
encounter. But it is Mukherjee's novel Jasmine that contains her most 
optimistic depiction of the south Asian experience in North America 
thus evincing a n\ore positive view than Naipaul. 
Another prominent expatriate writer Gita Mehta's first novel 
Karma Cola is a satirical comment on Westerns who rush to embrace 
the mystical East. Shashi Tharoor's epic novel The Great Indian Novel 
being the literary work of two levels, is a curious mix of racial 
memory with contemporary history. It takes its title from Mahabharata, 
which is its primary source of inspiration Tharoor breaks the 
monotony of prose with verse, the songs about India. He has worked 
in United Nations and lives in New York. 
In Timeri Murari's The Marriage the theme is of cultural conflict 
when the East comes in contact with the West. It deals with the 
problem of the coloured in UK and his quest for identity with this 
new homeland the novel depicts the generation gap, the chasm 
between the white and the coloured, and it all arises from the failure 
of understanding and love. 
Apart from the Indian English expatriate writers other writers 
from the Indian subcontinent, have either migrated to other countries 
or live and work there for extended periods of time. Babpsi Sidwa, a 
Parsi from Pakistan spends her time between Karachi and America 
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and her novels like The Crow Eaters (1978), Ice Candy Man (1989) and 
The Pakistani Bride (1990) are sensitively handled. M.G. Vassanji is of 
Indian origin but has migrated to Canada. He has three impressive 
books to his credit. His No New Land (1991) in which the protagonists 
of Indian origin are uprooted from their moorings and are expatriated 
to alien counties. The protagonist Nurdin Lalani is uprooted from his 
native land and transplanted to Toronto, and is always haunted by the 
old world of values. His other novel Gunny Sack deals with bi-
cultural living in its gruesome aspect. 
Yasmine Gooneratna from Srilanka who now lives in Australia 
deals with the cultural conflicts of immigrants more seriously then 
Bharati Mukherjee. In her novel A Change of Skies her protagonist faces 
the dilemma of being unable to return home and yet not finding a 
home in the adopted land. Yasmeen Gooneratna has first hand 
experience of multicultural anguish due to discrimination which has 
led to a feeling of rootlessness. She has projected the central confusion 
and confrontation of multicultural society in her novel A Change of 
Skies. The clash of culture and the need for adaptation is the part of 
her novel. In the early part of the novel she describes the 
misconceptions that one has for the host country, the meager 
knowledge for Australia based on the poster in the geography class. 
The protagonists view their stay as temporary exile from where they 
will return at the end of a few years. The locals meanwhile expect 
expatriates to change. In seeking assimilation the change seems to be 
the first step. Australians quickly truncate the first name and Mangala 
Davashiha becomes Mangla Dey and then Mundy. The musical 
sounding Navranjini is chopped to Jean. 
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The expatriate faces another difficult problem when they plan to 
visit home "we would not behave like expatriates decides Jean and 
Baray". They feel back home people have misconception "Expats make 
scenes, expats, complain about the food being off in an expensive 
hotels, expats make fool of themselves by losing their tempers".^^ A 
Change of Skies describes the condition of exiles for whom exile can 
often result in a kind of death. To Gooneratna this expatriate 
experience can actually give us "an awareness that everything around 
us is caught up in process of profound and inexorable change that we 
are not only changing with it but are perpetually being invaded"^^. 
The Indo Anglian writers have an experience of their own 
culture; at the same time their education abroad and knowledge of 
English language has made them aware, of the other acquired alien 
culture. The awareness of other cultures then gets manifested in their 
fiction and the East West theme is hence a common phenomenon of 
the Indo-Anglian novels. The outlook, experience and approach to life 
gets clearly reflected in their themes and characters because these 
writers are the products of conflict and reconciliation of two divergent 
cultures. These writes have created their niche in the world of 
literature by depicting these cultural conflicts. 
28 . Yasmeen Gooneratiie, A Change of Skies, Penguin, New Delhi 1991 p 259. 
29 . Ibid, p. 285 
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Bharati Mukherjee 
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Bharati Mukherjee is one of the most significant contemporary 
novelists. Her fiction truly reflects the mood and temperament of the 
present American society as experienced by immigrants. Mukherjee's 
novels express the nomadic impulses of Indians who, in their 
deliberate search for a materially better life, migrate to the west and 
consequently face the tensions of adaptation and assimilation. Bharati 
Mukherjee in her fiction depicts the cultural clash between the East 
and the West. She writes about the Asian immigrants experience in 
the United State and the alienation, disillusionment and nostalgia the 
person encounters in the newly adopted country. She has become a 
celebrity for her destructive approach to expatriatehood as a 
metaphysical experience of exile. The significant theme of her works 
is the depiction of cross-cultural crises, which has assumed a great 
significance in the present world of globalization. Mukherjee focuses 
upon sensitive protagonists who lack stable sense of person and 
cultural identity and are victimized by racism, sexism and other forms 
of social oppression. 
There has been a definite development in the art of Mukherjee 
as a novelist. The study of her work reveals the transformation of the 
novelist from an immigrant author to an American writer. She says 
although she is nostalgic about India she has no regrets. She has 
assimilated American culture and ethos and she wants to fall in line 
with the American literary tradition rather than Indian. "I view myself 
as an American author in the tradition of other American authors 
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whose ancestors arrived at Ellis Island" ^  declared Bharati Mukherjee 
in an interview with Alison B. Carb. Bharati Mukherjee has left India 
by choice to settle first in Canada and then in the United States. 
Mukherjee has asserted, though originally an Indian she has lived in 
Canada and America for too long, to be categorized as an Indian 
English writer. She finds America quite complex and wishes to 
penetrate deep into it. She says "I'm rediscovering the truth of 
statement that there are so many Americans. Even the Indian 
Americans are so heterogeneous comprising distinct cities, 
communities. I cannot help being influenced by all this variety".^ 
According to Malashri Lai Bharati Mukherjee considers herself 
"as the repository and exponent of the experiences made possible by 
immigration, as evident in her collection Middleman and others 
Stories".^ At her best Bharati Mukherjee combines her commitment of 
writing fiction that communicates a social and political vision with 
her belief in a religion that accommodates the marvelous. In her 
works the pride of her Indianness is reflected but also her decision to 
celebrate America. In a sense she is a writer of Indian diaspora who 
writes in English but in another sense she presents the immigrants 
lives in the manner of Malamud. The thing that makes her worth 
reading is that part of her aesthetics which wants to make "the 
familiar exotic, the exotic familiar"." 
1. Bharati Muklierjee, "The hnmigraiit Sensibility", Span, June, 1990, p. 35. 
2 . Quoted from R.K. Dhawan, The Fiction of Bharati Mukherjee, Prestige Books, New Delhi, 
1997, p. 14. 
3 . Malashri Lai, Bharati Mukherjee "The Maximalist Credo", Contemporary Indian English 
Fiction, Jalaiidliar, 1993,p. 56. 
4 . "A Four-Hundred-Year-Old Woman", Ameiican Studies Newsletter, 29 Jan, 1993, p. 25. 
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Bharati Mukherjee's novels illustrate 'Maximalist' act as the 
credo of immigrant writing. Her Indianness is clear in the attributes 
she gives to her characters. The entrants through America's half open 
door of immigration law juggle for a place in an unfamiliar though 
desired world. The stuff of Mukherjee's novels consists of their 
strategic ploys, resilience, and willingness to shed old identity and 
acquire the new. Mukherjee's stance for 'Maximalist credo is based on 
the strategy of change. She says, "I see my immigrant story replicated 
in a dozen American cities, and instead of seeing my Indianness as 
fragile identity to be preserved against obliteration, I see it now as set 
of fluid identity to be celebrated".^ Bharati Mukherjee is an exponent 
of expatriate writing. She takes up, the life of Indian immigrants in 
United States as the subject matter of most of her novels. While in 
Canada the culture shock experienced by her has changed her as a 
woman and a writer; what she went through at a personal level is 
reflected in the experiences of the heroines of her two novels i.e. The 
Tiger's Daughter and Wife. These early novels reflect Mukherjee's 
dissatisfaction with her own life in Canada, because of the official 
policy of encouraging the racial and ethnic separation of minorities 
and unofficial racism. 
Bharati Mukherjee projects the self in The Tiger's Daughter as 
someone who encounters a doubt cultural shock, the first is her going 
abroad to the USA for higher studies, and the second on return to 
India as the bride of a Canadian writer. In her first work The Tiger's 
Daughter (1972) alter ego to the writer is more intimately projected 
5. Rustomji Kerns, "Expatriates, Immigrants aiid Literature: Three Soutli Asiaii Women 
Writers", The Massachusetts Revieiv, Winter, 1988-89, p. 665. 
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through the protagonist Tara Banarjee Cartwright. The heroine grows 
up, more or less, in the same environ as her creator. Though bred up 
in independent India, Bharati Mukherjee's mental set up, when she 
went abroad for higher studies in a permissive and free society of 
USA, still reflected the prejudices inherent in the educational system 
of a colonial convent in Calcutta. These circumstances are repeated in 
the experiences of Tara. The cultural shock she faces on going abroad 
is the repetition of what the author herself and experienced under 
similar circumstances. Like Bharati Mukherjee, she too returns to 
India and to her parents, as the young bride of a white man, whom 
they have yet to see and know. The novelist presents sensitively the 
actions of her friends, relatives and her changed status. This is a true 
reflection to what she herself went through in a Calcutta which was 
no longer the same as it was during her school days. 
Tara's school friend Reena comments on meeting her in her 
Indian English idiom "you have changed too much Tara".^ At the same 
time Tara feels she had forgotten many Indian-English words she had 
once used with her friends. Similarly what she considers sensible and 
decorous seems silly and outrageous to others. For instance her 
suggestion that women participating in a beauty contest should wear 
swim suits leads to this rebuke from an Indian physician "I think, 
your years abroad have robbed you of feminine propriety or you are 
joking with us".^ The Tiger's Daughter recounts the magnitude of 
change that is mind boggling in its dimensions. Bharati Mukherjee 
comments early in her novel: "Changes in anatomies of nations or 
6 . Bharati Mukherjee, Tlie Tiger's Daughter London; Chatto and Windus, 1973, p. 105. 
7. Bharati Mukherjee, The Tiger's Daughter, p. 187. 
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continent are easy to perceive. But changes wrought by gods or Titans 
are too subtle for measurement. At first the human mind suffers 
premonitions, then learns to submit".^ 
The story of Bharati Mukherjee's first novel depicts the 
predicament of the protagonist, who faces strange bewilderment on 
her visit to India after her seven years of stay abroad. It presents a 
satirical portrait of Indian society from the perspective of Tara 
Banerjee Cartwright, a young expatriate who is not yet accustomed to 
American culture yet is estranged from the morals and values of her 
native land. A Bengali Brahmin, she is the daughter of a famous 
industrialist popularly known as the Bengal Tiger. Schooled at 
Poughkeepsie, New York she is married to David, an American writer. 
After her marriage Tara becomes Tara Banerjee Cartwright and makes 
a trip home after being abroad for seven years. David does not appear 
in the novel, but figures in Tara's reflections and her letters to him. 
His replies are her only link with America during her stay in India. 
When the twenty two year old Tara visits India, the alien western 
culture which has shaped her personality for a considerably long 
period seems to be constantly in conflict with the culture of her native 
soil. The clash is deeply felt in the psyche of Tara who finds it difficult 
to adjust with her friends and relatives in India. She even feels at odds 
with the traditions of her own family. The greatest irony of her return 
is that she feels lonely alienated and in her native country. Her new 
self is no doubt responsible for this disruption of her pleasure but the 
deteriorating social changes and her new perspective towards the 
8 . The Tiger's Daughter, p. 7. 
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poverty and squalor in India aggravate her discomfort, frustration 
and disgust. Tara's condition can be summed up In these lines 
In the west I burn, 
here, 
when my wings give out 
I cannot breathe.'^ 
same is the condition of Tara who is neither accepted in west 
nor in India. 
Tara's expectation that on her return to India would remove her 
displeasure of staying abroad is belied. 
For years she had dreamed of this return to India. 
She had believed that all hesitations, all shadowy 
fears of the life abroad would be erased quite 
magically if she could just return home to 
Calcutta. But so far the return had brought only 
wounds. First the corrosive hours on Marine 
Drive, then the deformed beggar in the railway 
station, and now the inexorable train ride steadily 
undid what store she had held in reserve. She was 
an embittered woman, she now thought, old and 
cynical at twenty two and quick to take offence.^° 
Tara is filled with disappointment when she first steps on 
Indian soil at Bombay. It is the new India that Tara rediscovers from 
the very moment of her landing in Bombay. Bombay is the same when 
she left India but now she feels her out look has changed. The things, 
which she left unnoticed, have attracted her attention like the dirt, 
poverty, beggars etc. To her Bombay station seemed "more like a 
hospital there were so many sick and deformed men sitting listlessly 
9 . Smuta Namjoshi "Because of India, Oiily Women Press, London, 1989, p. 118 
10 . Bharati Muklierjee, The Tiger's Daughter, p. 25. 
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on bundles and trunks"." Besides this there was too much of fuss 
made over her by the Bombay uncle and aunt. The change in men's 
thinking and behaviour is apparent in the conversation of her two 
travelling companion comparisons on her journey from Bombay to 
Calcutta. Her sickness at the present situation makes her think about 
her husband David. The thought of her husband symbolically 
suggests the second self developed in her. Tara repents having come 
to India without her husband and is unable to keep him off her mind 
"Perhaps 1 was stupid to come without him ... perhaps I was too 
impulsive, confusing my fear of New York with home sickness. Or 
perhaps I was going mad".^^ 
Tara's journey from Bombay to Calcutta is an equally disgusting 
experience. In Calcutta too, she finds everything changed and 
deteriorated. There is a total transformation in Calcutta from an oasis 
of peace and joy to the storm center of a political turmoil. It amazes 
and disturbs her at the same time she feels "Calcutta was the deadliest 
city in the world"^^ which she once adored. The atmosphere of the city 
put her nerves on the edge and she reacts in a negative manner. She 
finds herself unfit in the company of her friends and relatives. Tara's 
nephews at Bombay call her 'the American Auntie' and their parents 
refer to her husband as the 'American Jamai'. Others call her 
'Americawali and her husband a 'malecha' Aunt Jharna makes the 
difference clearly by asking her pointedly. "You have come back to 
make fun of us, haven't you? What gives you the right? Your 
1 1 . Ibid. p. 19. 
12 . Ibid. p. 21. 
13 . Ibid. p. 168 
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American money? Your malecha husband"." It makes her (Tara) 
wonder; how does the foreignness of spirit begin? She feels torn apart 
between the cultural of two environs. Such labels of distinction 
intensify the alienation in the mind of Tara. She realizes that perhaps 
her mother too, sitting serenely before God on a tiny rug no longer 
loved her. After all Tara had wistfully abandoned her caste by 
marrying a foreigner. Perhaps her mother was offended because of 
her marrying an American. In India she felt she was not married to a 
person but to a foreigner and this foreignness was a burden. 
Tara is in a dilemma everywhere and cherishes nostalgic 
memories be they of India or America. She has to defend herself every 
where. When at the early age of fifteen her father sent her to America, 
Tara an immigrant away from home idealized her native country and 
cherished nostalgic memories of it. Tara felt homesick in 
Poughkeepsie. Little things pained her. She felt a sense of 
discrimination if her roommate didn't share her mango chutney with 
her. She defended her family and her country vehemently, even 
prayed to Kali for strength so that she would not break down before 
the Americans. Although New York was extra ordinary but it had 
driven her to despair. On days she had thought she could not possibly 
survive, she had taken out all her silk scarves, ironed them and hung 
them to make the apartment more "Indian".^^ vVhen she is in India she 
has to face with contrast world of attitude. 
It was fate that she fell in love with an American. Tara's 
husband was painfully Western, she was dutifully devious in her 
14 . Ibid. p. 36 
15 . Bharati Muklierjee, Tlie Tigei 's Daughtei, p. 35 
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marriage, she couldn't communicate the finer nuances of her family 
background and her life in Calcutta. Her husband asked naive 
questions about Indian customs and traditions. She felt completely 
insecure in an alien atmosphere "Madison square was unbearable and 
her husband was after all a foreigner".^'' 
On her return to India after seven years, Tara notices many 
changes in the country of her birth. She is outraged and cannot 
respond to these changes. She longs for the Bengal of Satyajit Ray and 
children playing in cool green parks, aristocrats despairing in music 
rooms of empty palaces. But what she came across was total 
restlessness which forced weak men to fanatical defiance or 
dishonesty. Calcutta was losing its memories in a bonfire of effigies of 
buses and trucks. An appetite for the grotesque had taken over the 
city. "Tragedy was not uncommon in Calcutta. The newspapers were 
full of epidemics, collisions, fatal quarrels and starvation, stretching 
before her was a vision of modern India".^^ 
There is a strange fusion of Americanness and Indianness in the 
psyche of Tara. As a result she finds herself a misfit wherever she 
goes; with her dangling personality she tries to look Indian and adjust 
with her friends but it appears that there is an invisible gap between 
them and she feels torn apart. She is forced to look at her inner world 
consisting of two cultures and the two different ideologies which are 
two worlds wide apart. She realizes that the reconciliation of the two 
cultures is impossible and wishes to go back to her husband David. 
16 . Ibid. p. 37 
17 . Bharati Muklierjee, Tl,e Tigher's Daughter, p. 117. 
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The Tiger's Daughter is designed to capture the predicament of 
Tara, who returns to her homeland after a period of self-imposed 
exile, whom the home will never be home again, and life in exile, a 
bitter and draught though it often is, will be preferable to what home 
has become. She comes to realize that the forest, she had associated 
with the India of her childhood and her vision of pastoral, were no 
longer there. "On the contrary what confronted her was a restive 
country, something or the other 'killed' them''.^^ In New York she had 
dreamed of coming back to Calcutta but "the return had brought only 
wounds for it had been touched by public rages and ideas".^^ The 
picnic arranged by his father to regale her at the premises of her 
father's factory end up in fiasco when a snake is discovered in a 
swimming pool ruining the whole picnic, where they frolic for some 
time before lunch is served. 
The last straw is her seduction by Tuntunwala a middle aged 
industrialist, who is projected as a dynamic natural celebrity. She had 
met him on her journey to Calcutta from Bombay. Tuntunwala 
seduces her at the Nayapur Guest House, where she goes at the 
suggestion of her father, to calm her nerves after the Darjeeling 
experiences. Tara does not get consolation or peace anywhere, 
everything appears to be frustrating and 'horrible' to her. Her 
disillusionment with India in upheaval is complete, and she concludes 
that it would not be possible for her though born, bred and educated 
in Calcutta, to adjust the changed conditions after her exposure to life 
in the West. In a fit of desperation she decides to go back to her 
18 . Ibid. p. 198. 
19 . Ibid. p. 29. 
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husband in New York. She goes to the Air India office and reserves a 
seat on a flight to New York. Her journey is decided but after a short 
time of this reservation, Tara beconies a victim of violence caused by 
the marchers proceeding towards the Catelli Continental in a mob. 
The end of Tara remains mysterious. There is a suggestion that 
she does not survive the mob violence, which also kills the old man, 
Joyonto Roy Chaudhri. Locked in the car she only thinks about her 
husband David. The novel ends with these lines "And Tara, still 
locked in the car across street from the Catelli Continental Hotel 
wounded whether she would ever get out of Calcutta and if she didn't 
whether David would ever know that she loved him fiercely".^o The 
novel with the structure of an open ending novel tells us about the 
dangling personality of Tara which is torn between the American and 
Indian selves. 
Tara the central character of the novel is a strange fusion of 
Americanness and Indianness. There is a constant note of 
confrontation in her psyche, which leaves her bewildered. She makes 
futile efforts sometimes to establish her American self but some how it 
clashes with the pulse of Indian life. When she visits Calcutta, she 
finds herself in a fix as she can neither take refuges in her old Indian 
self nor in her newly discovered American self. The outcome of this 
confrontation is the split up psyche. Tara's journey to India fills her 
with disappointment. She had expected a lot on her return to India, 
but her dreams are shattered and this makes her react in a negative 
manner. Slowly her changed personality makes her a misfit in the 
company of the friends and relatives. She finds it difficult to adjust at 
20 . Ibid. p. 210. 
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the religious functions at home. Caught in the gulf between two 
conflicting worlds she feels that she has forgotten many of the Hindu 
rituals of worshipping icons, she had seen her mother performing 
since her childhood. This change in Tara can be clearly understood 
from this incident. 
When the sandalwood paste has been ground Tara 
scraped off the slimy stone tablet with her fingers 
and poured it into a small silver bowl. But she 
could not remember the next step of the ritual. It 
was not a simple loss, Tara feared; it was a little 
death, hardening of the heart, a cracking of axis 
and centre. But her mother came quickly with her 
relief of words.'^'^ 
The phrase 'cracking of the axis' symbolically points out the 
psyche of Tara which has come out due to the loss of her own cultural 
heritage. An outcome of this loss is ironically reflected in her inability 
to sing the 'bhajan' which she sang in her childhood. She had 
promised to sing a bhajan before her family but some how she 
couldn't remember it. 
As a child, Tara remembered, she had sung 
bhajans in that house. She had sat on a love seat 
beside a very holyman with a lump and had sung 
"Raghpati Raghava Rajaram". But that had been a 
very long time ago, before some invisible spirit or 
darkness had covered her skin.^'^ 
It is the culture of America that has engulfed Tara like an 
invisible spirit or 'darkness'. The word 'darkness' suggests that in the 
deepest core of her heart Tara has an intense desire to behave like an 
2 1 . rtiid. p. 51. 
22 . Ibid. p. 54. 
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ordinary Indian but her re-rooted self in America has made such 
common ritual alien to her. 
Tara is not at ease even when she is in the company of old 
Indian friends. "Seven years ago she had played with these friends, 
done home work with Nilima, briefly fancied herself in love with 
Pronob, debated with Reena at the British Council.23 But after her 
return from America she feared their tone, their omission and their 
aristocratic oneness. Besides the attitude of her friends is also ironical. 
They approve of foreign manners, foreign etiquette, foreign fashions 
but they do not appreciate her foreign marriage. This shows the 
conservative attitude of the Indians who are crazy about for foreign 
things, dresses and consumer goods but do not approve of marriage 
with the foreign people. Bharati Mukherjee has used 'racial purists' 
for her friends in an ironical manner. 
They were racial purists, thought Tara 
desperately. They liked foreigners in movie 
magazines, Natwood and BobWanger in a faded 
Photoplays. They loved English like Worthington 
at the British Council. But they did not approve of 
foreign marriage partners. So much for the 
glamour of her own marriage. She had expected 
admiration from these friends. She had wanted 
them to consider her marriage an emancipated 
gesture. But emancipation was suspicious it pre-
supposed bondage.'^'' 
Tara's friend Reena comments on the changed social situation 
and deterioration of Calcutta, which makes her more vulnerable and 
more negative. She observes that Tara has "become too self centered 
23 Ibid p 43 
24 Ibid p 86 
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and European"25 In spite of her European personality, one can sense 
the Indian pulse vibrating in Tara which makes her realize that the 
life of Calcutta inspite of dark spots and drawbacks has its own 
uniqueness. "She thought about Calcutta, not of the poor sleeping on 
main streets, dying on obscure thoroughfares, but of the consolation 
Calcutta offers; life can be very pleasant here, thought Tara".^^ This 
makes her give a comparative picture of New York and Calcutta. 
Tara told her husband David how much easier she 
thought it was to live in Calcutta. "How much 
simpler to trust the city's police inspector and 
play tennis with him on Saturdays. How humane 
to accompany a friend editor to watch riots in 
town. New York, she thought was a gruesome 
nightmare. It wasn't mugging she feared so much 
as rude little invasions.^'^ 
New York had been exotic ... there were 
policemen with dogs prowling the underground 
tunnels. Because girls like her ... were being 
knifed in elevators in their own apartment 
buildings .... The only pollution she had been 
warned against in Calcutta had been caste 
pollution, New York was extraordinary, and it had 
driven her to despair.'^^ 
Thus we see in the novel The Tiger's Daughter Mukherjee's 
efforts to adapt to the American society are by revulsion and rejection 
of the Indian mode of life. There is a vast difference in the perception 
of India by Rudyard Kipling and Tara of Bharati Mukherjee's The 
Tiger's Daughter. According to F.A. Inamdar, Rudyard Kipling's Kim 
has "everything Indian is admirable to the point of worship. The 
25 . Ibid. p. 105. /^•'f-- ~ - ^ V, 
26 . Ibid, p 132. ^ , ^ ^ 
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world outside for him is the reflection of his self. He is creature of 
jollity, tenderness and enthusiasm, both devout and sporting, reverent 
and naughty".29 But Tara of The Tiger's Daughter finds in India nothing 
to her liking. Catelli Continental Hotel evokes emotion of escape from 
Calcutta but there is of course no escape from Calcutta. 
For Tara, Calcutta with its riots buses burning and workers 
surrounding the warehouse seem worse than Conrads Heart of 
Darkness. Seven years ago Tara in India had admired "the houses on 
Marine Drive", but her stay at Vassar had changed her outlook on 
Indian life. She admired the houses then but " now their shabbiness 
appalled her".3o Her American attitude to life is readily sensed by her 
relatives. They find her "stubborn". The relatives attribute Tara's 
improprieties to her seven years of stay in America. It is again 
America's influence on her that makes her feel the Bombay railway 
station more like a hospital while Kipling's Kim loves travelling third 
class fascinating and people around him, kind and helpful. Tara's 
supercilious attitude in an air-conditioned compartment makes her 
ironically observe her travelling companions. "The Marwari a 
circus animal who had gotten the better of his master. The Nepali was 
a fidgety older man with coarse hair, Tara decided, could ruin her 
journey, to Calcutta".^^ For Kim the roads and railways tracks 
revealed plentitude of life and are exuberantly human, but Tara finds 
"dry holes by the sides of railway tracks".^^ Tara's rootless self makes 
the scenery outside merely alien and hostile. Tara finds herself 
29. F.A. Inamdar, "Immigrant Lives, Protagoi-ust in Tlie Tiger's Daughter aiid Wife", Indian 
Women Novelist ed. RK.Dhawan, Prestige Books, New Delhi Set V, p.42 
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wandering between two different worlds, the one dead, the other 
powerless to be born, and nowhere to rest her head. Such dreariness, 
vacuity and desperation are evoked by her American life. 
Tara is torn between mutually contradictory emotions on her 
arrival in India. Her split personality even raises doubts about her 
husband not understanding her country. She further feels that, 
probably he had not understood her either. While the Indians consider 
with suspicion her marriage "an emancipated gesture".^3 David does 
not give her any credit for cleaning bathrooms. Even her friends do 
not accept the fact of ghetto and violence of American life but are 
more interested in the fantasies of that life. She feels a breakdown 
because of the invisible gap that exists between her and friends. She is 
forced to look at the inner world consisting of two cultures and the 
two different ideologies, which are the two worlds wide apart. This 
makes her realize that the reconciliation is impossible. Thus Tara's 
journey to India, her own, native land ironically proves frustrating 
leading to disillusionment, alienation, depression and finally her 
tragic end. 
Tara's desire to find a place of love and security, which she 
missed in New York ends ironically in frustration. The irony with 
which we are left is that Tara an Indian born young woman feels a 
greater love and security in the arms of an American husband. She 
thinks about him at a time when her end is approaching. Tara's 
journey to India is best represented in her mood in the following 
times. "It was so vague, so pointless, so diffuse, this trip home to 
33 . Ibid. p. 86. 
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India".34 The immigrants return to their own country proves 
frustrating both physically and metaphorically. The world of western 
liberation represented by Tara and David and the conservatism and 
Indianness represented by her mother Aarti is irreparable. The gulf 
cannot be bridged and Tara's psyche remains split like other 
immigrants. John Spurling states that "the books strength and 
originality come from its author's subtle use of her heroine, the way 
she is made to register the frailties and contradiction of her ancestral 
way of life, so that the reader, aware at first only that, he is observing 
somebody disoriented and floundering gradually discovers that it is 
not so much she as the world around her that is crumbling".^^ 
Bharati Mukherjee's next novel entitled Wife (1975) also 
concentrates on the cultural conflict of the East and the West. 
Thematically both the novels The Tiger's Daughter and Wife resemble 
each other. Each has a heroine of Indian origin who suffers the 
cultural shock by going abroad. The author adds a touch of novelty in 
the second novel by reversing the protagonist position from what had 
occurred in the first. Both the novels of Bharati Mukherjee represent 
the personal experience of the author in going to the West. According 
to M.L.Pandit, Bharati Mukherjee has transferred her "own cultural 
dilemma to the two heroines".^^ Wife appeared after three years of the 
publication of The Tiger's Daughter and dealt with the same problem 
from a revised angle and position. Like Tara, the protagonist of the 
novel Dimple is also an expatriate geographically as well as in mind 
34 . Ibid. p. 130 
35 . John Spurbiig, "Losmg Caste", New States Vol 86, No. 2207, July, 1973. 
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and spirit. They share the expatriate characteristic of being ill at ease 
both in the native culture and in the alien one. They represent the 
dilemma faced by the expatriates. Sivaramakrishna says about Tara 
and Dimple that the "retention of their identity as Indian is in 
constant tension with the need of its renunciation if they have to 
acquire a new identity as immigrants.^^ Bharati Mukherjee's Wife 
thematically resembles Arun Joshi's novel The Foreigner when the 
protagonist cominents upon his mode of life "I was a foreigner in 
America. But then what difference would it have made if I had lived 
in Kenya or India or any other place for that matter .... My foreigners 
lay it within me and I couldn't leave myself, behind wherever I went". 
Significantly Dimple's problem does not lie "'out there' but within 
herself".38 
The novel Wife is the story of Dimple a Calcutta born, college 
educated maiden. She is an extremely immature girl, who constantly 
dreams of marriage. Dimple Dasgupta is a pliant, docile and obedient 
daughter of a Bengali family. She constantly dreams of marriage as 
she hopes that it would bring freedom and love. "She thought of pre 
marital life as a dress rehearsal for actual living".^^ At the same time 
she is not clear about the concepts of freedom and love. This 
ambiguity underlying her mental make up defines the incompleteness 
of her being. Delay in marriage has made her nervous and desperate. 
After an excruciatingly painful wait she is finally married to Amit 
Kumar Basu a young Bengali engineer, who is ambitious of making a 
37 . M. Sivaramakrishna, "Bharati Mukherjee" Indian English Novels: An Anthology of crihcal 
Essmjs. ed. Madhusudan Prasad, Sterling Pub, New Delhi, 1982, p. 74. 
38 . Arim Joshi, Tlie Foreigner, Hind Pocket Books, New Delhi, 1968, p. 65. 
39 . Bharati Muklieqee, Wife, Pub. Pengume, 1976 p 13. 
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successful professional career in the States. Dimple too is enthused by 
the same zest, as her husband does not care for a job in India. But 
soon after marriage. Dimple feels, cheated as her romantic adolescent 
mind cannot grasp the reality that freedom too has certain limitations. 
She doesn't like name 'Nandini' given to her by her mother-in-law. 
She finds the apartment very small and unattractive and begins to 
resent her home, her in-laws and even her husband who doesn't seem 
to be capable of feeding her fantasy life. It was this passive resistance, 
this withholding of niggardly affections from Amit, this burying of 
ones head among dusty, lace doilies that she found so degrading."'*° At 
the stage when she begin to reconstruct her 'ideal' man from the faces 
of magazines, her inability to identify, the prospect of becoming a 
mother enrages her. She treats it as an outrage on her body and 
induces an abortion. She wants to dispose off all that is 'tyrannical 
and vile' thing deposited in her body. 
She had skipped rope until her legs grew numb 
and her stomach burned, then she poured water 
from the heavy bucket over her head, shoulders, 
over the tight little curve of her stomach. She had 
poured until the last of the blood washed off her 
legs; then she had collapsed.'^'^ 
She justifies her way to abortion by arguing that she cannot 
afford to take any relics from the old to America where she hopes to 
begin life afresh and become a more exciting person. She informs her 
friend Pixie on phone about the termination of pregnancy by saying, 
"I want everything to be new and exciting.""2 But once again, even 
after going to America her hopes of an exciting life are belied. Despair 
40 Ibid p 30 
41 Ibid p 40 
42 Ibid p 48 
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sets in her life, she thinks "marriage had betrayed her, had not 
provided all the glittery things she had imagined".^^ For Dimple her 
own body appears alien to her "filled with hate malice and an insane 
desire to get weightless, almost air borne".'** 
Dimple and her husband ultimately land in New York. Amit 
who is on the look out for a job, stays with his friend Jyoti Sen. The 
life of New York appears to be particularly destructive for Dimple. 
She feels that the temporary joblessness has made Amit collapse 
inwardly and become a frail personality. She is further shaken by the 
knowledge that America with all its outward glitter allows Indian 
wives only to create 'little Indians' around themselves but does not 
allow either fulfillment or freedom. Their life in New York moves on a 
different pattern. They attend and give parties, but all in the Indian 
circle of New York. Ina Mullick, a character in the novel makes futile 
attempts at becoming a 'total American' but remains a frustrated 
individual. After this disturbing realization Dimple sinks into a world 
of isolation. She is unable to welcome the bright prospect of setting up 
a new home even after Amit gets a job. But to her Amit as a husband 
fails her on all planes physical, mental and emotional. She had hoped 
of very romantic free life but Amit seems to be a simple man 
thoroughly Indian. "On her very first day in a New York apartment 
she felt like a star collapsing inwardly".'^^ At the same time she 
realizes that it is not easy for a woman like her, who is born and 
brought up in totally different environment, to adjust to the American 
43 . Ibid. p. 107. 
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ways. The cultural and social gulf dividing the two worlds is too vast 
and deep for her to bridge. 
Dimple makes pathetic efforts to merge herself into the new by 
wearing an outfit borrowed from Marsha. She strikes an illicit 
relationship with Milt an American in a passionate attempt to identify 
herself with the American life. The frustration of her monotonous and 
lonely existence makes her dull and neurotic. She tries to wear 
Marsha's clothes and shoes and borrows English words from Ina and 
Milt to fight with her husband. She indulges in all these things to 
strike an identity in America yet she experiences total estrangement 
from herself and her surroundings as well. Torn by the conflict 
between the fantasy world and the reality of her situation she allows 
her mind to be totally conditioned by the commercials on television 
and magazines so much so that she loses the ability to distinguish 
them from the world of reality. Television introduces her to lower-
middle American style. Her T.V. watching stuns her by the incredible 
violence. It becomes a diabolical trap, a torment without hope of 
either release or relief. Even the apartment objectifies the psychic 
decay and degeneration of Dimple. 
"There were too many images of corrosion within the 
apartment"*^ caught in the whirlwind of traumatic emotion, her 
traditions questioning her outrageous adultery her present confused 
self, wishing to become American by any means. Dimple finally kills 
Amit to suppress her guilty conscience and also to feel very American, 
almost like characters in T.V. series. She expresses her frustration and 
46 . Ibid. p. 127. 
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self-assertion in the chilling act of killing her husband; Bharati 
Mukherjee has described the gruesome murder thus: 
She touched the mole very lightly and let her 
fingers draw a circle around the delectable spot, 
then she brought her right hand up and with the 
knife stabbed the magical circle once, twice seven 
times each time little harder, until the milk in the 
bowl of cereal was pretty pink and the flakes were 
misty .... And saw the head falW^ 47 
She justified her act saying, "Women on Television got away 
with murder"."8 
Bharati Mukherjee's female characters are simply tantalized by 
the possibility of passion, which they mistake for love and self-
expression in the West. Being deluded by the impression of America 
as free land a veritable dreamland for all Indian girls Dimple too had 
high expectations but on reaching America fails to adjust. According 
to E.D. Karampetsos "Indian immigrants who fail to adjust to the 
culture from which they came. The result is isolation and 
disorientation and for Dimple, the protagonist of Wife, a descent into 
madness and homicidal violence".''^ 
The name Dimple is itself quite symbolic. It is suggestive of 
beauty to be more accurate, 'flawed beauty'. The name which appears 
to its readers, quite scintillating and enticing lexicographically means 
any slight depression which symbolically suggests depression within 
her psyche borne out by her irritable responses to the things around 
47 . Ibid. p. 212-13. 
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her. Bharati Mukherjee presents the world of Dimple as a world of 
day dreams, fantasy, nightmares and morbid psyche. Lost in a private 
world of fantasy beginning from her home in Calcutta she dreams of 
marrying anybody, preferably neurosurgeon. She had set a high store 
on marriage. Marriage she was sure, would free her, and fill her with 
passion. "Discreet and virgin she waited for the real life to begin".5° 
Marriage she hoped would surely offer her a different kind of life. 
"She dreamt of an apartment in Chowringee, her hair done by Chinese 
girls, trips to New Market for nylon saris".^^ Years of waiting had 
made her nervous, prone to diseases like cough, colds and headaches. 
She imagined her future husband to be embodiment of virtues of the 
commercial society. "She borrowed a forehead from an aspirin ad, the 
lips and eyes and chin from a body builder and shoulder ads, the 
stomach and legs from trouser ads. put the ideal man by herself in a 
restaurant on Park Street or by the side of the pool at a five star hotel. 
He wore blue bathing trunks, there were no ugly black hair on his 
back and shoulders blades he leaped feet first into the pool while she 
stood on the edge in a scarlet sari with a gold border, behind 
wraparound sunglass, and trailed her toes into the waters"^^ 
desperately measuring Amit against her ideal man. To her Amit was a 
big disappointment. She makes efforts to be a dutiful wife to Amit. On 
the other hand she never seems to be quite aware of the fact that he is 
not the man of her dreams. 
She wanted to dream of Amit hut she knew she 
would not, Amit did not feed her fantasy life, he 
was merely a promoter of small material comforts. 
50 . Bharati Mukherjee, Wife. p. 01. 
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In her better moments of desperation, alienation, 
she ranked her husband blender, color T.V., 
Cassette Tape recorder, stereo in their order of 
convenience.^^ 
Her belief of a possibility of attaining a greater happiness within 
the marital relationship with Amit was shattered. Life was naturally a 
big disappointment with him both in India and America. In her 
moments of introspection she feels that life has been cruel to her. 
Life should have treated her better, should have 
added and subtracted in different proportions so 
that she was not left with a chimera. Amit ivas no 
more than that He did not feed her reveries; he was 
unreal. She was furious desperate and felt sick.^"^ 
She is disillusioned by marriage as it had not 
provided all the glittery things she had imagined, 
had not brought (Amit) her cocktails under 
canopied skies and three A.M. drive to dingy 
restaurants where they sold divine kababs rolled in 
roti.^^ 
Dimple as the protagonist is an escapist who is lost in a private 
world of her fantasy. She is a girl of twenty and seems to afflicted 
with passive anger. The tension between her actual powerlessness and 
forms of freedom, suggested by her changing Indian culture makes 
her sick. She reads the "Doctrine of Passive Resistance", for her 
university exams. She expects to employ domestic passive resistance, 
for instance without holding affection to win the love of an unknown 
husband who is the only hope of the adult freedom she longs for. Her 
craving for affluence prompts her finally to marry an engineer but it is 
not a physical need on her part. It is a psychic one, she is drawn into 
53 . Ibid. p. 113. 
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the fantasies of affluence and plentitude. As being she is a partial 
woman and her psychic obsessions are about the inadequacies of her 
physical appearance and complexion. She is awfully conscious of her 
being relatively ugly. All this is due to her hysterical obsessions with 
the fantasies of advertisements, rather a kind of pop fantasy. She 
seeks advice from Beauty Experts and pins a letter to Miss 
Problemwala C /o Eves Beauty Basket, Bombay seeking advice for 
purifying an under developed bust. As pointed out earlier her ideal 
husband is a curious amalgamation of variegated beauty ads. But she 
is not a hollow being with the adolescent strains of fashionable and 
glossy ads. She is often lost in her violent erotic fantasies. 
At night she hallucinated. Sometimes when she 
entered the bathroom in the dark, the toilet seat 
twitched like a coiled snake. Tight, twisted shapes 
lungs at her from behind the cupboard or tried to 
wrestle her into bed.^^ 
We very often see her obsessively measuring her husband 
against her ideal man and her life against her dream finding both of 
them wanting the many respects and despairing as a result. While on 
the one hand she tries hard to adjust to Amit's wishes and be a dutiful 
wife, she is never quite aware of the fact that he is not the man of her 
dreams. She seems to be uprooted from the world of reality and at the 
same time from her family and familial world and lives in a sort of 
social vacuum. She reminds the readers of Goneril who wanted her 
body to be blighted with infertility. Dimple "gave vicious squeezes to 
her stomach as if to force a vile thing out of hiding".^^ It appears quite 
unnatural for a normal girl to "enjoy" the sensation of vomiting and 
56 Ibid p. 12-13 
57 Ibid p 30 
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think of getting rid of "whatever it was that blocked her tubes and 
pipes."58 She day dreams about sinister abortionists. She begins to 
think of her baby as unfinished business for "she doesn't want to carry 
relics from her old world."^^ She does not belong to the world of 
reality. What should have been real is not real. She conjures up the 
image of her unborn child as "one with wrinkled skin, like an old 
man, a head filled with water".^o She takes pride and joy in vomiting 
and justifies her abortion by saying, "I could never commit murder".^^ 
Love and Death are the two most important things to Dimple as 
in the case of Maya of Cry the Peacock.^'^ While it is the dance of 
peacocks that defines the tragic predicament of Maya which chimes in 
with many other images of dance, it is America that allures Dimple 
into believing that it stands for love. Right from the very first day of 
her arrival in New York, all that Dimple hears from people and sees 
on the T.V. is muggings, rape and murder. This aspect of the new 
world seems to hold an explicable but unending fascination for 
immigrant residents like Dimple. Being an incurable fantasizer and 
addict to bright colourful world of advertisements. Dimple falls an 
easy prey to various magazines which exhorted people to "express" 
themselves m their surroundings. "Express yourself in your 
surroundings. Discover your own grand passion and indulge in it to 
excess. Then simplify the rest, throw out, be ruthless. That's the secret 
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to happiness".63 Fascinated and inspired by this Dimple looks at Sen's 
apartment, with distaste as it seems to her only convenient. 
Dimple seems to be indulging in her passion to become a new 
woman to lead a free, exciting life as she saw on the soap operas. 
Dimple exorcises her gratified passion through violence alone. This 
brings her closer to Maya's justification of her crime of killing her 
husband. Cry the Peacock that is it she who has more love for life than 
Gautama and so has a better claim on life, then he ever had. Maya is 
so vulnerable and helpless that she can not extricate herself from the 
self imposed hell. Her tragedy is that she is a victim of two egoistic 
men her father and her husband, who tried to mould her according to 
their fancies and in the process splintered her sensitive self. 
Jasbir Jain says, "Dimple's problem is her utter rootless- ness." 
She cannot come into terms with either her own culture or American 
culture, she finds herself at cross roads and visualizes her life as a 
"dying bonfire."^ Dimple again can be compared to Maya of Cry the 
Peacock. In the novel Wife the problem between Dimple and her 
husband is one of communication, and her inability to come to terms 
with reality. Maya on the other hand is a born rebel who can not 
conform to the dictates of the society. Dimple is a far simpler 
character whose dreams are purely materialistic. All she wants out of 
life is a marriage to a neurosurgeon and the luxuries of a consumer 
society. The drab surrounding of Amit's house fill her with 
frustration, but there is a difference in the quality of existential 
anguish experienced by Maya and the more pedestrian sense of 
63 . Bharati Mukherjee, Wife, p. 87. 
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frustration, experienced by Dimple. However both women go through 
mental traumas which allow them no peace. The sense of violence, 
aggression is heightened in Wife devise by the pervasive violence of 
American life, which leads Dimple to various extravagant mercenary 
schemes to commit suicide like. 
Set fire to sari made of synthetic fibre, head in a 
oven, nick wrist with broken glass in a sink full of 
scalding dish water fall on a bread knife 
while thinking of Japanese Samurai revivals.^^ 
While Maya resigns herself to her arid marital life. Dimple 
makes a pitiful attempt to prove to herself that she is attractive to men 
by an affair with Milt Glasser. Although she soon realizes that it 
merely made her more miserable. It brings her grief resentment, 
peevishness and sterile anger. Dimple is trapped between two 
cultures and aspires to a third imagined world. Dimple is not unlike, 
hundreds of American women and men who believe and are betrayed 
by the fulfillment offered by the media and who choose the solution 
suggested by the violent environment. Violence is her fundamental 
experience of New York. Newspaper, car radios and casual 
conversation announce murders in the alleys and ice cream parlours. 
Krishna Vaid says that Wife invites "a traditional list of plausibility 
and verisimilitude and passes it without a question,"^"^ the 
encountering of horrific scenes of murder and violence in America 
where crime is the talk of the day, the rule of the land. It is in this 
pervasive ambience of crime that her feeling of guilt is mitigated. As 
M. Sivaramkrishna says "this pervasive atmosphere of crime dulls the 
65 . Bharati Mukherjee, Wife, p. 119. 
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edge of her own guilt". 67 Dimple is really glad to hear that an elderly 
couple had been fatally shot so that she did not have to feel guilty 
about Amit. She cannot comprehend her experiences. 
All impossible to talk about! Let alone describe in 
Bengali or English. There were no words she ever 
learnt to describe her daily feelings. She would 
have to give up trying to Because there was 
nothing to describe and nothing to preserve.^^ 
Similarly for Dimple lack of communication chokes and stifles 
her voice and disintegrates her sensibility and takes the sanity of her 
mind. She has nightmares of violence, suicide and death, she even has 
a sensation of being raped and killed in her flat. Dimple loss of 
identity can be attributed to her constitutional temperament and her 
alienation from her husband. It is due to her self-alienation, she loses 
her contact with reality. Her coming to America might have 
aggravated her feeling of alienation but it is not the cause of it. Amit 
appears to her a projection of her neurotic self, which she wants to 
annihilate. The world of illusion fuses with the world of reality 
generating confusion in her mind. She fails to discern "between what 
she had seen on T.V. and what she had imagined."^9 
On the railway platform her thoughts were with 
her husband's ashes, she wonders what happened 
to the bits of bones and organs that were charred 
but not totally consumed? "Watching the T.V. 
derails her psyche. It was becoming the voice of 
madness.'^^ 
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Dimple's murdering her husband is an assertion of her 
American identity. It is American somehow: "Almost like a character 
in T.V. series"7i The novel traces the psychic breakdown of an Indian 
wife in America and the concomitant deep cultural shock, leading to 
neurosis. Free and rebelling throughout. Dimple has no inhibitions. 
Her predicament transcends the plight of the alienated self-enmeshed 
in the vortex of limbo of cultural shock. A lacerated and anguished 
spirit Dimple like Tara is a nowhere woman she is neither Indian nor 
American but a stunned wandered between the two worlds yet to 
attain a distinct identity. She is yet to release herself from the 
hallucinating world, yet to get out of her schizophrenic self. A 
waylaid traveler, she is yet to reach her destination and carve out a 
niche for her self. Her quest is a quest for a voice, quest for identity. 
Amit Basu the husband of Dimple seems to be the real victim 
throughout the novel, be it in India or in America. He is portrayed as 
a dutiful earning husband without any romantic inkling. Dimple 
wanted Amit to be romantic say good things to her but unlike the 
character portrayed in T.Vs. and magazines. Amit to her appears to be 
an unromantic kind of a person who is more concerned about eating 
bread and butter, to accumulate sufficient money that he could retire 
back in Calcutta. In one of the incidents Dimple asks Amit. 
But I want you to say things to me. The way 
husbands are supposed to .... to which Amit 
replies I am not good at saying thingsJ-
Amit remains for his wife a vision, a dream a chimera who did 
not feed her reveries. An unreal character, a creature only to be 
7 1 . Ibid. p. 176. 
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imagined and dreamt like most Indians. Amit has made pragmatism 
his way of life making him unsentimental quick and decisive in his 
gestures. Like any traditional husband he lacks the ability to pay 
compliments to his wife. He expects his wife to stay at home, attend to 
the household chores rather than to go out and earn. Amit 
unfortunately, fails to appreciate his wife's hunger for love and care. 
He takes her for granted in a foreign country and does not realize that 
the concepts of relationships have changed and she has felt need to be 
understood. 
The culture into which Amit is born requires of him to earn and 
provide for the future whatever be the cost. In order to attain 
materialistic gains Amit withdraws his love and other emotional 
attachments from his wife. Freud refers to this as cultural aims: 
What he ejiiploys for cultural aim he to a great 
extent withdraws from women and sexual life. His 
(man's) constant association with men, and his 
dependence of his relations with them, even 
estrange him from his duties as a husband and 
father. Thus the woman finds herself forced into 
background by the claims of civilization and she 
adopts a hostile attitude towards it.'^^ 
Nowhere in the novel does Amit appear to have exploited her 
cruelly either burdening her with household work or by neglecting 
her pleasures in life. He is always worried about her well being. It is 
he who tempts her to drink beer to celebrate "his job and 
Americanization.'"''' Although by the end of the novel the lack of 
communication becomes quite evident still it seems they converse 
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without communication live together while remaining strangers. 
Dimple is an alien to the world of Amit. Despite this lack of 
communication between the husband and the wife there is no 
personal hatred or rancour. Amit has all the love for Dimple. Amit is 
not a husband like Gautama of Cry the Peacock still he appears to be a 
projection of her neurotic self which she want annihilate. He is 
isolated from her because he fails to nourish her fantasies, her 
neurotic pining and her eccentricities. He simply doesn't fit into her 
world because she had expected him to be "infallible, intractable, 
godlike but with boyish charm."^^ Dimple has been portrayed as a free 
spirit and her murder of Amit signifies how a duty conscious husband 
falls prey to the neurotic madness of his wife. 
Other characters in the novel mostly remain flat, they do not 
contribute in the development of the story. The Sen's feel satisfied in 
creating 'mini India' in America. There is no interaction between the 
Indians and the Americans. Infact all the Indians live in their cocoons 
hesitant to mingle with Americans because of the free and violent life 
style of the Americans. Besides, culturally they feel maladjusted or 
alienated. Both Tara and Dimple are expatriates in mind and spirit. 
They find it difficult to adjust in both the native and the adopted alien 
culture. Swaramakrishna attributes "The loss of Dimple's identity is to 
her being an exile",^^ as a result of which she feels alienated and loses 
contact with the reality, her efforts to assert her independence and 
forget Indian roots necessitated by the demands of American life end 
up in a fiasco. Dimple is further shaken by the knowledge that 
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America with all its glitter allows Indian wives only to create "Little 
India's" around them but doesn't allow them freedom or fulfillment. 
The idea of murdering Amit makes Dimple feel very American 
somehow. It is America that allows her into believing that it stands for 
love and death. She tries to adapt to the American society and in 
inconsequence she is portrayed rootless. The novelist seeks upon a 
moment as it is lived in all its intensity, confession and desperation of 
historical and cultural roots. M.L. Pandit comparing the two novels 
The Tiger's Daughter and Wife says: 
Both Tar a and Dimple are projected as 'middle 
women' between two cultures, and both are shown 
as experiencing cultural shock in a diametrically 
opposed conditions. Their disillusionment with 
India and America, respectively, is not sudden but 
gradual, over a period of time, and by stages. They 
take drastic steps at the end to get away from 
cultural maladjustment that enmeshes them.^^ 
A close study of Bharati Mukherjee's work reveals that 
there is a gradual movement from expatriation to 
immigration or assimilation Bharati Mukherjee in one of her 
interview says: 
We iminigrants have fascinating tales to relate. 
My aim is to expose Americans to the energetic 
voices of new settlers in the country. She describes 
the American experience as one of "fusion" and 
immigration a two way process in which both the 
whites and the immigrants grow up.^^ 
In the introductory note to her collection of short stories entitled 
Darkness Mukherjee clearly articulates her movement from 
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expatriation to immigration. She traces the change to the act of 
migrating to the USA. "The transformation as a writer and as resident 
of the new worlds, occurred with the act of immigration to the USA. 
For me, it was a movement away from aloofness of expatriation to the 
exuberance of immigration."^9 Bharati Mukherjee's third novel Jasmine 
(1990) truly reflects the development in her writings. It is an example 
of 'fusion' and acculturation which she claims is happening now 
"immigration is a two way process and both the white and the 
immigrants were growing into a third thing by this interchange of 
experience."^° So there is clear movement from expatriation to 
assimilation in the novel. The novel suggests that breaking away from 
one's ethnicity is the only way survival. 
Bharati Mukherjee's earlier novels had "rather a British feel to 
[them], the omniscient point of view and plenty of irony".^^ jasmine is 
thematically unrelated to her previous novels Wife and The Tiger's 
Daughter. In the two earlier novels Bharati Mukherjee dealt with 
alienation the theme of abnegation and rootlessness in the newly 
acquired land. Diasporal dream figures very prominently in her early 
novel Wife and The Tiger's Daughter because she herself faced cultural 
shock, nostalgia, and frustration in her Canadian phase of life where 
uncertainty and despondency prevailed. When Bharati Mukherjee, 
moved on to America she was more assured as a being and as a writer 
gave a comprehensive coverage of the many moods of expatriation. 
She gives a glowing tribute to America as a country when she says: 
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there is a kind of curiosity and exuberance" she 
offers a contrast to her life in Canada". "In 
Canada I was frequently taken for a ... shoplifter 
frequently assuined to be a domestic or praised by 
astonished auditors that I did not have a sing song 
accent.^-
The shift to America wrought a sea change in her personality. 
She declares that the new changing America is the theme of her stories 
in Middleman and Other Stories, which she wrote on coming to 
America. "For me the immigration from the Third world to the United 
States is a metaphor for the process of uprooting and re-rooting or 
what my husband Clark Blaise is his book "Resident Aliens calls 
'unhousement' and 'rehousement'. The immigrants in my stories go 
through extreme transformation in America and at the same time they 
alter the country's appearance and psychological make up" .^ 
Jasmine (1990) the third novel by Bharati Mukherjee is primarily 
a novel of cultural transplant. It is an extension of the short story 
Jasmine from the collection of Middleman and Other Short Stories. 
Mukherjee has said she did not initially plan on expanding "Jasmine" 
the short story about the exuberant Trinidian girl who becomes an 
illegal immigrant relishing America. But the story's resilient and 
adventurous heroine was a girl Mukherjee "fell in love with".^^ Since 
she was the type of person her creator "would have liked to have 
been".85 She continued to think about of Jasmine until the clear-
sighted Trinidian teenager became in her consciousness "a deeper, or 
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and a more complicated cl^tacter".^ She t h e r ^ r e decided to "find 
the metaphors and symbolic locktioii"87.;^r^er new incarnation of 
Jasmine and began to devise the right series of events to dramatize the 
journey of a woman getting more into America and further away form 
her roots. Crane approaches the novels as a female bildungsroman 
that is "as a novel, which specifically traces the development of female 
protagonist through various experiences and crises, into maturity and 
more importantly, herself identity and place in the world." 
In Jasmine Bharati Mukherjee celebrates both the undaunted 
spirit and enthusiasm of a village girl who blossomed out of a bruised 
past into a challenging personality and a complete individual 
immigrant status in LJ.S. The theme revolves round an Indian 
immigrant's encounter with the new world and her gradual 
transformation as she thoroughly imbibes the new culture. Jasmine 
the heroine whose maiden name is Jyoti (meaning light) is up against 
fate from the early age of seven. As a village girl of Hasnapur Punjab 
the village astrologer sees in her stars widowhood and exile. She 
wounds herself in gesture of defiance by running away from the 
astrologer who has predicted to her a less than felicitous future. She 
accidentally falls and strikes her head against a firewood stick and 
acquires a permanent "star shaped wound"88 on her forehead. What is 
seen, as a scar by her sisters is seen as a "third eye" by Jyoti the 
metaphoric symbol of enlightenment. She even strongly reacts to the 
astrologer's prophecy by saying, "you're a crazy old man. You don' t 
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know what my future holds.89 Jasmine is conscious of her female 
identity and strongly believes that, "she ghosts" were guarding her 
refuses to accept that she was "nothing".^o Early in her life she comes 
to realize that she was a survivor," a fighter and adapter"^! as she 
knows that her mother's desperate bid to strangle her as an infant 
failed. Her mother wanted to strangle her because she was afraid that 
as a fifth daughter of an impoverished family she was destined to be 
dowryless bride. 
Jasmine has a gift of picking up foreign languages She is 
especially proficient in English and devotes her time reading novels 
written in English. She had tried to read four books but is forced to 
abandon them, as they prove too difficult for a seven-year old girl. 
These novels are Shane, Alice in Wonderland, Great Expectations and jane 
Eyre. As a child she enjoyed putting the light on and off in the rich 
neighbour's house for "with my palm in the light switch, I felt totally 
in control" .52 she learnt early to make use of every opportunity that 
came her way and become all in all "permissible rebellion".^^ 
Jasmine is a rebel throughout as she grows older she refuses to 
marry anyone who doesn't speak English. For her to have English as a 
language was to have "more than you had been given at birth, it was 
to want the world".^^ Attacked by a bull her father dies and canceling 
the prospect of an arranged marriage. She falls in love with Prakash, 
one of her brother's friend a young engineer and marries him. He is 
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also obsessed like her "to make something more of his life than fate 
intended".95 She hence begins the journey of her life realizing her 'self 
and potential. 
Prakash renames her 'Jasmine' because she appeared to him 
destined to "quicken the whole world."^^ she joyously shares her 
husband's ambition and looks forward to going to America, a land of 
opportunities. Her dreams are shattered when on the eve of departure 
Prakash is killed by an extremist. Grief stricken after his death she 
hears his voice. "There is no dying there is only ascending and 
descending a moving on to other planes. Don't crawl back to 
Hasnapur and feudalism"."^^ 
Jasmine decides to go to American and fulfill Prakash's mission 
and perform 'sati' on the grounds of the university where he had 
gained admission. She takes the risk of illegally entering America; the 
journey is worse than that of slaves. She finds herself dragging a 
heavy trunk, which consists of Prakash's clothes completely at the 
mercy of west Caribbean who is geographically described as Half 
Face. Helpless and vulnerable in a strange land she faces a traumatic 
experience when she is raped by the boat's captain. Half Face. After 
being defiled, she realizes that 'sati' is no longer a way out for her. She 
decides to opt for rebirth, to avenge herself on the monster as she feels 
her mission is not yet over. 
/ did not feel the passionate embrace of Lord Yama 
that could turn a kerosene flame into a lover's 
caress. I could not let my personal dishonour 
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disrupt my rjiission. There would be plenty of time 
to die ...I extended my tongue and sliced it.^^ 
With the killing of Half Face, the weight of the dead and the 
deadning past discarded, she begins her journey into America, the life 
of adventure and happiness "travelling l ighf^^She feels that "she has 
burned herself in a trash can, funeral pyre, behind a boarded up motel 
in Florida."^°° She feels since the pitcher is broken, there is no 
difference between the outside and inside of her soul, as it were finds 
a new habitation. When she arrives in the US she is utterly in the air 
in an alien culture, full of strange wants; but the "plucky Indian 
vagabond"^°^ is articulate and decisive. When she falls down nearly 
dead out of shock and starvation Mrs. Lillian Gordon enters her life 
like duex ex machinea and reincarnates her. It seems Mrs. Gordon's 
mission of life is to help undocumented aliens to survive in America. 
She advises Jasmine" let the past make your wary by all means. But do 
not let it deform you". i°2 she teaches jasmine to survive in America to 
walk and dress like an American. 
Having changed her outlook she sets out to meet Prof. Vadhera 
who was instrumental in Prakash's securing admission in an 
Engineering college. She is dejected to discover that the professor is 
less an academic than actually "an importer and sorter of human hair". 
She decides to leave the house because (Prof. Vadehra) "his real life 
was in unlivable land across oceans. He was a ghost, hanging on."io3 
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Prakash's struggle to make something more of his life than fate had 
intended and her own ardent desire encourages her to venture into 
American experience. She remembers words "If we could just get 
away from India, then all fates would be cancelled. We would start 
with new fates, new stars. We could say or be anything we wanted. 
We would be on the other side of the earth, out of God's sight".^^^ 
Through her Lutheran benefactress Jasmine becomes Jase a 'caregiver' 
to Wylie and Taylor and their little girl. Duff. In her two years stay 
with the Taylor family she emerges as completely independent 
woman and begins to live the American dream. She wants to embody 
the spirit of America as she feels "what America offers her .... is the 
hope that things will turn out all right"^°5 despite momentary set 
backs. As time passes by Wylie, Taylor's wife leaves her husband for 
her lover Stuart and Jasmine finds herself in love with Taylor. Taylor 
accepts her for what she is and confesses his love for her..^Her 
immigrant status in no way obstructs the emotional rapport between 
them: 
Taylor didn't want to change me. He didn't want 
to scour and sanitize the foreignness / 
changed because I wanted to .... / bloomed from a 
different alien world with forged documents into 
adventurous Jase.^'^^ 
She further says that having learned with her stay at the 
Vadheras that" to bunker oneself inside nostalgia, to sheath the heart 
in a bullet proof vest, was to be a coward".^°^ The accidental sighting 
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of Sukha the terrorist who killed her husbarid makes her flee from 
Taylor's place. 
We next see her in Baden Elsa Country Iowa working for a rural 
banker Bud Repplemeyer who is instantly attracted to an exotic 
woman. In a few months time he is a divorced from his wife Karin 
and Jase becomes Jane and becomes his common in law wife. 
Adjusting in Iowa is another trial. Bud is shot at by a bankrupt client 
and is confined to a wheelchair. She takes over duties as a wife and 
makes every possible effort to make him comfortable and confident. 
She becomes pregnant carrying Bud's child but doesn't wish to marry 
him. Although she is a 'Lazarus', always rebounding from death in 
life. She is hurt on being labeled a "gold digger"io8 ^y Karin, Bud's ex-
wife. Occasionally, she feels to be out of place and hears the 
astrologer of her childhood jibe at her "foolish and wicked girl, did I 
not tell you would end up among aliens".^°^ Having Du the 
Vietnamese teenager Bud had adopted to atone for leaving Karin 
helps to feel an instinctive bond with another Asian immigrant in 
learning to be American. She fully assimilates herself to the American 
family life with the adopted child and pregnancy, when Taylor arrives 
at this juncture and convinces her that there is nothing wrong in 
leaving Bud. She discards her identity of caregiver to Bud with whom 
she thought "I am Jane with my very own Mr. Rochester ...." "° When 
Taylor advice her to say no as "its is a free country''^^^ she abandons 
the mask she had put on to be Jase, embraces the frontier values of 
108 . Ibid. p. 201. 
109. Ibid. p. 203. 
110 . Ibid., p. 236. 
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adventure, risk and transformation. She now thinks of her happiness 
and her love Taylor saying: 
/ am not choosing between men. I am caught 
between the promise of America and the old-world 
of dutifIllness.^^^ She opts for Taylor in her 
attempt to reposition the stars, she ventures 
out. Greedy with wants and reckless from hope.^'^^ 
In Jasmine Mukherjee attempts to position this process of 
psychic transcription India/America within a broader epistemological 
framework. India is "Being" and America is the state of "Becoming" 
the ever expanding horizon where ".... nothing is forever, nothing is 
so terrible or so wonderful that it wont disintegrate.""* 
Mukherjee generally concentrates upon women characters. For 
her gender is the preferred site for the exploration of the 
transmigration of migrant consciousness. Jyoti the central protagonist 
of the novel jasmine, the most striking feature of her is the lack of 
sentiment, the clarity of purpose and her readiness to act decisively to 
achieve her goals. Pushed from one disaster to another she emerges 
not as a tragic character but as one who is determined to change her 
destiny and explore the infinite possibilities. She says 
Adventure risk and transformation, the frontier is 
pushing indoors through the uncaulked windows. 
Watch me reposition the stars, 1 whisper to the 
astrologer who floats across crossed legged upon 
my kitchen stove. "^ 
112 . Ibid. p. 240. 
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According to R.S. Krishnan "Mukherjee by making Jasmine the 
central figure and by fore-grounding her experience, engages in a 
revisionism that inverts the basic assumption of cultural encounters. 
Incidents and situation that might normally take center stage in the 
collective American consciousness becomes, in Jasmine/Jane's 
narrative means by which she shapes and reflects her own identity."^ 
Bharati Mukherjee has delineated Jyoti of Hasnapur from the 
very beginning as a rebel against blind beliefs and superstitions. She 
considered the scar of her forehead as the third eye resembling the 
mythical character Shiva, which gives her a wide perspective on life. 
From her experiences she has learnt to look into future with hope and 
pain in her final journey to America. It is as if like Shiva she 
swallowed the cosmos whole. She says at the end of the novel about 
herself and her adopted Vietnamese son Du "we have seen the worst 
and survived. Like creatures in fairy tales we have shrunk and we 
have swallowed the cosmos whole"."^ She learns not to look back to 
the past, Usha Anand feels "in the rapid Americanization of her 
consciousness Jasmine has little space not only for bitter memories but 
even for happy memories connected with Prakash. This is surprising 
because Prakash it was who gave her the first taste of freedom and 
equality"."8 
Throughout the novel she is depicted as a rebellious spirit 
repudiating the old tradition of marriage after checking the 
116 . R.S. Krishna, "Cultural Discourses m Bharati Mukherjee's Jasmuie", Commonwealth and 
American Women DISLOUI ses, Essays m Criticism. Ed. A.L. Macheod Sterhiig Pub, 1996. 
p. 25. 
117. Bharati Mukherjee, Jasmine, p. 240. 
118. Usha Aiiaiid, Women in Indo Anglican Fiction- Tradition and Modernity, Monohar Pub. 
New DeUii, 1998, p 216 
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horoscope. She marries Prakash without checking his horoscope and 
that too in a court. When her grandmother upbraids her for all the 
happening like marriage and the killing of Prakash, Jasmine blazes 
forth saying "Dida, I said, if God sent Sukki to kill my husband, then I 
renounce God. I spit on God.""^ Her marriage with Prakash opens her 
mind to the new horizons. She breathed the air of freedom during her 
marriage to Prakash, who breathed life into her. Like Pygmalion, he 
transformed her into a woman, with a vision and a will to translate 
that vision into reality. Mukherjee points out in one of interviews. 
In the long run my characters are survivors; they 
have been helped, as I have been by good strong 
•people of conviction^-° 
There seems in the works of Bharati Mukherjee a "trenchant 
criticism of oppressive patriarchal practice in the old country (India) 
as well as her celebration of the "redemptive" liberationist postures 
subsequently adopted by these women when they immigrate to the 
United States."i^i 
Jasmine who embarks on a previous journey to the New World 
is the embodiment of Durga the Goddess. After landing in America 
when the captain of the boat Half Face rapes her, she decides not to 
kill herself but eliminate Half Face and becomes Kali personified a 
death for herself too, a death from the old self. As Jasmine stabs the 
sleeping Half Face: 
119 . Bharati Mukher]ee, jasmine . p. 98 
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/ wanted that moment when he saw me above him 
as her has last seen me naked, but now with my 
mouth pouring blood, my red tongue out}'^ 
The use of this cultural motif clearly points out the fluidity of 
transition and the essential identity of the two worlds. Kali is the 
emblem of the liberated woman and the liberated woman is aspect of 
Kali who knows what she wants and once in America, never looks 
back. She is a new self, altogether anxious to shed her past, by 
violence if necessary and makes herself again all over. 
My body was merely a shell, soon to be discarded. 
Then I could be reborn, debts and sins all paid for 
.... My first full day in America I walked out the 
front drive of the motel travelling light.^-^ 
Ralph J. Crane points out, "while the female protagonist of her 
first novels are identified in her novels by their relationship to their 
fathers and their husbands and restriction imposed on them the 
heroine of this third novels has gradually refused to accept 
"invisibility''^^'' and ultimately rejects "imperial shackles" Crane also 
sees another line of progression in the way Mukherjee increases the 
distance between herself and from her protagonist from novel to 
novel. While Tara seems, to be quite close to her. Dimple is 
representative of Indian wife but Jasmine exemplifies all women who 
have taken their destiny in their hands. 
In America Jasmine feels uncomfortable in Professors Vadhera's 
house and the five months that she spends there prove stifling. 
122 Bharati Mukherjee, jasmine, p. 118 
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Although the Professor is a kind man but the Punjabi ghetto that their 
household has become shocks her. She wants to get away from the 
apartment of artificially maintained Indianness"i25 which is 
claustrophobic as far she is concerned. The Vadheras have no 
communication with the America outside their creservis. It is no 
wonder that Jasmine feels "immured" in Flushing and is convinced 
that she was "a prisoner doing unreal time"^26 i^ f-^ g Vadhera flat 
prevented from breaking into the future. She sees the Vadheras as 
merely biding time in America. The Professor's real life seemed 
unlivable like a ghost hanging on. She ultimately flees from the 
apartment and takes one more plunge into America. As a true feminist 
Jasmine does not hold fast to nostalgia even after imbibing American 
cultures. Bharati Mukherjee sketches her protagonist's gradual 
transformation but sometimes there is a conflict in Jasjnine's two 
selves, one still holding fast to traditional Indian nature of life and the 
other adventure in a capitalistic culture. She succulently puts it thus: 
"For ever Jasmine the prowling adventurer I thrilled to the tug of 
opposing forces".'2'' 
For Jasmine America comes as a land of freedom and promise 
and self-fulfillment where there is a premium on individual effort. It 
is also synonymous with the liberated sexual morality. It is for this 
reason that she readily adopts to the new cultural ethos which is 
reflected in her shedding her old inherited attitude to sex and love. 
Although she is distressed by the imminent break up of Hayes 
marriage, Taylor being deserted by his wife evokes sympathy for him. 
125 . Bharati Muklierjee, Jasmine, p. 145. 
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She yields to his sexual advances almost too readily. But her conduct 
can be viewed in context of her affectionate nature and the need for 
emotional physical security in the hostile world. Critic Koening 
observes Mukherjee as saying, "The real Americans .... are the ones 
who go for it".128 Wylie's matter of fact discussion of her marriage, her 
proposal to go to Paris with her lover, and Taylor's apparent 
indifference to the situations, all bewilder Jasmine. She thinks: 
In America, nothing lasts. I can say that now and 
it doesn't shock me, but I think it was the hardest 
lesson of all for me to learn. V\Ie arrive so eager to 
learn, to adjust, to participate, only to find the 
monuments are plastic, agreements are annulled. 
Nothing is forever nothing is so terrible, or so 
wonderful, that it wont disintegrate.'^-^ 
Jasmine's experience in Iowa reveals her to be a practical 
generous and a kind woman. She assumes a new identity as Bud's 
wife although she does not actually marry him and becomes Jane from 
Jasmine. She took upon herself as the catalyst, and not the cause, in 
bringing about the divorce of Bud and Karin in mid life. Bud seems 
not be interested in her "except as an exotic, though her genuine 
foreignness frightens him".i3o He appears intent on remarking her in 
his own image by calling" Me Bud, you Jane .... Jane as in Jane 
Russell. "131 At the same time she feels that both Du the Vietnamese 
teenager who survives the ravages of war and herself not only possess 
an instinct for survival but a fascination with American technology 
and most important freedom from nostalgia. When she says that 
128 . R. Koenmg, Review oi Jasmine, Nezo York Times, 1989. Sept 5. 
129 . Bhatari Muklier)ee, Jasmine, p. 181. 
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technology is a "giant birthday cake"^^^ for DU she voices her opinion 
both. Both Jasmine and Du appear to be in hurry to become American 
so they forget the night-mares of their early lives. It seems for 
Mukherjee immigration especially to America is a crucial step for one 
to take in order to remark oneself in the light of one's desires. 
Assimilation in America was easy she says about herself and the 
cultural crisis she and other immigrants have to face 
once we start letting go-let go just one thing like 
not wearing out our normal clothes, or a turban or 
not wearing a tika on the forehead - the rest goes 
on its own down a sink holeJ^^ 
The dilemma facing her when she has to choose between Taylor 
to California or sticking to the crippled Bud is presented very 
poignantly. She is troubled by guilt at her contemplated action. 
Bud's face gray ghostly bodyless floats in 
narrowing circles about me. It's the anguished 
face of a man who is losing his world J^* 
Her awareness of the possible consequences to Bud of her 
actions makes it difficult for her to decide but Du shows her the Day. 
He abandons her and Bud to join his sister and her family in 
California. At the same time, she comes to realize that "the world is 
divided between those who stay and those who leave."^^^ She 
understands that for her a brave new world"^^^ has come into being 
ready to change even conservative and agrarian Iowa. She chooses to 
go with Taylor as according to Usha Anand" this world of dutifulness 
132 . Ibid. p. 155. 
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is traditionally Indian and is rejected to favours of life of adventure 
and happiness promised by America. Clearly people do not matter for 
Jasmine; what they promise to Jasmine does" Jasmine walking out of 
Bud's life is not a wanton act of frivolity".^^y jasmine remarks: 
The moment I have dreamed a thousand times 
finally arrives and 1 am not choosing between two 
men. I am caught between the promise of America 
and the world of dutifulnessJ^ 
Her sense of 'relief at leaving Bud rather than guilt underscores 
that she was happy to be doing what she was wishing. Taylor, of 
course, reaches out to Jasmine for what she is and at the end of the 
novel becomes for her "the promise of America". Jasmine's linking of 
her life to that to Taylor can be seen as validation of her owned belief 
"treat every second of your existence as a possible assignment of 
God."139 Jasmine may or may not appear as a rabble maker by 
everyone slipping into the orbit or her life. At every stage in her 
trouble from existence in all her identities as Jyoti, Jasmine, Jase and 
Jane she seems to be boldly and hesitatingly, thrilled at the prospect 
of adventure risk and transformation. 
As compared to women, Mukherjee's male characters are 
emotional cripples in their new environment. For them the journey 
outward usually begins with rejection of orthodox sexual taboos in 
the shape of intercourse with an American woman or with "liberated" 
woman of Indian origin. Rejuvenation, reassertion, rebirth of one will 
come to these men with the appropriation of the maternal and more 
particularly the libidinal aspect of American dream. To all the men 
137 . Usha Anaiid, Women in Indo-Anglkan Ficfaon,. p. 217. 
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who enter Jasmine's life after her altered identity, it is her Indianness 
with its adaptability and beautifulness that endears her to them. 
"Taylor did not want to change me. He didn't want to score and 
sanitizes my foreignness."^*° It is her Indianness and strangeness that 
attract everyone she comes in contact with. Taylor accepts her as she 
is, her immigrant status does not in any way obstruct the emotional 
rapport between them. Bud courted her because her foreignness 
fascinated him. He looked upon her as an inscrutable mystery and 
feels rejuvenated by her Eastern, vitality and wisdom "I rejuvenate 
him simply by being who I am.""^ 
Prof. Vadhera and his wife Nirmala represent people who are 
untouched by these realities except for the adjustment by trading in 
human hair than teaching both, the husband and the wife "still cling 
to the old world values."^^^ Although Prof. Vadhera is a source of 
inspiration for Prakash to study in America he himself has opted for a 
life of an expatriate and has holed up himself and his family in a 
crowded flat in Queens. His life in America has given him economic 
security, but he is a very diminished thing, living a lie. In their marital 
relationship the Professor stood "for silence, order, authority and she 
for submission, beauty and innocence. Mrs. Vadhera thinks she is 
living in heaven but what Jasmine sees is a life lived behind" ghetto 
walls."i« 
Only the Vietnamese boy adopted by Bud remains a real yogi. 
He performs brilliantly at the school and has a genius for adaptation 
140 . Ibid. p. 185. 
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and appropriation for technology. In some ways he resembles 
Jasmine. He is tough and resilient like her; like her, he too is an avid 
learner and knows his mind. He is "in a hurry to become all 
American"^** and is a "quick study" observes his class teacher. Some 
how Du's experience of the Vietnam war and the rush to adjust to 
America have scarred him for life. Having survived on his own at an 
early age has made him "materialistic", hoarder a specialist in 
"recombinant electronics."^^^ He has a genius for adaptation, and 
appropriate technology. In the end Du becomes conscious that he is 
different from Jasmine that he is a 'hybrid", unlike Jasmine whose 
"transformation has been genetic."^^^ 
Jasmine according to Fakrul Alam, "embodies all the major 
themes that attracted Mukherjee as a writer in the past and is the 
climax of literary voyage that has transformed her from a chronicler of 
exile to a champion of immigration."i*^ Thus in the total context of 
Bharati Mukherjee's work Jasmine is a refreshing departure from the 
earlier works. Tara at the end of the Tiger's Daughter is angry and 
baffled by her inability to bridge the gap between, American and 
Indian culture. The passive but the sensitive Dimple Dasgupta in Wife 
tries to come up with an adequate and viable response to the clashing 
culture which challenges her psychic resources and explodes in 
murderous violence at the end. In jasmine despite the violence that 
runs through the novel the note is one of openness to new experience. 
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a celebration of the American virtues of a clear eyed practicality an 
alertness to opportunities and the 'pluck and seize' them. Jasmine's 
story dramatizes the assimilation of the third world immigrant into 
the American 'melting pot' which is itself enriched by those she 
describes as a 'new powers; Bharati Mukherjee through her work 
celebrates her sense of belonging in America, contrasting with the 
racism she experienced in Canada. The predicament of the migrant, 
which is socio-psychological is played as never before. Thus Bharati 
Mukherjee sees Jasmine as a heroine who after being born in newly 
independent India plagued by civil and religious conflicts gets 
uprooted and absorbs "two hundred years of American history and 
learns"^*^ to adapt in American society. 
148 . AUson B. Carb, An Interview with Bharati Mukherjee, Span, 1990, p. 36. 
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^Aa/de^-IV 
"England and India never did understand one another"'^ 
Kamala Markandaya, one of the leading Indo-Anglian novelists 
has written novels dealing with the two cultural worlds set in 
opposition to each other. These cultural worlds belong to two distinct 
races of the Indians and Europeans who find it difficult to merge if 
not impossible. Kamala Markandaya in her novels represents the 
problems and prospects of establishing intimate and meaningful 
relationship between two racial and cultural groups. Her expatriate 
status and her being married to an Englishman enables her to see the 
difference in the role of Britons in their own country and homes. 
Meenakshi Mukherjee says about these bicultural novelists: "These 
novelists cannot be discussed in terms of one nationality alone. 
Whether they are 'peregrine' writers or stationary, their apprehension 
of reality has been affected by experience to more than one country 
and conditioned by exposure to more than one culture."^ 
Confrontation with the West for the discovery, of one's own country 
and one's own self is a frequent motif in the contemporary Indo-
Anglian novels. B. Rajan feels that "the presence of two cultures in 
one's mind forms a wider and therefore saner basis on which to 
originate the quest for identity and that the man with mixed 
allegiances is contemporary Everyman".^ These writers can look to 
1. Kamla Markandaya, Possession, Putman & Company, London, 1963. p. 77. 
2 . Meenakshi Mukherjee, "hiside the Outside, Studies m Commonwealth Lit., ed. 
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both the ways of life with keen discernment and dispassionate 
objectivity. 
Kamala Markandaya's fourth novel Possession treats the conflict 
between Indian spiritualism and the Western materialism. In other 
words Possession is "an account of de Indianization and the resultant 
loss of identity".* Possession can be also discussed as an allegory of the 
direction that independent India has to follow in its march towards 
progress. It is a very objective, balanced and truthful account of Indo 
British relation, past and present, through a genuine artistic 
imagination. Margaret P. Joseph feels that Possession is a "microcosmic 
rendering of England's possession of India".^ Caroline Bell is the 
daughter of a British resident in one of the Indian states during British 
rule. She is a rich divorced English lady of beautiful looks. "She was 
magnolia white", well born and has descended from a long line of 
men who had ruled India during the British Raj. She is formidable and 
has 'iron and steel' in her. She has the attributes of the British who 
wherever they go "as the whole of the East knows, live on the fat of 
the land, though they have no inkling of it."^ The desire to taste 'arak' 
a crude country liquor made by the villagers, takes Caroline to a 
South Indian village where she accidentally comes across Valmiki a 
rustic Tamil boy who has innate talents of a painter. She discerns a 
great artist in this young lad, and takes him to London to make him 
sophisticated, and to develop his artistic talents under the wholesome 
influence of the advanced Western civilization. 
4 . R.S. Pathak, "The Iiido-Enghsh Novelist's Quest for Identity ed. RK. Dhawan. 
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Possession is about a struggle of supremacy between the modes 
of thought and being and is set partly in India and partly in England. 
India signifies the mythic, spiritual mode and the West the realistic, 
materialistic aggressive mode. The symbol of the former mode is 
Swamy, the spiritual guide of Valmiki an artistic goatherd. The 
Western mode is symbolized by Lady-Caroline a British lady who 
having "discovered" Valmiki's artistic talent wishes to take 
"possession" of him. As S.C. Harrex observes: 
In Possession the frames of references are 
traditional contemplative India and the active 
passive VJest. Possession is a drama of de-
Indianization in which the central character, 
Valmiki, IS not only culturally and psychologically 
conditioned by West, but also "possessed" by it. 
The presentation of this theme is complex because 
the possession is literal and symbolic Kamala 
Markandaya interprets it as symbolic of historic 
relations between Britain and IndiaJ 
Possession begins with the narrator of the novel Anasuya, an 
Indian writer being introduced to Lady Caroline Bell at a party in 
Madras. She has been described by the narrator as "a darling of Gods 
blessed by fairy god mother."^ There Caroline meets this goatherd 
Valmiki an artist who has been painting in the wilderness. He has 
been using mud walls for canvas and mixture of flowers and herb 
paste as paints. Caroline, convinced of his talents, decides to take him 
out of his primitiveness where there is no one to appreciate his art. 
She plans to take him to England with her, to introduce him to the 
"real" world of art and artists. 
7 . S C Harrex, The journal of Commomoealth Liteature, Vo 6, No 1,1971, p 69 
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She spoke without the slightest hesitation in 
speech or manner, as if she really expected him 
simply to get up and walk away from it all ... into 
soyne new world... There was not even a pause to 
consider whether he would like or not; nor any 
recognition of him as a human being, with human 
ties.^ 
Anusuya, the narrator initially refuses to help Caroline in her 
endeavors. She later, relents when she notices that it is what Valmiki 
also wants. Beside the parents of Valmiki are also not very happy with 
him. Val's mother tells Caroline that "he has brought us nothing but 
shame and sorrow."lo Therefore, nobody wants Valmiki except 
Caroline. 
Anasuya helps as a negotiator between Val's parents and 
Caroline for his release. Before leaving the village Valmiki decides to 
meet Swamy, his spiritual guide, which irritates Caroline and she 
angrily asks Anasuya to "remind him that I am his guardian and he 
has to do as I say". However the struggle for "possession" is not easy 
for the boy replies scornfully: "She has not bought me. She has only 
compensated my family for the loss of the labourer"." The Swamy 
indeed proves to be a formidable adversary of Caroline's mode. The 
Swamy asks Valmiki if he really wishes to go with the lady to which 
he replies in affirmative. The Swamy then says: 
/ / you want to go, then you must. Because if you 
did not you would have no peace yourself and you 
would take it from whoever you meet ... And once 
you have gone, and looked and found in yourself 
9 . Ibid, p. 15. 
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the answer, then you will know whether to stay or 
return^-
The way in which Valmiki looks to the Swamy for guidance, and 
from the fact that god and goddesses, emblems of spiritual belief, 
have been painted with the material help from the Swamy, it is clear 
that the Swamy stands for the mythical and spiritual mode of life. 
This mode is an anathema to Caroline for she stands for the very 
opposite. No wonder, the narrator Anasuya has sensed that "from the 
very beginning he, (the Swamy) was the only human being with 
whom she (Caroline) was ill at ease."^^ 
Once in England with Caroline, Valmiki enters the realistic 
mode of life, under Caroline's supreme reign. Valmiki soon 
experiences corruption and hypocrisy in the alien world of Europe. 
Caroline at the same time also represents a rather "fantastic" mode of 
being, with her outlandish and her imperialistic desire to "possess" 
another human being. He is seduced physically and spiritually by 
Caroline. Elena J. Kalinnikova rightly sums up his career: 
Caroline meets him when he is only an adolescent, 
the wax of his soul can get any form. Caroline 
carves a person out of him in accordance with her 
taste and interests After coming to London, 
Valmiki soon feels nostalgic. As flower on hill, 
plucked from the native soil, stony and dry hut 
invigorating, Valmiki withers. As child of nature 
he is suffocated in velvet and gold.'^'^ 
12 . Ibid, p 32. 
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Valmiki achieves success in the Western sense under Caroline's 
intimate patronage, which the author defines in terms of money, 
public acclaim and exhibitionism. Valmiki who has been whisked 
away in body remains Indian in his spirit. For a long time he is unable 
to produce any work of art. In order to paint for money, recognition in 
the eyes of men rather than God, Valmiki needs inspiration from the 
Swamy. Caroline in a bid to make Valmiki paint dupes him with fake 
letters from the Swamy. When Anasuya visits the pair in London after 
two years of their departure from India, she discovers that Valmiki 
hasn't produced a single worthwhile painting in the span of two years 
except for one painting, "of what looked vaguely like a desert."^^ 
By this time Caroline has come to understand that the Swamy 
means a lot to Valmiki. She asks Valmiki who now speaks broken 
English, about him. 
The Swamy means a great to you doesn't he" ? To 
which Val replies hesitatingly "Yes, he was like 
father and mother and friend. Always good, 
Always help.''^ 
When asked how the Swamy helped him, Valmiki replies that 
help was never monetary but spiritual, that his 'help' inspired Val to 
work. "He say good, I feel good. He say work for God, I work for God. 
He say you paint, I paint well."^^ 
Caroline realizes the strength of her adversary the Swamy. Even 
Anasuya compares Swamy "with the impeachable authority of those 
who felt the grace of God."^^ But Caroline is one who never accepts 
15 . Possession, p. 48. 
16 . Ibid, p. 55. 
17 . Ibid, p. 53. 
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defeat and uses the Swamy's influence over Valmiki to serve her 
purpose by duping Val with Swamy's fake letters. The Swamy's fake 
letter expressed his wish that Valmiki should work hard at his 
paintings. The letter says: 
He often thought of the boy, whom he greatly 
missed, that his dearest wish was to hear he was 
working hard at his paintings, and that he was 
always near, in spirit to himJ^ 
Caroline can be compared to a modern descendant of 
Mephistopheles who desires to possess Valmiki's soul by first offering 
the bait of money, and then like Helen, her body to him. On the very 
first page of the novel she has been introduced as a lady of 
'transcendent loveliness' Her dark grey eyes, white skin and "spun 
silk hair between silver and pale gold".^° Whereas Swamy's hold on 
Valmiki is described as a spiritual seduction. Valmiki, the rustic 
Indian artist goatherd, symbolizes the raw independent India, for 
whose possession Caroline Bell, symbol of British culture and 
civilization, has come to India. Fauzia Afzal in her article believes 
that: 
To a large extent her (Caroline's) actions towards 
Vahniki are not motivated only by a selfish desire 
to fulfill some need in herself; she is doing what 
she does, because at one level, she genuinely 
believes in Valmiki's talent, and in bringing him 
over from India, she believes she has provided the 
kind of support and environment he needs to 
advance that talent and be appreciated.-'' 
19 . Ibid, p. 62. 
20 . Ibid, p. 7. 
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There is thus a genuine element of caring in this relationship, as 
Suya is quick to remind Valmiki when he becomes angry at Caroline's 
arrogant attitude and refuses to return to her: 
You have forgotten what it was like in the 
beginning ... who it was that praised you ... made 
you feel like a god ... who had faith in you though 
the whole village laughed; who cared enough to 
insist you he never alone not even one single night 
in all that dreadful time when nobody would take 
you both in.--
However, as the novel progresses, the realist ideal of balance is 
quite lost in the Caroline-Valmiki relationship. Infact, there is no real 
concern for Valmiki as a human being. Caroline's obsession to possess 
begins to override her humanist ideal. She fails to acknowledge the 
needs of Val, which doesn't coincide with hers. The element of fantasy 
associated with dreams of empire, now takes over her "relationship" 
with Valmiki. As Caroline herself admits to Suya one day apropos of 
her relationship with Valmiki, "It's a sort of love-hate relationship ... 
like the kind Britain and India used to have."23 And Suya thinks 
/ wouldn't have called it that I thought; it would 
have been difficult; with majestic exception, to 
have found much love lurking in the old 
relationship. Perhaps, indeed relationship was the 
word to describe a forcible possessing which had 
established nothing so clearly as there could be no 
reasonable relationship merely a straddling of one 
stranger by another with little out of it either.-"^ 
The old colonial relationship between the two countries 
becomes a paradigm for the Caroline-Valmiki relationship. As Val 
22 . Possession, p. 56. 
23 . Ibid, p. 70. 
24 . Ibid, p. 69. 
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begins to flower that is to paint and speak English the more strongly 
Caroline wants to possess him. The desire of possession takes the 
physical dimension also. She now appears as an Eve-like temptress 
who betrays by offering the apple of knowledge to Valmiki. Under the 
influence of Western culture, he becomes a promiscuous man, makes 
love to Elli a Jewish domestic servant, then to Caroline, and later on to 
Annabel. When Valmiki becomes involved with Ellie, the immigrant 
maid who is a survivor of the holocaust and also his inspiration for 
painting. Caroline is clearly muffed when she sees Ellie's painting and 
wonders why Val thought her worth putting on canvas. Later after 
Caroline and Valmiki have become lovers, Ellie very conveniently 
disappears from the household one day, despite the fact that she is 
carrying Valmiki's child and has no place to turn to. The worst thing 
is that neither Caroline nor Valmiki care about what has become of 
Ellie, or why she has left in the first place. Valmiki, under Caroline's 
expert guidance, has learned to shrug off responsibility for another 
when it interferes too much with his selfish desires. Under the 
influence of Caroline he too acquires the negative qualities of the 
materialistic life until Swamy visits him. At the end of Swamys' visit 
to London Val thanks him for all the letters he had written, and the 
Swan\y denies having written any as it was against the mythical ideal 
of detachment to do so. 
/ have never written to you, not even once, 
although I have often been tempted to do so.-^ 
Valmiki realizes the web of deceit in which he has been 
ensnared by Caroline. He raves and rants at her, but she responds 
25 . Ibid, p. 141. 
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coolly by saying that she has done all this for his own good. At this 
point Valmiki realizes the powerful force of Caroline. He is not 
shocked when she tells him she would stop at nothing to hold on to 
him. Valmiki while discussing Caroline, tells Annabel. 
Caroline thinks Vabniki belongs to her and in a 
way she is right. She won't let go: people don't 
easily give up luhat they think are their 
possessions. The English never have.-^ 
The complex relationship between Caroline and Valmiki 
continues unabated even after major alterations, but it becomes clear 
that things are drawing to a head even though Valmiki returns to 
living with Caroline, touring Europe and America with her. Suya like 
an astute observer understands that "power, of the kind that Caroline 
held and used with so little hesitation, to a man with Valmiki 
foundations was evil whatever its manifestations however excusable 
its manipulations or well favoured in the end it would never be other 
than evil. "27 it becomes clear in the course of the novel that Valmiki 
will try to escape the influence of such power sooner or later; it seems 
a foregone conclusion. 
At the end of the novel, Valmiki leaves for India and returns to 
the spiritual path shown by the Swamy. Even then, Caroline does not 
give up, she follows him to India and tries to win him back; but for 
the present at least it is not to be. On reaching India Caroline observes 
that the cheques she had sent to Valmiki were all uncashed adorning 
the wall of the cave. Certainly the materialistic ethos of the West has 
26 . Ibid, p. 191-92. 
27 . Ibid, p. 198. 
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failed to take its hold over Valmiki. Even so, Caroline refuses to 
acknowledge her defeat and ends her visit by telling the Swamy: 
Valmiki is yours now, but he has been mine. One 
day he will want to he mine again .... On that day 
I shall be back to claim him.-^ 
Possession can be said to be a powerful dramatic story of 
contemporary East and West. It presents Kamala Markandaya's keen 
observations on the money mindedness of the West and asceticism of 
the East. The novel is a quest for possession. Valmiki who was 
exposed to the western money, sex, glamour, gaudiness, the virtues 
and vices, that go with materialism. But ultimately his spirit longed 
for his spiritual home and he (Val) comes back to the caves near his 
Swamy's spiritual abode. Caroline's physical charm and money 
couldn't hold him for long. He had carried the seeds of loyalty from 
his country that was life long shaming the exponents of expediency. 
He could not lose himself to the West and rediscovers himself in the 
East which gives him joy and satisfaction which no amount of beauty 
or money can buy. 
Kamala Markandaya's characters whether they are Indian or 
English embody their own respective philosophies, religion and 
beliefs to a certain point which becomes incomprehensible to the 
other. 
Caroline Bell the central character in Possession around whom 
the story revolves is the daughter of a British resident in one of the 
states during the British rule. Caroline stands for all British who 
believe in having their own way, "She had enough money to roam 
28 . Ibid, p. 224. 
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farther and farther like an animal in search of salt lick that gives the 
savour of living".29 she belongs to a class, which strove to rise in India 
with the landed estates, money and sterling. Anasuya sums up her 
character with these words: 
She was supremely confident, born and brought up 
to be so, with as little thought of fallibility as a 
colonial in the first flash of the empire, as a 
missionary in the full armour of his mission, 
dogged by none of the hesitances that handicap 
lesser breeds.^" 
Caroline is one of the most memorable characters of Kamala 
Markandaya. Her desire for possession leads her to the tragic 
experiment of taking a young peasant lad from his roots to the 
materialistic world of the West. Caroline's attitude towards this boy 
and as a whole on India signifies the changed role of the 'Whitman's 
burden' to maintain control over others to substitute political 
dominance by cultural dominance with a view of alienating Indians 
from their own roots. Anasuya meets Valmiki in London, as a 
sophisticated transformed youth with his uncouthness gone. She 
thinks: 
Did it make him more acceptable? In this polished 
Western world, obviously yes. The East was too 
strident, too dissonant, too austere, and too raw, it 
had to be muted, toned down, tarted up - its music 
larded up with familiar rhythm. ... Undilute East 
had always been too much for the West; the soulful 
East always came lapdog fashion to the West 
mutely asking to be not too little and too much, 
but just right. ^ ^ 
29 rbid, p 3 
30 Ibid,p 15 
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Caroline grooms and anglicises Valmiki and he is completely over 
powered by her. She always takes pride in Val and proudly boasts: "I 
discovered him the cave, oh yes, a real one in India. Hideously bare 
and uncomfortable, except for the superb walls and Val of course".^2 
She displays Valmiki as a prized possession. He is modified, made 
suitable, lovable under Caroline's keen patronage. He now appears as 
a presentable, adaptable, charming young man. At the same time 
Caroline has a powerful urge to dominate and mould Val so as to suit 
herself. Caroline stands for all the Britishers who think of themselves 
in relation to their colonies. 
Looking at Caroline's personality from the feminist point of 
view it appears that in Possession there is a reversal of stereo type sex 
roles. Caroline has been depicted as a possessor and Valmiki as being 
possessed. According to Ramesh. K. Srivastava, "Of all the women 
characters in the novel, Caroline is a model of anti-patriarchal stance 
and her traits are associated with male members in patriarchal 
cultural construct. She has none of the traits of conforming to 
'predefined patterns of feminity', such as sweetness, modesty, 
subservience humility."^^ It is observed that Caroline on the contrary 
is active victor, crude, harsh and arrogant who has a desire to 
dominate. Again referring to the feminist view, Caroline is victorious 
for having emerged out of cultural obscurity in which she was thrown 
off many generations by matriarchal society."^4 Consequently Caroline 
32 . Ibid, p. 125. 
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also appears as a monstrous creation of a woman who has a strong 
urge and instinct to possesses not only lifeless objects but human 
beings also which seems to be the main objective of her life. Caroline 
holds Valmiki as tenaciously as England did India. In a party given in 
Val's honour Caroline walks along with him triumphantly. Suya 
notices how Caroline's domineering over- possessiveness seems to be 
gradually dwarfing Valmiki: 
Her white arm encircle him holding him as if he 
was her; and then memory stirred and I 
remembered this was just how she had held him 
long ago when he was a hoy, and she was 
establishing her claim to him -plainly as if flag in 
hand she was registering property rights.^^ 
Markandaya has portrayed Caroline as quite confident and 
biologically powerful in her capacity of possessing Valmiki. Caroline 
successfully outwits others when in the early part of the novel (in the 
village) before the village headman she puts "her arms around the boy 
as if it were taking possession in full view of his family. "^ ^ Caroline 
can also be discussed as a selfish lady who overleaps the bounds of 
matriarchal patronage by seducing him into an incestuous sensual 
alignment, despite the vast difference in their age. She seems to be 
motivated by her own interest and physical requirements. Caroline 
appears as a symbol of a craving woman who wishes to dominate 
physically and culturally. She becomes a metaphor of "England 
queening over her colonies: 
India and Val is poor India, under-developed and 
unschooled hut spiritually intact. Like India he 
takes to shallow western values only to be hurt 
35 . Ibid, p. 108. 
36 . Ibid, p. 20. 
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deeply by thevi and returns to the Swamy's 
ancient and timeless wisdom.'^'' 
The Swamy in the novel is the person who stands for the ascetic 
spiritual life against the materialistic self of Caroline. Harish Raizada 
feels that "there is a conflict between the Swamy and Caroline for the 
custody and control of Valmiki which is symbolic of the conflict 
between Indian spiritual values and Western materialistic world for 
the possession of India's soul."^ From her very first meeting with the 
Swamy, Caroline is aware of the spiritual presence of Swamy and is 
scared not of him but of his power. From the very beginning he was 
the only human being with whom she was ill at ease."^^ Caroline is 
always uneasy while discussing Swamy. She feels that he is the person 
who stood as a block between her and Valmiki. When Swamy is 
invited by his disciples to Kensington she feels, "It is a seduction". On 
the part of the Swamy she said "spiritual if you like. There's no place 
for it in England. He ought never to have been allowed in."*o Similarly 
Caroline's concept of Val's art is essentially bourgeois. She looks at 
Val's paintings merely "as commodities to be bartered in the market"^^ 
rather than an expression of his communion with the divine. Her 
western culture makes it difficult for her to understand Val's 
identification with India. She over-estimates the power of her 
influence of the western materialistic world on Val and makes one last 
37 . Santha Krishna Swamy, Glimpses of Women in India, Ashish Publishmg House, New 
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effort to retrieve him from the "wilderness" of India and the influence 
of Swamy. In reply to her frantic entreaties Valmiki very confidently 
replies: "The wilderness is mine; it is no longer terrible as it used to 
be; it is nothing", and the Swamy adds, "Even this waste land may 
have something to show, other than what you have seen."*^ 
Swamy with all the qualities of depth in his divine in\age is the 
light of enlightenment for Valmiki. It is under his influence that he is 
able to leave behind all his passions, needs, emotions in search of true 
peace to achieve the Divine transcendental light. Caroline calls all the 
efforts of Val a "waste". "All of its, wasted beauty, wasted work, a 
wasted man" says Caroline to which Swamy replied, "Where is a 
waste, in the work of man to glorify his God, it is blasphemy to say 
it."*3 Having been out of possession of Caroline, his art begins to find 
a natural free expression. Valmiki's peace and satisfaction implies the 
defeat of the woman as a possessor to which Caroline cannot 
reconcile. She says to Anasuya, I shall take care to make him want me 
again."''^ 
Valmiki, the rustic Indian artist, is the symbol of raw 
independent India, whose soul Caroline wants to possess. This is 
symbolic of Western civilization. Just as Caroline continues to remain 
the typical representative of her race in her pride, possessiveness, 
egoism and cunning maneuvers so does Val never cease to be an 
Indian in simplicity and honesty. When Anasuya meets Val at a 
cocktail party hosted by Caroline he gives her an impression of being 
a changed man. But a little later when her eyes catch her once or 
42 . Possession, p. 220. 
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twice, she begins to feel "that he was not an ardent partaker by partly 
on looker that there still remained for good augury vestiges of a cold 
and watchful inner eyes, as disdainful of others as of himself. "^ ^ 
Similarly although he gives up the finer points in his culture he 
continues to dwell on his habit of crackling his knuckles. 
Valmiki's and Ellie who happen to be of the same age and are 
both rootless, join together in the assertion of their respective 
identities. The relationship of Val and Ellie is based on love unlike 
Caroline's. It is through Ellie that Val gets an outlet, and her sex acts 
as tranquilizer against his rebellious spirit. Ellie with her youth offers 
a new experience to Val: "She has been his inspiration, his model and 
his success was at least partly hers."*^ Caroline with her connivance 
removes Ellie as she was the one who was Valmiki's inspiration. 
Caroline considered Ellie to be a block in her relationship with Val 
and calls her awkward, old strange "uncouth little pig". In one 
instance when Valmiki takes the side of Ellie she says: "My dear, one 
cannot make French pastry from German dough."^^ 
Caroline's new rival Annabel captures Valmiki's heart at a 
party. She is almost of the same age as Valmiki. Caroline regrets 
teaching him the art of dance because it befitted "a rival". Anasuya 
thinks that Caroline has a feeling that Valmiki belong solely to her 
"People don't give up easily what they think are their possession".^^ In 
order to maintain a relationship with Annable without hurting 
Caroline the nights of Valmiki are spent with Caroline, and by day it 
45 . Ibid. p. 135. 
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is Val and his beloved Annable. Yet there are streaks of rebellion in 
Val who is possessed by Caroline in body and spirit. He comes to 
realize that he is under the spell of Caroline. When Suya blames 
Caroline for killing EUie and her unborn child, Valmiki immediately 
retorts: "People do not have power unless you allow them to have it."*^ 
Notwithstanding the powerful influence of the West on him, Val 
is never able to alienate himself completely from his roots. It is 
evident from the divine urge, which finds expression even through 
the paintings drawn by him under the influence of West. Val's works 
make an American critic say: 
This young painter paints as if unknown to 
himself he had glimpsed, beyond the horizon, the 
transcendent powers of Universe, and the refracted 
light brings a hint of the power and menance into 
his own painting.^° 
Later on, after to his return to India, when Anasuya sees his 
paintings in the wilderness she remarks: 
There was, too a change in his work, so suitable it 
might easily have been a flight of fancy, but to me, 
there seemed to be moving, extra-ordinary 
yearning in the human countenances he had 
depicted upturned, groping towards light, a 
quality of compassion and profundity in his divine 
images that had never been apparent before.^'^ 
Kamala Markandaya has presented Anasuya as a foil to 
Caroline who has none of the latter's domineering traits. She comes 
out as a victor in helping Valmiki to come out of Caroline's clutches 
and go to India, C D . Verma opines that Kamala Markandaya has 
49 Ibid p 207 
50 Ibid p 164 
51 Ibid p 164 
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presented Anasuya, the narrator of the novel, as "a mythical 
Anasuya"52 mother figure who is very kind to Valmiki. It is she who 
gives the ointment of passage to India so that he may maintain his 
artistic and spiritual beauty in the country of his birth. Anasuya is 
representative of the people who accept the West for their intellectual 
needs. Anasuya by contrast to Jumbo is educated but not elitist and 
finds easy to return to her roots. On the contrary Jumbo accepts the 
West on the material plain only. Jumbo, the ex-ruler of a small state of 
India visits London to escape the monotony of India and to take part 
in the glorious revelries of the British. Markandaya has succeeded in 
presenting Jumbo as a semi-pathetic, semi-humorous Indian prince 
and a playboy. In showing the caricatured Jumbo she wants to show 
the opposite side of the Indian coin represented by the peasants, Val 
and Swamy. According to Hayden Moore, "Markandaya astonishingly 
indulges in stereotypes, the power hungry Britons, the noble Indian 
savage, the prancing good fellow of a Raja, the young English flapper 
ready to fornicate at the drop of a kincker".53 Anasuya also visits 
London frequently to collect material for her stories and never feels 
rootless like Jumbo. When Jumbo tells her about Indians who. 
Commute between continent and continent they 
are free, then one day they find they can't face 
India. London got them. Or Geneva or New York. 
It always does in the end." She replies confidently, 
"But not me".^'^ 
52 . C D . Verma, The Exile Hew and Reintegrating Vision in Indian English Fiction, Sterlmg 
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If we look at the character of Suya she possesses Val by her 
kindness and sympathetic understanding whereas Caroline does it 
with money and strength. As opposed to the physical possession of 
the Valmiki Anasuya "possesses" his heart whereas Caroline puts the 
flesh on his bones but Anasuya feeds his starved soul as she is well 
aware of the sinister results of possession. Suya who represents the 
author's point of view feels. 
Possession I thought appalled; attenuated from the 
powerful craving to hold, which so dominating 
and menacing a part of Caroline; which left a grey 
and ugly trail of human misery such as, horribly 
swollen hut not unrecognizable, one saw 
stumbling in wake of power societies and 
empires.^^ 
The real subtlety emerges out of Suya whose role as a narrator 
however seems to inhibit the novelist from telling us more about her 
character H.M. William considers her character "flawed" and sexually, 
possibly lesbian but enigmatic to the bitter end."^^ She is a frail bridge 
between Markandaya's Eastern and Western world which in Raja 
Roa's The Serpent and the Rope that cannot be crossed with impunity. 
The novel poses a question whether India has to cut itself from 
its roots and shape itself in the image of the materialistic world of the 
West, or seek sustenance, growth from the life-giving springs of its 
own culture. Val's final return suggests while a brief contact with the 
West may be good for India's sophistication, advancement in the 
modern world but its ultimate fulfillment can be possible only by 
nourishment it provides through spiritual values. In Possession the 
55 . Ibid. p. 217. 
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theme of East West tension is kept constantly before our eyes. There is 
constant repetition of the words like "possess" and the verb used to 
express his desire to hold, keep, exploit, charm, crave, dominate, 
mould and caress. Meenakshi Mukherjee feels the conflict is between 
possession and renunciation "between wealth and fame on the one 
hand and freedom and obscurity on the other ... the spiritual East 
encountering materialistic West".^^ H.M. Williams calls this novel 
"One of the most forceful artistic explorations of the distortion of the 
India's embrace and of her consequent urge to be free".^ 
Possession portrays the struggle for supremacy between the 
thought and being. The Indian spiritual mode and the Western 
aggressive mode, the cultural conflict dominate the life of principal 
characters. The novelist tries to depict the East-West encounter 
through Caroline who is a representative of the West, and Valmiki of 
the East. Markandaya brings forth this ideology in the words of 
Kipling, "East is East and West is West and never the twain shall 
meet." The dilemma of Valmiki symbolizes for her the dilemma of 
independent India who wishes to seek nourishment for the growth of 
his art from his spiritual roots and not from the west. It is this ideal 
Markandaya wants him to follow. Infact she doesn't want them to 
meet or be identical but complementary to each other so that the 
mechanized West may benefit from the ethical values of India, and 
India from the modernization of the West. It can be said that no 
matter how strong the Western influence may have been it was from 
India that the real strength came. He would have to return to it again 
57 . Meenaksh Mukherjee, Vie Twice Born Fiction, Themes and Techniques in the Indian 
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and to again when that strength was drawn, or his reserves ran low, 
to recharge himself. 
Kamala Markandaya's next novel. The Nowhere Man (1972) is a 
mature and powerful work. It is basically a moving elegy of England's 
racialism. It depicts the tragedy of a bicultural living in its harrowing 
aspects. The Nowhere Man is a bitter portrayal of anti coloured migrant 
atmosphere which developed in England after 1960. Kamala 
Markandaya represents the problems and prospects of establishing 
intimate and meaningful relationship between two racial and cultural 
groups. 
Kamala Markandaya's The Nowhere Man projects the identity 
problem a man has to face in an alien environment. Its depicts 
existential predicament of rootlessness and unhappy incomprehension 
on the racial plane. R.S. Singh avers that The Nowhere Man is a 
"pathetic tale of an Indian expatriate caught up in the broil of racial 
prejudices."5^ It trails out the life of an Indian immigrant Srinivas and 
probes the possibilities of love and reconciliation between the East 
and the West. The cultural conflicts dominate the personal lives of its 
principal characters. The story weaves around a displaced Indian, 
Srinivas who has made England as his home, is rejected and disowned 
by English community and who is dispossessed of India and becomes 
a rootless, restless individual. The predominant theme of the novel is 
displacement, alienation and a search for identity in an alien 
environment. 
59 . R.S. Singh, Indian Novel m English, Hememaim, New Delhi 1977, p. 145. 
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The Nowhere Man set in Post-World War II London opens with 
Dr. Radcliffe diagnosing Srinivas' disease as leprosy, which is 
symbolic of his physical and emotional ostracism. He is thrown into 
an alien land as stranger and condemned as an 'unwanted man'. The 
novelist, with the help of flashbacks, highlights the cultural clashes 
the protagonist has to face both in the homeland and in the country of 
his adoption. 
Srinivas of The Nowhere Man is an exile hero who has 
immigrated to England not on his own accord but is forced to leave 
his country. He and his father believe that, "Britishers were masters, 
and one had to go along with them and their ways".^" The young 
Srinivas has grown up in an atmosphere of liveliness and childhood 
innocence and enjoys being called husband by his seven-year old wife 
Vasantha. As he grows old, he comes in contact with Vasu and his 
nationalist family who are their neighbours. He gets embroiled in the 
Nationalist Movement, which makes him critical about the prevailing 
social and political conditions under the British rule. He gets the first 
shock when the British government decides to acquire the teakwood 
plantation of Srinivas' family to lay a road in the military cantonment. 
Srinivas understood, standing beside his 
grandfather among the felled crowns and the 
crushed white inflorenscence, what it was like to 
be helpless, to be less than master in one's own 
house, to have not even a voice in the running of 
one's country.^^ 
Srinivas comes to realize the iron hand beneath the velvet glove 
of the Britons in this particular episode. Srinivas's father Narayan is a 
60 . Kamala Markaiidaya, T?7e Noiohere Man, Allen Tate London, 1973, p. 106. 
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lecturer in a Government College. He thwarted all his life still he is 
dispossessed of his rightful dues in the service of the British 
Government. He is downgraded and is not given his rightful due of 
being the deputy principal of the college for which a less qualified 
British candidate is preferred. Gradually and eventually Srinivas is 
forced by circumstances to retaliate and fight for his rights against the 
tyrannical rule of the imperialistic government. He doesn't even 
hesitate to pounce on the police officer when he violates Vasantha's 
modesty by hooking his crane under the frill of Vasantha's skirt: 
Now a citizen of the world but fifty years ago an 
injured young man - his nationalist father and his 
wife had been insulted in his presence by British. 
Srinivas had felt provoked and in his own native 
manner had tried to take revenge. This had 
darkened his future in his country.^'^ 
Incidentally young Srinivas' rebellion against the British makes 
him a political activist. It ushers in a transition from innocence to 
experience, a simple youth into a rebellions spirit. In order to escape 
persecution, he is advised by his father to go away to England. He 
tells him: 
They say that England is not a bad place. Piatt 
says in many ways it is better than here. 
Especially for someone like you.^^ 
It is young Srinivas' retaliation, the crucial climatic action, that 
leads him to self exile. The circumstances which compel Srinivas to 
depart are summed up by him: 
The joint family, will no longer do. The plantation 
has long been cut down ... When I am married and 
62 . Ibid. p. 112. 
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have children, 1 don't want to look over my 
shoulder to see what is supporting me. I want to 
support myself, my wife, and our children.^ 
Srinivas, in order to escape the claws of imperialism, settles in 
imperialistic England. He now transplants himself into the solid cross-
section of the traditional British society. Under the persistent pressure 
from his wife, Vasantha, who never compromised her Indianness in 
the alien soil, he purchases a three storied house in South London. By 
acquiring a house he wishes to find a dynasty in a alien land 
christening his house. 'Chandraprasad' after his ancestral home back 
in India. Vasantha says with pride. 
At least we have achieved something. A place of 
our own, where we can live according to our rights 
although in an alien surroundings and our 
children after us, and then theirs.^^ 
Although Srinivas has given his house a name 'Chandraprasad', 
to all the people in the neighbourhood and the postman it is only "No. 
5" and the family, "the people at No. 5". 
Srinivas has a feeling that they have chained themselves to the 
four walls and a roof by owning a house. His sons, Laxman and 
Seshu, on account of being born and brought up in a Christian 
environment, took to British ways. They are the second generation 
immigrants who do not belong anywhere. Being cut off from their 
roots their alienation is complete and their adaptation into the new 
English environment rather tenuous. They join the army, Laxman as 
an engineer and Seshu as a trainee in the royal Air Force. The old pair 
is left to look after themselves. There is a lot of difference between the 
64 . Ibid. p. 156. 
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two generations. Seshu has some sympathy for his parents but 
Laxman is a hard headed realist. He believes that Indian familial 
sentiments are sheer nonsense. He had acquired stubbornness, the 
cold commonsense of the British. He has an eye on personal 
advantage that refuses to see the point of view of others. Laxman at 
times is irked by Vasantha's sentimentality combined with an element 
of fantasy. Vasantha who has assigned their house to each of her son's 
family and her hope to stay together with her sons and their family 
remains a distant dream. 
The advent of war leaves the family in shambles. Seshu's 
temperament being against the war gets him discharged of his duties 
from the army. He takes up the assignment of an ambulance driver. 
During the war, when the sirens sounded all the friends and their 
acquaintances whether black or white came in the basement. Vasantha 
welcomes everybody wholeheartedly. Srinivas also accompanies her 
in serving the people. Even Seshu, appreciates his parents and says: 
I have never met a missionary ... his parents who 
crossed oceans and exchanged countries, if not 
identity, between whom lay vast area of 
experience, he would never more than touch, and 
then of unreality, "the nearest to a juissionary."^^ 
Seshu dies in an accident while carrying wounded soldiers in 
the ambulance. Laxman, after the war service, marries an English girl 
and settles down as a businessman in Plymouth. Vasantha who had 
elaborate plans for her sons and nostalgically called her house. 
'Chandraprasad' cannot bear the separation of he sons, one dead 
another living apart. Even the birth of a child does not affect the 
66 . Ibid. p. 26. 
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family reunion. Vasantha develops tuberculosis and dies leaving 
Srinivas all alone in the desolate, alien world, all his hopes and 
aspirations shattered. He feels that already he had been thrown from 
his native place and was physically living in England, emotionally he 
was totally alienated from every root of existential belonging. 
Srinivas's separation becomes more acute. The death of his son and 
his beloved wife Vasantha push him into isolation. Shyam Asnani 
comments "as a nowhere man belonging to nowhere Srinivas has the 
painful feeling of being an immigrant with his roots attenuated in the 
alien country".^^ 
In his lonely life enters Mrs. Pickering, a very poor old divorcee 
and a former nurse. She seems to notice his distraught condition and a 
sympathetic cord is struck between them. Although Mrs. Pickering is 
not very communicative as the English do not like their reserve 
invaded yet Srinivas recognizes a familiar figure in her and "would 
have launched himself upon her with glad cries, this being the first 
reaction of his blood, but England intervened. England with its 
unvoiced under dereliction which had laid halters and curb on him, 
cooling the riper manifestations of emotions".^ 
Under the salutary influence of this angel in the house, Mrs. 
Pickering, Srinivas at first becomes more acclimatized to British social 
culture, as he had already become during his struggles to set up as a 
tradesman in London over the decades, to British manners and ways 
of thinking. But as the story enters the lean years of 1950's, he begins 
to learn the bitter way that he had neither been able to discard his 
67. Shyam Asnaiu, Quest for Identity Theme in three Commonwealth Novels, Print House, 
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Indianness completely nor succeed entirely in acquiring total 
Englishness even though he had owned England by adoption. 
Markandaya paints a deeply moving picture of two individuals 
from vastly different backgrounds who have come together in spirit of 
mutual forbearance born of human sympathy and caring: 
He gargled and washed and spat, for hours on end 
it sometimes seemed to Mrs. Pickering as she 
waited to use the bathroom; and performed the 
delicate balancing feats on the lavatory pan as he 
cleansed himself, an inept affair ...so that when he 
finished the walls dripped water...If Mrs. 
Pickering noticed ... she did not comment. She 
restrained herself.... 
There were restraints he exercised too... 
consequently, she did not realize the extent of his 
aversion to flesh, though she knew he did not eat 
it.^^ 
In her company he once again responds to the beauty of life - the 
crisp winter mornings of England. He even celebrates Christmas and 
other alien festivals. The lovable caring relationship of Srinivas - Mrs. 
Pickering is highlighted by Kamala Markandaya in terms of mature 
attitudes, sharing human values and mutual sympathy. 
Confidence, indeed, hardly entered their scheme of 
exchange, Each knew the other had lost a spouse 
... Neither they found revelations essential, 
although such was the bond between them, 
understood disclosures would not be difficult or a 
violation, if and when the time came to make 
them.^° 
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Srinivas and Mrs. Pickering have a feeling that everyone should live 
peacefully and let others do the same. Both have patience. Mrs. 
Pickering believes: 
If one lives in a foreign country "she said carefully 
it is best to fall with the way of natives, as far as 
possible.''^ 
After Vasantha's death Srinivas' neglected business dwindles. 
He rejects his friend, Abdul Zanzibaie's from Madagascar proposal to 
join his business. Owing to financial problems he converts his big 
mansion into cheap flats which give shelter to white, black and 
brown. Vasantha's dream house, which was thought to be occupied by 
his progeny gives shelter to the poor. Memories of the past keep 
bouncing back and make him nostalgic. In these moments of nostalgia 
Mrs. Pickering consoles him: 
"One does not realize" he said Mrs. Pickering 
when one leaves ones country, how much is 
chopped off and left behind too. The 
inconsiderable, which one does not even think of at 
that time which are infact important. 
"Small things are important", she agreed, "where 
ever you live "If one is cut off from one's culture 
there is always the adopted one to draw upon." '^-
As a post colonial, critic Fauzia Afzal believes: 
the keys to the success of this unexpected 
relationship is in the ability, on the part of both 
the people to recognize their differences but do not 
dewell on them, to focus rather, on the universal 
human need for love and tolerance that all human 
beings share, regardless of race, colour or creed.''^ 
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It is precisely the inability of Fred Fletcher, Srinivas' neighbour, 
to see human connections that feed racist fantasies. Fred who could 
not make a decent living in England and elsewhere assumes that 
blacks like Srinivas are a big hurdle in the economic prosperity. He 
learns from one of his councilor friends that "the blacks were 
responsible. They came in hordes, occupied all the houses, filled up 
the hospital beds and their offspring took all the place in schools".^^ 
Fred becomes hostile towards immigrants and wants them to go back 
to their country making him appear a racist demon. Immigrants like 
Srinivas become the targets of this rage. The fantasy that fuels this 
rage and condones it, is of course, the myth of empire. Fred dreams 
about annihilating the others. For this he deploys the colonial image. 
He enjoyed dreaming ... not the night variety, 
which he could not control, but day dreams, which 
could be made to fit. In these dreams ...he was 
always the top man. The Governor, the Governor 
General, His Excellency, the Viceroy. In cockaded 
hat, erect on dais, one arm over ...He could hear. 
Boss, bass, bawana saheb. Fred allowed some top 
names that he knew to slide over his tongue ... 
young Honor, your Excellency. In dazzling duck, 
with a retinue^^ 
It is noteworthy that just before burning down Srinivas' house, Fred 
buys a coat that cloaks him in the mythic glory of empire. He fuels up 
his grotesque fantasy by words as "those blakies" who are displacing 
the "true Britons" that is whites. 
Srinivas had tried his best to entertain this idea that England 
was his. But the English nerve obsorbed him in the mainstream. In 
74 . Ibid. p. 171. 
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fact his presence was viewed with suspicion Srinivas's life's battle 
with an alien environment with which he had tried his best to identify 
comes to an end. The purgatory fire kindled by Fred not only takes 
the toll of Srinivas, Mrs. Fletcher, but Fred also gets caught up in the 
fire. The novelist seems to be itching to punish Fred for his attitude 
towards Indians in London. With this comes to an end the 
predicament and suffering of Srinivas. 
Srinivas represents millions of the men who for some reason or 
other leave their own habitats and fail to strike roots in an alien soil, 
and die as rootless individuals. Srinivas lived in England for thirty 
years only to be a 'nowhere man'. His sons are nowhere men too. He 
is an island unto himself, slowly leaving the shore of his existence. 
The sickness (leprosy) is a symbol of his alienation. "His death has no 
dramatic overtones, his living condition was death in itself. The novel 
is an extended metaphor of alienation feels Hari Mohan Prasad."^^ 
In The Nowhere Man the experience of the immigrants becomes a 
theme of human isolation. In Sriniva's case the isolation is the real 
which is born out of racial hatred and superiority. Radicliff makes a 
significant remark when he declares Srinivas as dead, "and we all had 
a hand in it".''^ It is interesting to note that the novel begins with of 
Dr. Radicliff who diagnoses the disease of Srinivas and ends with the 
same doctor diagnosing the disease of the British community, which is 
the malady of the modern world - intolerance, suspicion and jealously 
that breeds Cain's. 
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The Nowhere Man highlights the conflicts of its protagonist, 
Srinivas, who on being exiled lives in England. At times he feels 
"more English than English" while at other times he has a feeling of 
being an outsider, the 'nowhere man' torn apart by East-West 
dichotomy. He is an old man nearing the age seventy when 
confronted with the racial antipathy and leprosy. He has no option 
but to stay in England. He has passed most of his life here and looks 
upon England as his own country. He tells Mrs. Pickering with pride, 
"This is my country now ... My country! I feel at home in it, more so 
than I would in my own".''^ He has become anglicized to such an 
extent that he feels the attack on the Suez in 1956 to be personal 
shame. He feels it is England that has given him shelter, enabled him 
to establish his manhood and self respect when he was forced out of 
his country. He even expresses the same feeling to his friend Abdul 
Zanzibari and tells him: 
This is where I live, in England" He disagrees 
with him that the British will ever like to turn him 
out and says with confidence "Oh, I don't think 
soJ^ 
Later in the course of the novel Srinivas comes to realize the truth of 
Abdul's words when he is tormented by Fred and his friends. He finds 
himself as an unwanted man and tells Mrs. Pickering, 
It is tiyne when one is made to feel unwanted, and 
liable, as a leper, to he ostracized further, perhaps 
beyond the limit one reasonably can except of 
oneself.^° 
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He gets stunning blow when he realizes the hoUowness of his claim 
that if perchance he was asked to leave he has nowhere to go. 
Nowhere he said to himself, and he scanned the 
pale anxious eyes which were regarding him for 
reasons that might drive him out, a nowhere man 
looking for a nowhere city.^^ 
As Shyam Asnani points out that as a human being Srinivas longs to 
belong to a "wider citizenship "^ 2 and he hopes to find a dynasty in 
England. Srinivas who was forcibly alienated from his country finds 
no root to clutch to in England where he settles He dreams of 
establishing a small world of his own to be happily inhabited by his 
wife and two sons. The death of his wife and son make his life empty. 
He cannot go back and has a feeling of being an alien. 
he found he has no notion of where to go India, nor 
what to do when he got there, since so much has 
been destroyed or given up self respect, livelihood, 
family cohesion ...In the absence of these robust 
life lines, the decision did not survive. He has 
become a wandering niggard, a nowhere Man.^^ 
Srinivas becomes the target of racial hatred although he is 
consoled by good people like Mrs. Fletcher, the mother of Fred who 
asks him not to leave England but to treat it as his own country. This 
consolation infuses him with a sense of belongingness and he tells her 
with confidence, "I do belong here now. It was good of you to remind 
me".^ The very next moment he realizes that all these claims are 
baseless as he faces the existential problem of loneliness, alienation, 
adjustment and belongingness. He speaks out in utter frustration: 
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/ flw a stranger; 
I have been transformed into a stranger, said the 
unwanted man whose stignia would be the 
excuse.^^ 
He muses over his situation as "an alien whose manners, 
accents, voice, syntax, built way of life - all of him shrieked alien" .86 
He comes to realize that the English will never accept him as an 
Englishman. It was his mistake to imagine that England belonged to 
him also. He feels he is an outsider except for his physical presence 
which is indisputable. "An outsider in England. In actual fact I am, of 
course, an Indian."s'' Thakur Guruprasad, feels that, "his capacity to 
survive the rigors of cultural transplant are remarkable, his failures 
are equally pathetic, and carry prophetic implications, oblique 
messages that the indirect criticism of life that literature is, 
transmits."^ Throughout the novel Srinivas is shown in possession of 
immaculate British manners and ways of thinking. Still he remains an 
uncompromising Indian in certain sense". He couldn't eat eggs and 
meat, had difficulty even with cakes."^^ 
In order to satisfy his nostalgic preferences he goes to the 
London market to collect third rate Gulabjamuns. It was Mrs. 
Pickering's compassionate affection that made him learn to celebrate 
Christmas. Still there is a constant conflict of culture and triumphant 
pull of his country of origin. In one of the incidents he throws his 
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shoes which are smeared with dog's muck and walks barefoot on the 
road on a chill November morning in London. He is under the 
delusion that he was accustomed to it in India and won't get exposure. 
But he contracts the near fatal pneumonia. Towards the end his 
suppressed Indianness resurfaces again in his reaction to the 
persecution 'Hang the Black' revolutionaries. He visits his doctor in 
muslin dhoti and says "these were the clothes I would wear were I in 
India".^ One comes to the conclusion that while he succeeds 
admirably in cultural transplant at the rational and external level, he 
remains rooted to the native culture at transnational level. His 
feelings, instincts and reflexes remain unchangeably Indian. 
Vasantha is a delicate Indian woman and appears as the most 
adamantine failure in the novel. She never tries to assimilate the alien 
culture or compromise with her orthodox Indian ways. Living on a 
British land she wore sarees and cardigans all her life in the damp 
climate of London. She can be compared to Mrs Sen a character in 
Jhumpa Lahiri's Interpreter of Maladies. Even Mrs. Sen in the story 
Mrs.Sen's remain Indian wearing shimmering cotton sarees, more 
suitable for an evening affair them faintly drizzling August after noon 
besides wearing slipper while going out: She even chopped vegetables 
with the Indian blade creating an Indian atmosphere at home. While 
Vasantha preserves Indian pickles and Ganga water and keeps a 
handful of Indian soil which suggests effectively her faith in 
traditional Indian values. She even asks Srinivas to sprinkle Ganga 
water on her ashes and consign them to the Thames. 
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Srinaves could not help indentifying with Vasantha who in her 
"breath and bones remained wholly Indian. She would have liked her 
remains committed to the currents of an Indian river ... he wishes he 
could have found some way to avoid consigning them to these alien 
waters. "^ ^ 
Markandaya does seem to be contented in reflecting the failures 
of cultural transplant through the trails of Srinivas' family in broad 
outlines. Perhaps in terms of aesthetics, she has communicated 
through unguarded moments in which conflicts of cultural become 
quite vivid. Vasantha's shock and bewilderment at Laxman's plea for 
not inviting his parents on the ground that there was no spare 
bedroom, Vasanthas remarks 
What does that matter? asked Vasantha 
bewildered. 
"Is the room essential I would have slept 
anywhere. In a corridor or the kitchen. Just to see 
the baby." 
"The don't do things like that in this country" 
said Srinivas 
"A dozen people, sleeping in one basement during 
the war", she reminded him "The war is over", he 
said.^2 
Vasantha's the extreme reaction to Laxman's wedding telegram 
is commented on by her British neighbour, remarks "the way these 
Indians went to pieces. Different from ones own kind, who would 
close the door, pull down the blind decently, not stand about letting 
the whole world see."^^ 
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There is a marked difference in the attitude of Srinivas and 
Vasantha towards England. At one place in the novel Vasantha asks 
Srinivas point blank, "Can you really imagine I am a Londoner."^* 
Throughout her life Vasantha remains a Hindu purist and a total 
pacifist. She never accepts England as her country in contrast to 
Srinivas who wishes to seek absorption and anonymity. Vasantha in 
the novel gives the impression of a strong character firmly rooted in 
her own culture', she obdurately refuses to assimilate herself in the 
alien adopted land shows that she has an indomitable will and titanic 
spirit to zealously clutch to her cultural moorings. 
In the atmosphere of racial hostility the character of Mrs. 
Pickering offers hope to despairing readers. She is a cheery, good 
natured, unbigoted English woman who in the world of hatred offers 
hope and consolation for the redemption of mankind. She stands as a 
possibility of reconciliation between the East and the West. She is a 
wonderfully drawn character, both eccentric and competent who is 
tolerant to the reverse invasion of the dark skinned members of the 
commonwealth community. With neither condescension nor 
sentimentality she holds a promise of hope. She is the only soul who 
cares for Srinivas after his wife's death. If others also had the same 
sympathetic, understanding attitude towards him, the holocaust in the 
name of race, religion and nationalism could have been avoided. It is 
she who stands by Srinivas against all odds and nurses him when the 
doctor declares that he was suffering from leprosy, an incurable 
disease. She promises to look after him and share all his difficulties. 
94 . Ibid. p. 8. 
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The strength of her resolution, forming the 
arfuour, some iron cladding of spiritual 
manufacture that would manifest to upholder, 
right or wrong.^^ 
Mrs. Pickering never distinguished her existence from Srinivas: 
Infact she is a pillar of strength to Srinivas. It is she who is very much 
concerned about his health and about the house. Her intelligence 
comprehends the responsibility she owns towards the creation of God. 
She feels. 
She should join those spiteful endeavours that 
sought to slap down a general pattern of short 
co77iings on races or nations. She subdued her 
efforts, banging and hammering less to show him 
and more to achieve her purpose, the spirit of 
indomitable person reluctantly bowing to 
acknowledgements that a proper humanity must be 
born again and again out of repeated submission 
and humiliations.^^ 
She does not feel guilty at all about Srinivas' death because she 
was the only person after his wife's demise who cared for him. 
Through her, the novelist gives the message: 
Blame myself said Mrs. Pickering. "Why should I? 
I cared for him and indeed, that seemed to her to be 
the core of it." ^^ 
People like Fred and their companions relate to the destruction 
of human bond with racial hatred and senseless violence. They believe 
in loading their personal frustration on others. Fred has a bright 
phrase lit up in his mind "Born to command". He feels that it is his 
birth right to rule. He appears to be the extreme case of a mentally 
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sick person who hates the colour of a face which is not his own. He 
himself cannot assign the reason for this hatred. Once he deliberately 
attacks Srinivas who was on his way to an evening stroll only to tell 
him that he had no right to be living in England. He lashes a blow at 
him: 
It seemed to him a harmless face, but the colour 
was wrong. He decided he hated the colour and the 
man, and the untold evils he and his kind were 
letting lose on his country, his beloved England.^^ 
Laxman on the other hand proves a great disappointment for 
the family. He fails to retain the native cultural traits under conditions 
of cultural transplant in an alien land. He takes to anglicization easily. 
However, the situation is different, as he has never known India. He 
was born and brought up in England. He attends the Christian School 
and marries an English girl. He even fought in the war on behalf of 
the Britishers, and identifies himself with British culture and ways of 
life completely. He ascertains is his right to belong to England "two 
million of our men said Laxman" took part in the war. Fighting for 
Britain, which was threatened. He looks down at his adversary and 
says "so did my brother". He said, "he was killed driving an 
ambulance".''^ He is quite shocked when the question of 'them' and 'us' 
is raised by the racist. The rebellious feeling are aroused and he 
contemplates his situation. 
Whatever anyone might say or think or do he knew 
he belonged, and where he belonged. To the 
country in which he was born and lived and 
laboured, not in some reservation rustled up 
within it, whatever fathers of sons or sons of 
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bitches might think, suitable intimate for a ghetto 
he was not, and did not intend to be.^°° 
Unlike his parents he wishes to seek total integration with the 
British society representative of the West as "adjunct and essential to 
his living". His case is precarious. The 'nowhere man' a rootless 
creature, "a product of the meeting of East and West he tenaciously 
wishes to belong" to the country in which he was born". Laxman's 
determination to survive raises a vague hope. He is left to encounter 
his existential problem and sort it out himself".i°' 
Abdul who is a friend of Srinivas has been portrayed as a foil to 
him. Srinivas has imbibed the Gandhian spirit of hating the rule of the 
British, not the people. Abdul develops a positive dislike for the 
English. His family too had been subjected to misery as Srinivas. For 
him English people will remain the same whether they are common 
folk or rulers. Since he bore the brunt of Englishmen he treats them 
with contempt. He believes in vulgar display of wealth and remarks 
about their Britishers with a sneer "I'll kill what they are saying, right 
now, this very minute. The black ape, they are saying me".^°2 
In The Nowhere Man Kamala Markandaya has given a realistic 
and a convincing picture of the plight of the immigrants, especially of 
Indian origin in England. Through her characters she tells us that they 
suffer certain religious and cultural inhibitions along with their 
physical and mental struggle to get themselves assimilated in the 
mainstream of British community. However they remain as mere 
puddles, shunned by the English community because the British 
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believe that their cultural atmosphere would be contaminated by 
Indians. 
In order to appropriate Kamala Markandaya's contribution to 
Indian English Fiction we have also to take into account her use of 
language in the novels. The language of Indian English fiction can be 
discussed on two levels. At one level is the language spoken by non 
English Indian speakers. It is assumed that this language is directly 
translated from vernacular into English. It consists of translated 
words, images and phrases, occasional transliteration and sometimes 
syntactical, differences to emphasize tonal rhythm. The other level 
belongs to the English speaking Indians. On this level language is 
often governed by the range of vocabulary and syntax particular to 
the occasion or the person who is speaking or the person who is 
spoken to. 
Kamala Markandaya has an instinct for effective use of 
language. She is torn apart between the country of her birth and the 
one she has adopted. There is ambivalence in her that becomes here 
stylistic experiments. Markandaya is most successful in handling 
dialogues in her novel Possession. The story is narrated in the first 
person narration by an Indian author Anasuya. Anasuya is 
Markandaya herself and has therefore written the dialogues in her 
smooth and easy English as far as Anasuya's narrative is concerned. It 
is in Valmiki that she really meets her challenge quite successfully. 
In the beginning of the novel (story) Valmiki has no knowledge 
of English so Anasuya, has to translate all his Tamil communications. 
He can be placed at the lowest level of what, B.B. Kachru refers to "as 
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a cline of bilingualism".^03 Valmiki progresses step by step from 
absolute monolingualism to varying degree of bilingualism to 
absolute ambilingualism in. In beginning he simply learns to say "no" 
in English. When Anasuya meets him two years later in London he 
speaks a kind of " Butler-English", only a slightly improved variety. "I 
see her. No blind" "you well? Make safe trip to London"i°^ he asks 
Anasuya. He has not yet learnt to use auxiliaries properly: Anasuya 
comments "He speaks in English, curious laconic English with all 
accent hovering between Tamil and Arabic .... his English has come in 
scraps from India, England, his travels, and 1 could not help 
surmising from the cook house boy on the ground floor."1°^ When 
Caroline asks him if the Swamy meant a great deal to him he says: 
"yes, He was like father and mother and friend. 
Always good. Always help" 
"Help! In what way?" 
"Many ways" 
"Buying yon things? In that way?" 
"That way also" He frowned struggling to be fair 
to her and at the same time to him. 
"But he not rich like you, not buy much, Few 
things, few times.'^°^ 
In structure Vaimiki's English is strongly marked by English 
and Tamil features. There is an absence of auxiliaries and determiners. 
In fact his vocabulary is also very limited. Later on when Anasuya 
meets him he has acquired a command over English speaks fairly 
103 . B.Ra]. B. Kachru, "Indian English: A Study m Contextualization", C.E. Bazell, hi 
Memory of J.R Furth, Longman, London, 1996.. 
104 . Possession, p. 50. 
105 . Ibid. p. 50. 
106 . Ibid. p. 52-53 
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good English. From the cline of bilingualism to the point of 
ambilingualism. Valmiki's English rings with the same credibility as 
that of Mrs. Peabody, Caroline's housekeeper meets Anasuya she 
greets her with "But seeing you there like it fair gave me a starf'^o^ 
Even the Italian landlady at Annabels going away "There is of her 
nothing left" said Emilia practically. The windows is open - pouf she 
is gone"^°8 Markandaya has therefore adopted very successfully the 
tonal rhythm, vocabulary and expression of the English from different 
parts of the World spoken differently by speakers of English. 
In The Nowhere Man Srinivas and his wife Vasantha were 
expatriates in London. So the language is far removed from the Indian 
context and the problems of East and West do not occur. Still her 
expatriate status has given her a chance to experimental with Indian 
idioms. When Laxman tells his father "you are a dark horse" or Now 
where did you meet her eh? Come on now tell air'.^°^ Here it is seen as 
a new generation. Indian who appears to be for removed from his 
heritage by talking to his father in this language. We see that Kamala 
Markandaya moulds her language to meet the theme. The language of 
the West with the theme of the East. She changes it from its 
conventional use to suit its Indians characters. 
In the works of Kamala Markandaya it is noticed that there is an 
overriding concern of the subjugation of the East by the West and 
similarly East's near rejection of the West. In most of the novels 
difference of colour divides the human race and is the root cause of 
conflicts. 
107 . Ibid. p. 78. i u / . iDia. p. /». 
108 . Ibid. p. 203. 
109 . The Nowhere Man, p. 181. 
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Kamala Markandaya has the ambivalent experimental 
knowledge of the two cultures eclectic and mystical. She has depicted 
problems of both the sides, the East and the West, with detachment 
and impartiality. She views the difference in traditions and values of 
Indian the West as a neutral observer and portrays her character 
objectively and partially. Even Meenakshi Mukherjee talks of West 
and East with capital W and E when she discusses Kamala 
Markatidaya's works. lust as East cannot emulate the West, the West 
also gets exposed when it interacts with the East. So the original lure 
of the West to invite Srinivas to come to England, becomes a curse in 
the end".^^0 
110 . Meenakshi Mukherjee, "Twice bom Fiction", Op. Cit P. 83. 
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The encounter of Indians with the English in their own land 
(Britain) has become a theme of increasing potential to Indo-Anglian 
writers. A number of outstanding novelists have tried to capture the 
immigrant perspective and the problems encountered in the clash 
with the alien ethos. The experience of the exile begins as a condition 
of living and intensifies as a condition of the mind. Its sources are 
cultural displacement and cultural shock. One such novelist is Anita 
Desai who has dealt with the theme of exile and the immigrants' 
encounter in her novels Bye-Bye Blackbird and Baumgarter's Bombay. 
The other female novelists like Bharati Mukherjee and Kamala 
Markandaya have been discussed in the earlier chapters. These 
novelists themselves are victims of cultural displacement due to their 
immigrant status, which is depicted in their works. 
Anita Desai is one of the most eminent modern Indo-Anglian 
writers, well known for artistic perfection and fidelity to life. She has 
tackled the theme of love and hate in her novel Bye-Bye Blackbird, in 
which India's encounter with England becomes a matter of East-West 
concord and discord. Baumgartrier's Bombay shows how perverted 
socio-political, racial and communal values or biases turn the life of 
an individual into hell. Both the novels expose xenophobia or the 
dislike for foreigners. 
Anita Desai's Bye-Bye Blackbird is about alienation and the 
accommodation of the immigrant in a world which is alluring and 
appalling at the same time. It does not bring into fictional context the 
larger social and political aspects of the immigrant status, rather it 
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deals with the self awareness of the educated Indian immigrants. 
They keep wavering between acceptance and rejection of the world 
they have been trained to admire but which they find, on actual 
contact, either strange or hostile. 
Of all her novels, Anita Desai considers Bye-Bye Black Bird "the 
most rooted in experience and the least literary in derivation".^ A 
marked change is observed here as compared to her other novels. It is 
about one big family of men and women both from the East and the 
West. The sense of loneliness and the self-created atmosphere of 
isolation present in the earlier novels are absent here. The story takes 
place in the England of the sixties rather than her native India. The 
novel deals overtly for the first time in her work, with the theme of 
cultural conflict and cultural imperialism born of colonial encounter 
between India and Britain. 
The novel centers round the lives of Indian immigrants in 
London. The three central characters Adit Sen, his English wife Sarah, 
and Adit's friend Dev, who had recently arrived in England. It 
captures the confusions and conflicts of the alienated persons. The 
thematic and plot patterns in the novel revolve round the characters 
of Dev and Adit, the two Indians living in England acclimatizing 
themselves to different social conditions prevailing in England. P 
Saxena is of the opinion that "the novel involves issues of isolation 
and possible accommodation that one has to face in an alien world"^ 
1. Aiuta Desai: "The Novelist Who Wntes for Herself' Essays, on Indian English literature, 
ed. Atma Ram, Primal Prakashaii, Auraiigabad, 1984, p. 43. 
2 . P. Saxena, Glimpes oflndo English Fiction, Jauison Publication, New Delhi, 1985, p. 41 
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While R.S. Singh believes that it explains "the maladjustment of the 
Indians in terms of ethnic prejudice".^ 
Bye-Bye Blackbird deals with the problem of acculturation faced 
by the central protagonists. Adit and Dev are two immigrants in 
Britain who suffer many cultural shocks and degradations. The 
problem arises due to the romantic image, which the Indians have of 
Britain and vice versa. There is a clash between the romantic image 
India and the real image of India in England and British and Britishers 
who came to India. Adit, one of the protagonists, is at first fascinated 
by British culture and marries an English girl Sarah who in turn is 
fascinated by India. Sarah marries Adit without knowing whether the 
Indian family system would accept her not. The clash between the 
Indian and English mode is resolved only when Adit returns to India 
in search of his roots. 
The novel opens with the arrival of Dev who has come all the 
way from Calcutta to England to seek admission in the London School 
of Economics. Here he stays with his friend Adit Sen, a young man 
from India, who lives with his English wife Sarah. Inspite of a degree 
from the British University Adit couldn't find a decent job back in 
India. As a result he returned to England and settled down there. Dev 
had come to England with high hopes but on arriving he finds the 
conditions of Indians reprehensible and raves against England, the 
English people and their way of life. He feels frustrated and develops 
a hatred for the city because of its ill treatment of the coloured 
3 R.S. Smgh, " Aloneness Alone: Aiuta Desai and Arim JosH Indian Novel in English, Arnold 
Hememaiui, New Delhi, 1977. p. 166 
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immigrants. He is horrified by the climate of London and is disgusted 
with the "silence" and the emptiness of the city. 
Dev has a feeling that the English society did not accord a warm 
welcome to him on his arrival in London. On the contrary he comes 
across various comments such as "wogs" and "macaulay's bastards". 
The London docks have thee kinds of lavatories Ladies, Gents and 
Asiatics which he takes as an insult for there is discrimination even on 
the London docks. Even a pedlar refuses to tell Dev the price of a 
Russian icon considering him too poor to buy it. It is another blow for 
Dev, he feels insulted and is drawn inward. He tells Adit that he 
doesn't want to live in a country where he is insulted and unwanted. 
In the city of London he feels emotionally tortured. He dreams of an 
empire where the role of the Indians and the English would be 
reversed. 
Let lis abolish the British! Down with the 
Beeching, down with Brad SImw! Let us set up 
elephant roots and let people travel in camel 
caravan.'^ 
While Dev is critical of the behaviour of an unmarried amorous 
couple in Hyde Park, Adit does not find anything odd about it. 
Obviously there is difference in the attitudes of Dev and Adit. Dev 
asks Adit, 
Can you imagine an Indian couple behaving like 
that? he asks To which Adit promptly says, No, 
there aren't any ones and the married ones are not 
in the parks, they are at home, quarrelling.^ 
4 Anita Desasi, Bye-Bye Blackbird, Onent Paper Back, New Delhi, 1985, p 61 
5 Ibid p 66 
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Adit appreciates England because it has given him economic 
and social freedom. He has married an English girl, taken British 
citizenship and has developed a passionate attachment for the country 
that he has adopted. He praises its people and their habits but at the 
same time realizes that he cannot totally shed his Indianness. He 
remembers the colourful festivals of his country like Diwali. It takes a 
weekend at Sarah's place to break the spell for both Dev and Adit. In 
the process, Sarah's life also changes drastically. Dev's experience of 
the calm, orderly country-side breaks down his extreme antipathy to 
things British, so that he ends up working and living in London and 
quite enjoying this new way of life. Adit, on the other hand, 
undergoes an identity crisis and comes to feel that he has been living 
an inauthentic life in England, and resolves to return to India, with his 
pregnant English wife Sarah. He starts feeling out of place in 
England. He tells Sarah that he has been betraying his self so far and 
decides to face the reality by going back to India. 
All our records and lamb curries and sing songs, 
its all so unreal. It has no reality at all we just 
pretend all the time. I am twenty-seven now. 1 
have got to go home and start living a real life.^ 
A peculiar change comes over Dev in due course of time. His 
Anglophobia changes to anglophelia. He develops a great fascination 
for English people and the English countryside. He now loves to 
wander about London like a tourist walks across the streets and parks 
of the city. He is enchanted by the lovely daffodils and bright 
sunshine. On his visit to a British museum he feels that: 
Ibid. p. 204. 
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it is strange suvimer in which he is the bewildered 
alien, the charmed observer, an outraged outsider 
and thrilled sightseer all at once and in 
succession^ 
Dev's newly developed attraction for England creates a dilemma 
for him. As a result he cannot decide whether to stay in England or to 
go back to India. He suffers from what R.S. Sharma calls the Caliban 
Complex, now adoring, now loathing, the sensibility he had imbibed 
from the colonial rule. Like Caliban, he is trapped within the 
colonizers conceptual and operational mode of existence."^ At last he 
decides: 
All I want is - well yes, a good time. Not to return 
to India, not to marry and breed, go to office, come 
but to know a little freedojn, to indulge in little 
adventure, to know to know.^ 
He is intoxicated by the charms of the country. He tells Adit 
that the streets of London are "an education so rich that he cannot 
possibly cut it short by entering the stiff halls of some ancient 
college".1° Dev observes the differences between Indian and British 
cities. In India cities are 
light, insular, clusters built like fortresses and 
plains and sea coast. The houses, sheets, doors, 
windows, everything turning inward in an Indian 
city. There is no scope to look outside" But in 
London Dev finds vista suddenly opening out 
where he had expected nothing but city.^^ 
7 . Ibid. p. 85 
8 . R.S. Smgh, "Alienation Accommodation and the Locale m Anita Desai's Bye-Bye Blackbird" 
Literary Cnteiwn, 14,4,1979, p 39 
9 . Bye-Bye Blackbiid,p 123 
10 . Ibid. p. 46 
11. Ibid. p. 68. 
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Adit on the other hand starts feeling homesick and disliking 
England. The long fingering twilight of the summer seemed to him 
like an "invalid stricken with anemia". It creates a desire in him to see 
the Indian sunset standing in the middle of a busy crowded Oxford 
Street. Adit eagerly wishes to see an Indian scene bullock cart or a 
monkey 'wallah'. He wishes to see "anything different in colour 
tempo, sound, flavour, anything individual, eccentric, unruly and 
unplanned anything Indian at all''.^^ He realizes that his weakness for 
England which is only a pretence and decides to go back to India 
where his son will be born. He feels disgusted and disillusioned with 
his mode of existence and finally resolves to return home. He has a 
feeling that he can no longer live in 'little India' in London in the 
company of his compatriots, eating Indian food and listening to 
Indian music. He can no long live a life of pretensions and desires to 
live real India. Adit feels that it was 
not the occasional slights and insults directed 
against him as a stranger, a non-belonger that had 
finally proved to much for him, hut the placidity, 
the munificence and the ease of England.'^^ 
The last chapter of the novel depicts the return of the 
'blackbird', i.e. Adit to its nest. The novel ends on a note of stark 
realism. The student Dev decides to stay on in England to become 
another settler on the shores of the unwilling land. It is strange that 
Dev who was most sensitive to the humiliation directed at Asians and 
who entered England as an idealist is metamorphosed when he takes 
Adit's job and decides to stay back in England. 
12 . Ibid. p. 219. 
13 . Ibid. p. 210. 
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Adit who felt that England was good enough for him now feels 
that it will not do for his unborn son, and he and Sarah wave off the 
shores of England among cheers and dire warnings. To Sarah it is a 
dream. 
Like a creature in Alice in Wonderland, in a dream 
land world that is bordered on a nightmare when 
the train blew steam, blew whistles, rang bells and 
roared she clutched at Adit's arm and 
momentarily her face lit up with the thrill of a 
journey and the prospect of a new world J''^ 
Dev who once felt irked on being looked upon as a blackbird 
starts dreaming of having a home the moment he got a job. He 
murmurs a parting salute to his friends Adit and Sarah and prays for 
himself. 
Make my bed and light the light 
I will arrive late tonight. 
Blackbird, bye-bye.''^ 
Dev's prayer at the end of the novel appears ironical. It is a 
farewell to the blackbird, the Indian immigrant Adit to its own nest. 
Like the indelible blackness of the black bird. Adit and Dev cannot 
shed their Indianness, despite staying in a foreign country. Though 
Dev stays back in England, in the parting salute to Adit and Sarah 
there is a suggestion of acceptance of his real self, that Dev, another 
blackbird, will also feel obliged to its permanent nest in future. This 
ironical reversal of roles appears to be a never-ceasing process as long 
as the two countries do not shake off their complexes and accept each 
14 . Ibid. p. 226. 
15 . Ibid. p. 230. 
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other. But this seems a distant possibility because it is difficult to 
choose between life in England and that in India. 
Silent, frozen on the divan, Sarah and Adit held 
hands like a pair of children, feeling Bengal, 
feeling India sweep into their room like a flooded 
river, drowning all that had been English in it, all 
that had been theirs, friendly and private and 
comfortable, drowning it all and replacing it with 
the emptiness and sorrow, the despair and rage, 
the flat grey melancholy and the black glamour of 
India. They themselves were tossed about by the 
food like flotsam and then became a part of it, the 
black flood.^^ 
Thematically the novel is similar to Kamala Markandaya's The 
Nowhere Man, Timeri Murari's The Marriage and V.S. Naipaul's The 
Mijuic Men and structurally it follows the pattern of Anatole France's 
work Thais. Thais is a courtesan, who leads a sinful life in Alexandria 
where Paphnuce, a good man, lives in a desert. When the two 
characters meet, they change places. After the meeting Paphnuce 
Thais goes to a monastery and seeks salvation whereas Paphnuce is 
damned. Just as the characters in the novel change in inverse 
proportion similarly the two characters Dev and Adit converge and 
cross in Desai's Bye-Bye Blackbird. In the beginning there is 
anglophobia in Dev whereas Adit has a deep rooted liking for 
England but in the later part of the novel they change places. R.S. 
Sharma calls this novel a "dramatic poem as it employs the metaphor 
of voyage or quest to suggest a pattern of action where each soul, after 
initial shock, puzzlement and anguish, discovers its natural 
conditions. The trisection plan of the novel 'Arrival', 'Discovery and 
16 . Ibid. p. 224. 
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Recognition' and 'Departure' also seems to suggest this pattern".i'' 
Thus in Bye-Bye Blackbird the interaction between immigrants and the 
Britishers acquires a new dimension. It involves issues of alienation, 
accommodation, crisis of identity that an immigrant has to face in an 
alien yet familiar world. The migratory bird is at times, drawn to and 
other times repelled by white England and its habit. 
Adit and Dev figure in the major part of the novel. Their 
character delineation supports the thematic pattern of the novel. Anita 
Desai's major preoccupation, as a novelist, has been the delineation of 
characters. She confesses that characters rather than the story are her 
central concern: "Story, action and drama mean little to me except in 
so far as they emanate directly from the characters 1 am writing about, 
born of their dreams, will and action".^^ J.P. Trapathi feels that in the 
novel "enchantment with England is epitomized through Adit and 
Dev. Their character delineation supports the thematic, emotional 
structure of the novel and is functionary to the theme".^"^ 
The theme and the plot pattern in the novel is based on the 
characters of Adit and Dev, Adit is a romantic adorer of the England 
and the West. He is emotional and sentimental in nature. In the initial 
part of the novel Adit appears to be quite comfortable, fully at home 
in the alien society of the English. He says to Dev: 
/ am happy here, I like going to the local pub for a 
pint on my way home to Sarah. I like wearing 
good tweed on a foggy Nove^nber day. I like the 
convent Garden Opera House.~° 
17 . R.S. Sharma,", Literary Criterion, VoL 14,1979, p. 48. 
18 . "Replies to the Questiomiaire", Kakatiya Journal of English Studies, III, 1,1978, p. 4. 
19 . J.P. Tnpathi", The Mind and Art of Anita Desai, Pralcash Books, Bareilly, 1986, p. 56. 
20. Bye-Bye Blackbii d, p 18 
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He further describes his fascination for England in the following 
words: 
/ like the pubs. I like the freedom a man has here, 
Economic freedom. Social freedom ....And I like 
the Thames ...I like old Ma Jenkins who cleans my 
rooms....And I .... I like strawberries in summer, I 
like a weekend at the sea-side. I like even the 
BBC.21 
Like his fellow immigrants he quietly listens to racial insults 
and humiliations to which he is continually subjected. Having been 
exposed to English life and manners for years, he now feels a sense of 
cultural affinity. In the beginning Adit appears to be critical of 
everything Indian for he feels that England has now become his 
permanent home. It is the romantic attraction of England, which lures 
him to settle in England, which later in the novel turns into repulsion. 
He justifies his hatred for India and the Indian social system to his 
newly arrived friend Dev, who is critical of everything English in 
these words; 
/ am so happy here, I hardly notice the few 
drawbacks, I will tell you. I did go back, three 
years ago, when I got engaged to Sarah and my 
parents wanted me to come with her. All I could 
find was a ruddy clerking job in Government of 
India tourist bureau. They were going to pay me 
two hundred and fifty rupees and after thirty 
years I could expect to have five hundred rupees. 
This is what depressed me the thirty years. 1 
would have to spend in panting after that extra 
two hundred and fifty rupees ...I said thank you, 
I am not made for this, and I came back ... / love 
England and I admire England. I can appreciate 
her history and her poetry as much as an 
21. Ibid. p. 18-19. 
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Englishnan, I feel thrilled about Nelson's battle, 
about Waterloo and Churchill ....22 
Dev on the other hand represents a totally different philosophy; 
he appears to be an iconoclast, a critic of everything that is English. 
He continuously ridicules Adit for being a British adorer to which the 
latter has developed a sound digestion. Dev, on the other hand, reacts 
in a hostile manner at the Whiteman's humiliations. When a boy 
insults them by calling them "wogs', the reaction of both Dev and Adit 
symbolizes their attitude; Dev retorts to this by calling him "Paji" but 
Adit simply ignores him and carelessly turns away. He is consciously 
aware of the fact that he is unacceptable in this country and will 
always remain an outsider. When Dev talks about this incident he 
simply says: 
It is best to ignore those who don't deserve one's 
notice, Adit said but not grandly he said it quite 
softly, in the care-paced voice of one who has 
learnt it as a lesson-^ 
Dev considers himself to be a cultural ambassador to England 
who wishes to reverse the historical facts of the colonization of India 
by the British. He wants a reversal of it by the colonization of England 
by the Indians. Although, England cannot be conquered by India yet 
this wish is subtly and artistically expressed in his wishful fantasy: 
/ aju here as an ariibassador, I am showing these 
damn imperialist with their lost colonies complex 
that we are free people now, with our own 
personalities that this veneer of an English 
Education has not obscured, and not afraid to 
22 . Ibid. p. 17-18. 
23 . Ibid. p. 16. 
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niatch ours with theirs... To conquer England as 
they once conquered India to show them^^ 
Adit has a fascination for English life, society and countryside; 
he loves England's history, her Poetry and historical events like an 
Englishman. On one occasion he hums this line. "O England's Green 
and grislyland, I love you as only babu can''.^^ 
The secret behind this Macaulay's pattern of education, which 
brings about intellectual servility is poked fun at Adit by Dev who 
now passes this remark. 
And you were just telling me you belonged to the 
class Macaulay wrote about and helped create a 
class of persons Indian in blood and colour but 
English in taste, in opinions in morals and 
intellect.-^ 
For Adit the Indo-Pak War proves to be a catalyst which drives 
him to make a fresh beginning. He, who fiercely defended the British 
way of life against the Indian, whenever he was faced by Dev's 
obsessed search of imperialistic insolence, in the bland manners of the 
British, gradually starts seeing the British in a different light. Adit 
himself cannot comprehend this change: 
All he knew was that it had happened on a 
weekend in the country. It was the beauty and 
contentment he had seen there that had proved too 
much for a mind, a stomach born to emptier 
starker, less tamed and cultivated fare, and he 
could no longer take another insipid swallow of it. 
It was not the occasional slights and insults 
directed against him as a stranger, a non-belonger, 
24. Ibid. p. 123 
25. Ibid. p. 120. 
26 . Ibid. p. 156. 
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that had finally proved too much for him, but the 
placidity, the munificence and ease of EnglandP-"^ 
Adit comes to realise that inspite of superficial ease and 
adjustment, his life and existence in England is phoney. The little 
India in England is not real and all the things he does here are mere 
pretensions. He feels a kind of disillusionment with the West. The 
English people's mechanical way of living and Mrs. Roscommon 
James' attitude disillusions him. He contemplates to understand his 
own plight in the English country. 
My mother-in-law hates and despises me. Dev 
makes fun of the life I lead and the ideals I profess. 
Therefore I am angry, I am hurt.'^^ 
Adit's mood indicates that the illusion he had been entertaining for so 
long under the state of elation is gradually ebbing out. And he decides 
he had enough of it now, its time to go back to its roots i.e. India, his 
own country inspite of all ills, overpopulation, poverty, backwardness 
and unemployment. After much assessment he declares to Sarah. 
/ can't live here anymore. Our lives here — 
they've been so unreal don't you feel it. Little 
India in London Sarah you know 1 have loved 
England more than you, I've often felt myself half 
English, but it was only a pretence, Sally. Now it 
has to be the real thing. I must go. You will 
come?^'^ 
Adit makes an "exciting discovery of his authentic self'^o in the 
alien land. He realizes that he and other Indians, including his wife 
Sarah, were only playing roles in the Little India created in Britain. 
27 . Ibid. p. 184 
28 . Ibid. p. 176 
29 . Ibid. p. 204. 
30 . Daishan Singh Maim, The Achievement of Anita Desai, Iiido English Lit ed. K.K. Sharma, 
Vimal Prakashan, Gha2:iabad,1977 p. 224. 
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Instead of living as a stranger in England it is better to live in real 
India to unite himself in his own cultural values. Perhaps this feeling 
of being alien, an unwanted was there in this subconscious mind, and 
a visit to his mother-in-laws house provides him an opportunity to 
realise his real position that in England he will always be an eternal 
immigrant. But the rush of Adit's emotion for his homeland does not 
unbalance him. In Adit's final musing the novelist strikes a balance 
between the East and the West, the colonial past and the democratic 
present. And now he was to carry the message of England to the East, 
not the old message of the colonist, the tradesman or the missionary, 
but the new message of a free convert, the international citizen, a 
message of progress, cheer and good will. We may say. Adit is like 
Ravi in Chaman Nihal's novel Into Another Dawn. At the end like Adit, 
Ravi too grows homesick and desires to return. "I realized I wanted to 
return home". The memory of India makes his eyes wet and he thinks 
of his mother and home. He may speak against India but he looks 
forward to returning home. "I may rave against India but I cannot 
disown, it is in my blood. I should like to have the feel of the Indian 
air on my skin again".^^ 
Fauzia Afzal feels that Dev, 
inhabits the myth of the wronged native per 
excellence, in that he wishes initially to refute all 
things British (even though he is subconsciously 
attracted to them) and to play the righteous role of 
an Indian who will return to his native India to 
impart the wealth of knowledge accumulated as a 
student in England turning the tables of the 
colonizers as it were; whereas Adit is almost a 
caricature of the Indian who is more British than 
31. Chamal Nihal, Into Another Dawn, Sterlmg Pub, New Delhi,1977., p. 161. 
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the British, one who cannot, or will not, face up to 
the multiple ironies of his life in England or deal 
with the obvious racism that exists there.'^ 
Dev can be called a "little fugitive" who is not sentimental but 
partly cold and intellectual; he can be termed a skeptic. He is a 
disillusioned man who is not romantic either about India or the West. 
He is acquainted with the realistic condition of the East and the West, 
and doesn't yield to the fascination of England. He rebels against 
humiliations hurled by English boys, ladies and pedlars. J.P. Tripathi 
feels that "Dev sees the darker side of the Whiteman's civilization, 
their colonialism, exploration abroad planned engravings imperialistic 
power and threat". 3^ 
The novel revolves round the crisis of identity which Dev and, 
later. Adit experience. Even the external landscape of the city London 
gets reflected in these characters by becoming the internal landscape 
enmeshed in their existential groan. In the early part of the novel 
Dev's response to the city of London has nothing emotional. In all his 
walks and rides he feels offended by the silence and emptiness of it. 
One can trace a trait of confusion in him, which results in doubt. 
However Dev's character does not catch up the dilemma of alienation 
or the identity crisis of Srinivas in the No-Wltere Man. Dev's dilemma 
seems to emanate from his emotional and instinctive response to the 
city of London. His alienation and spiritual agony as the result of his 
hellish experience in a London tube: 
The menacing slither of escalators strikes into 
speechless, Dev as he is swept down with an awful 
32 . Fauzia Afzal, Cultural Imperialism, pp. 87-88. 
33 . J.P. Tnpatbi, The Mind and Art of Anita Desai, p. 57. 
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sensation of being taken where he does not want to 
go, Down, down and further down-like Alice 
falling, falling down the rabbit hole. Like a Kafka 
stranger wandering through the dark labyrinth of 
Prison.^^ 
Caught between acceptance and rejection, between nationalism and 
cosmopolitanism Dev feels confused and emotionally tortured. Kajali 
Sharma analyses his character and draws this conclusion "Dev in his 
unconscious mind is a great admirer of London right from his 
childhood. Just to save himself from being rejected by London, his 
conscious mind envelops his awe in a kind of cynical coldness. But 
when he comes in close contact with the beauty and the greatness of 
the city, the cover slips away."^^ He feels so excited on seeing the 
Battersea power station that it annoys Adit who tries to pacify him. In 
his excitement he compares the power station to a "secret vault of 
mighty emperors" and asks Adit to "stand up and bow .... He ought to 
kneel down and pray. We ought to sing a hymn".^^ Which shows how 
greatly he is attracted towards London, but his conscious mind, 
swayed by egoism, is not prepared to admit that he is captured by 
London. 
It is a strange summer in which he is the 
bewildered alien, the charmer observer, the 
outraged outsider, and thrilled sight seer, all at 
once and in succession".^^ 
He knows the actual conditions of the immigrants in 
England yet he doesn't want to be rejected by them, which 
stop him in admitting his attraction. Each of his states of 
34 . Bye-bye Blackbird, p. 57. 
35 . KajaliSharma, Symbolism in Anita Desai's Novels, Abmav Pub. Delhi, 1991, p. 69. 
36 . Bye-Bye Blackbird, p. 54. 
37 . Ibid. p. 96. 
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mind tries to get the better of the other, and there is 
confusion in his mind. 
Dev's experiences at the Greenwich Park are invested with 
symbolic significance. His journey towards the hills, his difficulties on 
the way up and then experiencing the sensation of an explorer on the 
verge of discovery, symbolizes his stay in England. A few months 
back when he arrived in England, he encountered a few unhappy 
experiences. It disappoints him, but when he goes round the city of 
London for sight seeing. He is astonished by some of the most 
wonderful scenes of beauty in England; at that moment he feels as if 
he were going to discover something which is symbolic of the 
discovery of his attraction for London. As a matter of fact, he is in the 
process of discovering the cause of his decision to stay in London and 
settle down there. 
When Dev makes a clear decision about his stay in London, he 
feels relaxed and happy. His behaviour puzzles Adit who wonders at 
Dev's sudden happiness. When he sees Dev enjoying the lovely 
countryside around him he realizes. 
It was the magic of England, her grace, her peace, 
her abundance, and the embroidery of her history 
and traditions - and the susceptibility of the 
Indian mind to these elements, trained and 
prepared as it was since its school days to receive, 
to understand and appreciate these very 
qualities.^^ 
At the point when Adit decides to leave England, Dev cogitates about 
the dramatic change in the situation because earlier it was he who 
38 . Ibid. p. 157. 
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wanted to return to India. He feels "somewhere, at some point that 
summer England's green and gold finger had let go Adit and had 
clutch Dev instead London gives him a new sensation, the rapture of a 
victor".39 At the close of the novel ironically enough, the eternally 
discontented and fault finding Dev is reconciled to his lot in England 
for whom England was only a cold wasteland of brick and tiles*° gets 
"trapped" by its enchanting beauty and finds to be a "land of golden 
opportunities". Although Dev has changed his place with Adit but the 
return of Adit convinces the readers that Dev, too, sooner or later will 
meet Adit's fate and return. 
The character of Sarah in Bye-Bye Blackbird is perhaps the 
"strongest woman character in Desai's fiction" feels Sandhyarani 
Dash. She accepts challenges of reality and through silent suffering 
proves herself as the boldest of all other characters in Desai's novels. 
Whereas other heroines like Maya, Monisha, Sita and Nanda Kaul are 
afraid of reality and fail to adjust themselves to their present 
conditions."*' 
Ironically, it is not Adit but Sarah who suffers most by marrying 
a brown Asian. She incurs the wrath of the white society for she has 
broken the social code of her society. She has to bear the taunts and 
jibes not only of her colleagues but even of young pupils of the school 
where she works as a clerk. She feels culturally alienated and her 
marriage with Adit obliges her to walk "drawing across her face a 
39 . Ibid. p. 168 
40 . Ibid p. 117 
41. Sandhyaram Dash, Form and Vision in the Novels of Anita Desai, Prestige Books, New Delhi, 
1996, p. 15. 
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mask of secrecy"*^ which results in her identity crisis. She avoids 
questions regarding Adit and family life, but her peers take a perverse 
delight in asking such questions. She dreads their satirical and critical 
questions. 
She was still breathing hard at having so narrowly 
escaped having to answer personal questions 
to display her letters from India, to discuss her 
Indian husband, would have forced her to parade 
like an imposter to make claims to a life, an 
identity that she did not herself feels her own, 
although they would have been more than ready to 
believe her she had stammered out her 
replies, too unhappy even to accuse them of 
tactlessness or inquisitiveness and, for her pains, 
had heard Julia sniff, as she left the room, "If she 
is ashamed of having an Indian husband, why did 
she go and marry him^^ 
By marrying an Indian, Sarah becomes a cultural exile in her own 
land. Her predicament becomes more acute when her colleagues blow 
a volley of questions regarding her identity. She is worried about the 
loss of identity in her own society. The younger ones emulate their 
elders and taunt her, even her pupils do not spare her, they scream at 
her, "Hurry hurry Mrs. Curry"? and "Where's the fire, pussy cat?"** 
The strains of interracial marriage affect her day to day life. She 
avoids going to Laurel Lane for shopping for it would easily betray 
her links with India. So she prefers going to big departmental stores 
where she would remain an anonymous buyer, where no one knows 
her identity. 
42 . Bye-Bye Blackbird, p. 35. 
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... She went into the supermarket to wander 
ajnong the stacked shelves in an absent mindedly 
happy way for she loved the supermarket, only just 
remembering to snatch up a bottle of mango 
chutney and a Lyons black berry pie in order not 
to arouse the accountants suspicion. The 
supermarket was a soothing place to her. Here she 
could buy her Patna rice and pickles without 
acquiring the distinct personality ... Inside the 
sparkling halls of the supermarket were walls of 
soap and corn flakes hid her from stranger's eyes, 
she could be as eccentric, as individual, as she 
pleased without being noticed even by a mousC*^ 
Inspite of all the precautions she cannot escape the charade which has 
become a part of her life. She feels that she has become a nameless 
person without any identity or ancestry by marrying an Indian. The 
tension between the pretension and actuality, appearance and reality 
weigh heavily, upon her and she is not at peace in England and faces 
an identity crisis. Even Adit notices in Sarah "an anguish of 
loneliness"*^ and notices the disappearance of her former 
"cheerfulness, vividness, the sure quick quality of humour that he had 
known when he fell in love with her".*^ 
Her identity crisis has been described more than once, in the 
novel. A clear description of Sarah's identity crisis is depicted in the 
authorial comment in the novel. He interracial and intercultural 
marriage causes adjustment problems, which are not easy to 
overcome. Sarah's problem becomes more complicated for she marries 
a man whose race was once ruled by her own, inspite of "progress" 
and "modernity", old prejudices don't seem to die. Sarah is homeless 
45 . Ibid. p. 38-39. 
46 . Ibid. p. 31. 
47. Ibid. p. 32. 
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in her own native country is the biggest irony. The question continues 
to nag her: 
Wlw was she - Mrs. Sen who had been married in 
a red and gold Benaras brocade Saree, one burning 
bronze day in September or Mrs. Sen the head 
Secretary, who sent out bills and took in the 
cheques, kept order in the school and was known 
for her efficiency? Both these creatures were 
frauds she felt an iinpostor she had so 
little command over these two charades she played 
each day one in the morning at school and one in 
the evening at home They were roles and 
when she was not playing them, she was nobody. 
Her face was only a mask her body only a costume. 
Wliere was Sarah? she wondered with great 
sadness, if she would even be allowed to step off 
stage, leave the theatre and enter the real world 
whether English or Indian, she did not care, she 
wanted only it sincerity, its truth.'^^ 
Though Sarah is almost an exile in her own land, but unlike others, 
she never withdraws. She faces the challenges of life, and triumphs 
over her sufferings and dilemmas. Jasbir Jain says that "Sarah's sense 
of loneliness ... is very different from her other heroines because she 
chooses it deliberately whereas for her other characters it is a part of 
their nature".''^ Others feel that Sarah is a "silent volcano, not dead yet 
not bursting"^ she is like an existentialist who tries to know her real 
identity. 
Sarah represents a more critically responsible position in this 
difficult issue of cultural crisis as faced by Adit and Dev. Throughout 
48. Ibid, p.34-35 
49 . Jasbir Jam, Stairs to the Attic, The Novels of Aiuta Desai, Jaipur, Prmtwell, 1987, p. 15. 
50 . Han Mohan Prasad, "Somid and Sense, A Study of Anita Desai's Bye-Bye Blackbird", Journal 
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the novel, she plays a morally responsible role of a genuinely caring 
wife of Adit. She agrees to accompany her husband: 
She could tell what effect the sjjtallest refusal or 
contradiction might have on him Rather she 
would sacrifice anything, anything at all, in order 
to maintain however superficially, semblance of 
order and discipline her house, in her relationship 
with Imn.^'' 
R.S. Sharma holds similar views. He feels while Adit and Dev 
have the choice to opt for their "natural conditions" and their 
circumstances, Sarah has none. She surrenders to the decision 
of her husband".^2 in seeking his own self. Adit is totally 
unaware of the loss of self this decision implies for Sarah. In 
the end she agrees to accompany her husband back to India 
even though in her private moments she has doubts about the 
major step she is taking. Yet, it is her over all spirit of 
openness of entering a different culture, acquiring a different 
self - which she sees as an adventure mixed with some regret 
that marks her as a realist rather than a creature imprisoned 
by colonial myth as Dev and Adit, Sarah. 
stoically ignoring the weather often said 
to herself Tins is one of the last walks. I shall 
have. Soon I shall leave it all. She felt a small 
contradiction of unwillingness followed by a large, 
warm expansion of heart that the old adventures 
must have felt when they cut loose from the shore 
and set sail for what was then a fabulous land.^^ 
51. Bye-Bye Blackbiid,p 190 
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Seema Jena feels that Anita Desai draws the attention of the reader to 
the "annihilation of self that marriage involves for a female; is the 
theme subsequently found itv Ket novels" .^ When Sarah agrees to do 
whatever Adit likes she doesn't want chaos to reflect on her marriage 
and would sacrifice everything to preserve it. Sarah has real love and 
understanding for Adit, which in turn Adit lacks. Her character 
therefore has more power, real spirit. Adit is too pre-occupied with 
himself to delve into her thoughts. Thus people like Sarah and Dev 
are born and brought up under the spell of rootlessness. They cannot 
really belong to a world. It is their nature and destiny to hang 
between two worlds, Indian and European, to be torn by their 
conflicting loyalties. 
Apart from the major characters Uke Adit, Dev and Sarah, 
Emma Moffit's minor character is central to the East-West 
reconciliation theme. She is the chief proponent of the ideal of Indian 
wisdom - philosophical spiritual and yogic. This ideal appears to be 
efficacious to the Britishers with limited horizons. Emma shares with 
Sarah the "wonder and fame"^^ for India. Emma was once in love with 
a British officer in India who died there enhancing her fascination for 
India. Therefore her personal romance, ending with her lover's death, 
has been sublimated in romance for India, Indian culture and the 
Indian way of life. Her setting up of the Indian Club of Clapham 
successiuWy promotes her end; she is a sott of spititMal sistet to Sarah 
sharing the same fascination, with Dev as Secretary and herself as 
founder of the Club is bound to fare well. The Millers, on the other 
54 . Seema Jena, Voice and Vision of Anita Desai, Ashish Publishing Hovise, New Delhi, 1987, p. 
47. 
55 . Bye - By Blackbird, p. 108. 
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hand, are typical British characters who love their privacy and 
reserve. It is only Mr. Miller who has some fascination for the Orient 
and the Sanskrit language. Sarah's parents the Roscommon James 
couple remain flat characters except for their dislike of Sarah on 
marrying an Asian. 
Anita Desai's depiction of the social isolation of Adit and Sarah 
in Bye-Bye Blackbird is a realistic and poignant portrayal of the 
problems faced by mixed couples in the hostile English environment. 
Like many of his fellow immigrants in England, Adit had love and 
fascination for England right from his school days in India. He had 
enjoyed English literature and music, had adopted English ways and 
manners and considered England as a land of infinite opportunities, 
but England does not accept him, the English Society is callous and 
indifferent, he is abused, insulted and humiliated all the time. D. 
Maya quotes Parthasarthy, who in the poem 'Exile2' read over BBC, 
shows the attitude of the Britons towards the immigrants: 
Dressed in tweeds or grey flannel 
Its suburban pockets 
Bursting with immigrants 
"Coloured" is what they call us over there.^^ 
The English people's attitude to the "coloured" is one of the 
unconcealed contempt, and there is no interaction among the Asians 
and the English, or one should say their doors and windows are 
tightly shut against them. It appears that like others, Sarah and Adit 
are doomed to live alienated from the society making their living on a 
56. D. Maya, Narrarting Colonialism. Post Colonial Image of British in Indian English Fiction, 
Prestige Book, New Dellii, 1977, p. 180. 
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petty clerical job without any prospect of further promotion. The only 
company offered to him is that of fellow immigrants. Sarah too 
experiences "an anguish of loneliness" and feels lost and unsure 
trivialities of her own identity for she feels "She has lost her ancestary 
and identity.... a maid in search of her name."^^ Many details from 
everyday life are thrown in by Anita Desai to bring home the way in 
which a culture makes itself felt through the trivialities of life which 
pile up and become insurmountable bastion between partners in a 
marriage. However in the Adit and Sarah relationship, Sarah does not 
side with the English. She is hurt by rudeness of her countrymen and 
exclaims "When I think of all the Millers of England, I could leave at 
once".^ Adit finally decides to leave England when he realizes that 
the "basic disharmony of the situation"^^ is the attitude of Sarah's 
parent. "The placidity, munificence and the ease of England"^" 
becomes abhorrent to him and he feels that he could not bear to see 
"one more pale expressionless British face. If one more were to 
approach him, he would hit it, hit it.^ ^ 
The novel concludes with the idea that whatever may be the 
allurements and charms of a foreign country, real peace is always to 
be found at home. Adit has success, money, romance in England but 
somehow he discovers he cannot live forever. Even the skeptic Dev, 
who is momentarily elated by a job in England, will someday follow 
Adit's example. In a certain form Kipling's conclusion "The East is 
East and West is West. And never the twain shall meet" is confirmed 
57 . Bye-Bye Blackbird, p. 31. 
58 . Ibid. p. 93 
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in the novel. The import of the title is the same. Yet the possibility of 
reconciliation between the East and West is envisaged in the novel. 
Adit's travel abroad has not been futile. He himself is the symbol of 
the political encomium between India and England. His feelings at the 
moment of departure are "as though he saw the Union Jack being 
lowered in sadness at his departure and saw the India tricolour rising 
up in the opposite horizon".^2 xhe romance between the spiritual East 
and material West is not ruled out. There are immense possibilities of 
its fulfillment as envisaged by the Indian Club of Clapham. Hence the 
novel shows the existential dilemma the Indian and the English 
confront when they face differently contexutalized situations. Sarah 
calls Adit and Dev "storm in a teapot". The east west concord theme is 
clear in these words: 
Two civilizations at loggerheads Period of 
transition. Awful responsibility. The future the 
point is does the Cojumon wealth really exist ? If 
so, why doesn't everyone use the same law?^^ 
More clearly, the East-West discord theme is illustrated by the 
children's and women's hatred for Asians, particularly Indians who 
pilfer their freedom by cramming their land and society with exotic 
beings of different manner. Indian's discord with England is 
manifested through British colonials in exploitation by the East India 
Company, Macaulays' consistent policy of cultural infiltration and 
servility through education and general imperialistic domination. 
London, the center of England, becomes the central symbol of the 
West and its culture. The East-West interface has been touched rather 
62 . Ibid. p. 226. 
63 . Ibid. p. 23. 
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briefly by Anita Desai in Bye-Bye Blackbird. It is Baumgartrier's Bombay 
her next novel on the theme of diaspora that she fuses the two strands 
in an artistic fashion. Her Indo-German parentage provides the novel 
transparent sincerity. Desai's inbuilt Indian European sensibility 
filtered through her parents, infact has "created for her a synthesis. It 
is the base of all my work and that I didn't have to strive for, was not 
even conscious of ever but quite naturally inherited from them".^ 
Infact the entire novel is structured on Anita Desai's tinted view of 
her mother's past, her memories, experience and old associations. As 
one reviewer puts it. 
Desai has penetrated the heart of darkness in 
which the two do unhappily meet.^^ 
Anita Desai's recent novel Baiungartner's Bombay (1988) was 
written as an experiment in trilingual writing. During a lecture at Yale 
University in 1989 she said "I wrote the book with a general feeling of 
release, almost abandon, at last able to employ the language of my 
infancy and childhood."^ While giving this statement it seems Anita 
Desai was alluding to her German mother, her English medium 
education and her Hindi speaking playmates in Delhi. Baumgartner's 
Bombay in this sense, is a confrontation with her multicultural self, 
and also marks a change from her earlier "psychological novels" and 
the "language of the interior". She wrote her new book, in a 
determined mood. "It was a book I had to write as if I were to clear 
64 . Andrew Robmson's Interview with Anita Desai, The Saturday Statesman, Aug, 13,1988 
65 . Madhu Jain, Baumgartner's Bombay A Review, India Today, August 15,1988. 
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away a pile of debris, or unload a heavy piece of baggage from my 
back, so that I could continue my way".^^ 
Desai further says that she had been "conscious of the need to 
write outside oneself to be able to feel oneself into completely 
different personalities from ones own''.^^ In her novel Baumgartner's 
Bombay she deftly telescopes different segments of time and place and 
in the process, poses some disturbing questions about the world of 
exiles. Bamiigartner's Bombay extends Desai's horizon of human 
concern. In this novel she makes an attempt, rather tenuously, to 
explore her roots and family background. As she revealed in an 
interview "All these years I've been searching for a way to return to 
that German part of my background."^^ 
The theme of Bamngartner's Bombay centres round the plight of a 
displaced person, who is the hero of the novel. Hugo Baumgartner is a 
Jew who leaves Germany at the rise of Nazism and comes to British 
India before the World War II to begin his new life. The title of the 
novel refers to the hero's experience of Bombay where he continued to 
live even after independence. The novel covers a long period of time 
beginning from Baumgartner's childhood in Berlin, coming down to 
his murder in Bombay in the late 60's or early 70's. It is the story of a 
rootless, homeless man without a family who is always trying to 
belong, wanting to be accepted. The pathos of the novel lies in the fact 
that this man, after living for almost fifty years in India, is not 
accepted by Indian society. To keep himself occupied he picks up 
67. Ibid. p. 4-5 
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Stray and wounded cats and keeps them in his flat but the unfeeling 
world calls him 'Billiwala Pagal'. 
The seeds of this chilly novel had been lying at the back of Anita 
Desai's mind since the time she was in Bombay. She knew an 
Australian Jew who lived in the back streets of the city looking for 
scraps to feed his cats. He was not as poor as he appeared to be, 
infact, he was quite rich. In the course of the time he died. A friend of 
Anita Desai who knew him handed Desai the bunch of letters in 
German left by the old man. She found nothing unusual in the letters 
except the stamp number on each of them. The letters came from the 
Nazi regime in Germany and were mute testimony of Nazi 
concentration camps and signified the utter depravity of the period. 
The blank spaces in the letters told a story of their own and because 
they had been so empty, they teased my mind; I had to supply the 
history to them °^ 
While going for a stroll the title of the novel came to her mind. 
Like a magic word it brought everything to life again. "Like seeds that 
had been buried deep in the soil and stored to life on feeling a shower 
of rain and the coming of the right season" the memories of the 
Australian Jew in Bombay "became living experience once again".^^ 
Desai imparted the missing history to the empty letters of the Jews 
and Bauingartner's Bombay began to take shape as a living entity. Her 
mother's experience of India and her memories of pre-war Germany, 
the memories of her German friends who had been in the internment 
camps served an important purpose. In 1986 Anita Desai moved to 
70. Andrew Robinson. 
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England and by that time Baumgartrier's Bombay was already in rough 
draft. "It was a perfect book to work on in England since it allowed 
me to look on India from a distance, just like the character does"^ she 
said in an interview. 
The novel, consisting of seven chapters, alternatively focuses on 
the past and present of two isolated Germans without family and 
country. Hugo Baumgartner, the protagonist, is central to the novel, 
and the other is a female cabaret dancer, Lotte, whose presence gets a 
secondary importance. But these two characters run parallel to each 
other. The novel has a quest motif in which the two characters Hugo 
Baumgartner and Lotte try to establish their identities in an alien 
land. But their quest and journey through emptiness and isolation 
ends tragically in failure, frustration and disgust. This tragic isolation 
leads Baumgartner to death. He is murdered by a young German Kurt 
whereas Lotte remains to suffer in loneliness with no one to keep her 
company after the death of her oldest friend Baumgartner. 
The novel opens with Baumgartner, a German Jew living out his 
final years, in solitude in a shabby flat behind the Taj Hotel in 
Bombay. He had been India for a period of fifty years and the 
happiness in search of which he had come to Bombay remains illusive. 
He lives a solitary life with no one to look after him. The only 
company he has is that of cats whom he nurses and loves. Both 
Baumgartner and Lotte suffer from isolation in an alien country and 
live amidst their memories and dreams. 
72 . Andrew Robuison's mterview with Aiuta Desai, Op.cit 
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Hugo Baumgartner, ayoung German was forced to leave 
Germany during to the holocaust. Hugo's father Hur Baumgartner 
was a wealthy furniture dealer, a man of authority, pride and status in 
Berlin. The area in which Hugo lived, was patronized mainly by the 
Jews. During the time of Nazi Germany, the Jews were forced to 
migrate to other parts. As a result business comes to a stand still. In 
the mean time his father, shaken by the atrocities of Nazis, commits 
suicide leaving him and his mother alone. With the death of his father, 
the shop is sold and Hugo's school days come to an end. To overcome 
the financial crisis he works in the same shop as an accountant. At the 
suggestion of a gentleman from Hamburg, Hugo was sent to India to 
do timber business and start a new life. In India he first lands in 
Bombay, but in the new environment, without any cultural link. 
Baumgartner got nothing but loneliness and isolation. He meets 
Chimanlal who introduces him to an associate in Calcutta where he 
starts his timber business. It is here that he meets Lotte, a German 
cabaret dancer, who becomes friendly with him. However, 
Baumgartner's life in Calcutta does not remain peaceful for long. The 
war breaks out and he is arrested and taken to a detention camp in 
Ahmednagar where aliens like him, from all over the country are 
kept. Baumgartner is kept captive there for six years. The expectation 
of happiness in business and life gets totally blurred as the lonely life 
of prison throws him into a state of isolation. 
The atmosphere in the camp was not healthy as the tension 
between the Nazis and the Jews persisted. With the end of the war, 
Baumgartner's life in prison also comes to an end and he meets 
Habibullah, his old friend, to go back to his timber business. But the 
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pre-partition riot breaks out and times are feasible for neither 
Habibullah nor Hugo to pursue his business. At his suggestion 
Baumgartner decides to go to Bombay, a safer place, to pick up the 
threads of his life. 
In Bombay he changes his nationality from German to Indian, 
and believes that he will never leave India and will become a part of 
the mainstream life. He starts working with Chimanlal, and with his 
help gets a house to live in. Though on paper to become Indian, he 
realizes that he is still considered an 'outsider' by everyone. This state 
of rejection of symbolically brought out when he goes to cave and 
finds himself discarded 
by the unknown God in the temple. He comes out 
of the temple as if rejected by whatever 
possessed or inhabited that temple. Indigestible, 
inedible Baumgartner Go, Baumgartner out. 
He had not been found fit. Shabby dirty white 
man, firanghi, unwanted.''^ 
Gradually, the lonely Baumgartner develops a sort of companionship 
with Chimanlal. In his company, he goes to the race-course and 
remembers his father who used to love races. He fell very happy 
there, for it marks a close resemblance between Bombay and the Berlin 
of his childhood days. 
Here in Bombay he comes across Lotte, his German friend from 
Calcutta, who had married Kanti in order to acquire an Indian 
identity. Lotte's story, like his, had also been a tragic story of 
isolation. Lotte is now an old lady who has lost her youth and charm. 
Among her many admirers in youth, Kantilal Sethia, a Marwari 
73 . Anita Desai's Baumgartner Bombay, Hememanii, London, 1989. 
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businessman, with whom she had a false marriage. After his death, 
his son from his former marriage treated her with contempt. She was 
left all alone in Bombay. At every step Lotte was made to suffer and to 
live solitary life in Bombay. After Kanthi's Sethia's death, she takes to 
drinking. She gets hysterical with delight after years of loneliness 
when she meets Hugo "Hugo, mien Geliebter, she shouts over the 
phone" come, come I am waiting".7'' On the other hand Hugo, lonely 
for years, develops a strong passion for cats. The company of cats fills 
him with warmth and a sense of belonging. He is denied true love 
from human beings, but these animals give him comfort, no wonder 
he feels comfortable and happy in his stinking flat crowded with cats. 
He finds "a reason, even a need to hurry back to his life".''^ 
With the death of Chimanlal, Baumgartner's connection with the 
firm ceases for his son does not show him any respect. When he goes 
to attend the funeral he senses that Chimanlal's relatives were 
resenting his presence. It is touching that he couldn't even attend the 
last rites of his friend; 
Baiimgartner joined the mourners at cremation, 
standing at the edge of the crowd, all of whom 
shirk away from him, horrified by the presence of a 
foreigner, a firangi, at such an intensely private 
rite. Hearing the babbling chant, of odours of 
burnt flesh and charred wood under the noontime 
sun, Baumgartner too wished he had not come, 
and shuffled awayJ^ 
This rejection is similar to that of Lotte by Kantibhai's family. 
Baumgartner grows shabbier for now he doesn't care about his clothes 
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or looks. His appearance prompts people to call him "Pagal Sahib". He 
fully enjoys the pleasure given to him by the company of cats and 
Lotte. 
He felt his life blur, turn grey, like a curtain 
wrapping him in its dusty felt he felt only 
relief that he had never been a part of the 
mainstream. Always, somehow, he had escaped the 
mainstream J^ 
But the story does not end here. The story of Baumgartner takes 
a tragic turn. One day during his regular visit to Caf6 de Paris, he 
happens to see a young German boy, Kurt, in a very miserable 
condition. His heart is filled with kindness at the sight of this helpless 
boy. Baumgartner, who was isolated but contented with the mild 
pleasures of old age, feels happy to see some one from his country, so 
he brings the German boy, a drug addict to his flat. This becomes the 
cause of his tragic death as he is murdered by the same young 
German. His unfathomable yearning for his country becomes the 
cause of his ghastly murder in the end. Lotte in the end is left alone to 
contemplate the ruins of her life and the absence of all meaning in an 
existence that had tried to sever all connection with the past and moan 
the loss of her oldest friend. 
Baumgartner's Bombay is a story of an uprooted Jew who is not 
accepted anywhere, neither in the country of his birth. Nazi Germany, 
nor, in his adopted country; in his own country he was a victim of 
religious persecution, a factor over which he had no control; in India 
even after 50 years he finds himself an outsider. The rejection 
everywhere makes Baumgartner a lost man. A man without any 
77 . Ibid. p. 211. 
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enthusiasm or desire to have a family and lead a life of attachments. 
The element of 'nowhere man' in his life hampers his mental and 
emotional development as a normal human being. Throughout his life 
he deeply desires to be accepted by someone. A critic describes his 
situation in these words. 
Neither a Hindu nor a Musli77i, neither an Indian, 
nor a Pakistani, he is a classic outsider whose life 
is rocked by divisive forces he can neither 
comprehend nor identify luithJ^ 
Baumgartner's problem is that he never belonged anywhere or 
to anyone, except perhaps to his childhood home and parents 
especially to his mother after his father's death. In his school being a 
Jew was isolating in itself. It filled him with shame that " he did not 
belong to the picture book world of the fir tree, the gifts and 
celebrations,"^^ of Christmas, but then he never belonged to the school 
of the Jewish children. Even after a long span of his stay in India he 
finds it difficult to assimilate with India or her problem. Somehow her 
troubles never became his troubles nor her ups and down touches him 
near enough to make him feel the pang. He remains a misfit, a 
'firangi', for Indians never quite related to the world around him. 
According to Paul West, Anita Desai "installs her Hugo among the 
underground men, the Steppenwolfs, the misfits, the mutiles the 
ditherers, the accidental men, all who have not quite certain 
relationship with civilization."s° Consequently, he learns to withdraw. 
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to keep to himself, to be aloof, and not to share - a habit that stays 
with him all his life and exacerbates his loneliness. 
Apart from Baumgartner's inherent sense of isolation, the city 
and the people further accentuate his sense of loneliness. The city of 
Calcutta manifests its ugliness through the different facets, the 
prostitutes, the mosquitoes, the heat of the sun, and the noise of the 
crowd. Baumgartner feels suffocated in the streets of Calcutta. He 
finds no joy in the streets and he walks aimlessly and compulsively. 
The novelist describes the city in these words. 
The congregation of the streets and the odour in 
the heat were overpowering, debris was piled 
everywhere banana peels, coconut husk, ashes and 
cinders from the fires, the householders lit in their 
small brick homes in kerosene, a lethal substance 
that lit out billows of choking yellow smoke.^'^ 
The peace loving Baumgartner, who had run away from Berlin 
to escape the Nazi regime's violence faces a similar situation here 
when the city of Calcutta is engulfed by communal riots, arson and 
murder: 
Baumgartner felt himself overtaken by yet another 
people. Done with global war, only to be plunged 
into a religious war, endless war, eternal war. 
Twenty thousand people, the newspaper informed 
him, were killed in three days of violence in 
Calcutta. Muslims killed Hindus-Hindu Muslim. 
Baumgartner could not fathom it - to him, they 
were Indians seen in mass and individually, 
Suhail the Marxist, Habibullah the trader.^-
81. Anita Desai, Baumgartner's Bombay, p. 172. 
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to explain his refugee status in this country and that he happens to be 
a German passport holder, he is snubbed: 
"What I am to do then?'' the man howled when 
Baumgartner again protested at being labeled a 
German and hostile. Got a German passport, says 
you were born there-then what I am supposed to 
take you for, a blomin Indian? The papers were 
flung at him and he retreated, baffled wondering 
what magic word he might find that would release 
him from what was a monstrous mistake, or 
madness.^^ 
The greatest humiliation that he goes through in the prison 
camp is when he is compelled by some Nazi Germans to sing for 
them. The song of graves and funerals, of death and battle field, of 
endings and defeats. 
Ich hat ein Kamerad Eiven bessava find'st due 
inght The men in the audience gave a 
collective shiver. Baumgrtner stood, under the 
iveight of their defeat, burdened by their defeat 
finding it gross, grotesque, suffocating. He wanted 
to say 'stop'! He wanted to tell them their defeat, 
not his that their country might be destroyed, but 
this meant a victory. Of course he said nothing, he 
stood helplessly, only aware how crushed and 
wretched a representative he was of victory. 
Couldn't even victory appear in colours other than 
that of defeat? "No, defeat was heaped on him, 
whether he deserved or not.^'^ 
Bewilderment, rejection and solitude torment Baumgartner all 
through his life. He wonders at his ability to survive without any 
company and state of helplessness. Without his mother his life 
becomes totally aimless and a feeling of loneliness and alienation 
83 . Ibid. p. 106. 
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overwhelms him. Inside the internment camp he was always a lonely 
man not talking to his fellow prisoners. The inherent sense of 
loneliness haunted him whenever he was alone or in the company of 
his fellow prisoners -
It was not that any of them regarded him as a 
friend; it was with them he could pretend he was 
not solitary. Outside he would be that - a man 
without a family or a country.^^ 
The tragedy of Baumgartner is that he suffers throughout his 
life. In the beginning he suffers at the hands of Nazis, then the British, 
and in the end independent India. He cannot understand why Indians 
at large don't accept him. It is only certain individuals who accept 
him. Being a simple man he fails to understand their attitude towards 
him. He muses and broods. 
He had lived in this land for fifty years - or if not 
fifty so nearly as to make no difference - and it no 
longer seemed fantastic and exotic; it was more 
utterly familiar now than any other landscape on 
earth. Yet in the eyes of the people he was still 
strange and unfamiliar to them and all said 
firangi, foreigner. For the Indian sun had not been 
good to his skin, it had no tanned and roasted him 
to the colour of the native hair would not 
turn dark, it stood out around the bald centre like 
a white ruff, stained somewhat yellow. Even if he 
had used hair dye and boot polish, what about his 
eyes? It was not that they were blue far from it; 
his mother holding him on her knee had 
called them dark eyes dunkeleg Augen but Indians 
did not think them so. Their faces sneered firangi, 
foreigner, however good naturally however lacking 
in malice.^^ 
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It is not that Baumgartner is particularly friendless in India. 
Lotte, Chimanlal, Habibullah, his trade partner, and even Julius a 
fellow internee, to some extent were his friends. They fill up his 
emptiness considerably, but the distance is never bridged, not even 
with Lotte although she remains a close friend. There was always a 
shell in which he felt secure "like a mournful turtle"^^ hiding his head 
from the outside world. Malashri Lai feels that the fact that he 
"befriends Chimanlal, stumbles upon success at the race course, and 
keeps a household of demanding cats can hardly be said to be an 
enrichment of life."^ Even in the internment camp while the other 
internee lighten their burden by sharing their sorrows or fears, Hugo 
preferred to keep his problem to himself: 
A solitary foreigner in India had made 
Baumgartner hold to himself, the fears he had 
about his mother, about what was happing in 
Germany, .... The same fear were known to other 
internees but they pour on their anxieties and 
obsessions into willing years and even forgot them 
in the pleasure of society, while Baumgartner 
watched and marvelled at this gift for passing on 
or shedding whatever was burdensome; it seemed 
to him - he shed nothing ... perhaps it was the 
only way he knew to remain himself ^ ^ 
In the early days of his stay in India the only thread binding 
him to Germany was his mother. When the link was snapped, he had 
no desire to return to Germany after the war. His anguished query 
though not articulated is expressed through Julius Roth's" oh Hugo, 
why did we not go back "Go back where" which is eloquent enough to 
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prove his rootlessness. He does not want to go back because 
"Germany when flourished had not wanted him, Germany destroyed 
would have no need of him either".^° 
This element of "nowhereman" in his life hampers his mental 
and emotional development. Even after changing his nationality he 
finds himself an alien in India. His own country has no attraction for 
him. Once while talking to Lotte he says that Germany has nothing for 
people like them. He has no option but to accept India as his own 
country. He does all this out of compulsion. At the same time he 
realizes he is still not assimilated in the Indian mainstream and is 
considered an outsider by everyone. "Baumgartner closely resembles 
Job - The central personage in "The Book of Job". Like him 
Baumgartner also suffer a lot with no fault of his own. He runs like a 
refugee from one place to another. His predicament is universal. The 
life story of Hugo follows a text book pattern of ancient Greek classic 
with all its trappings of suffering through several vicissitudes in life, 
feels Suresh Saxena".^^ 
Baumgartner's love for Lotte is due to the fact she accepts him 
as he is without expecting anything from him. Because of her natural 
acceptance of him he develops a brotherly love for her. For 
Baumgartner, it is Lotte who belonged to the India of his own 
experience, which makes them comfortable as brother and sister 
whereas with other Europeans he tries to maintain a distance. He 
hates to reveal his identity, their "probing questions, their 
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determination to discover his background his circumstances, his past 
and present and future before they accepted him".^ 
Lotte becomes Baumgartner's only link with Germany. If he is a 
victim of the apathetic and malignant influence of the city, Lotte is a 
co-sufferer of no less intensity. Like Hugo she is also an exile in the 
city of Bombay, "Mostly I am alone All alone"^^ whose later life after 
the death of Kanthi Sethia her Indian husband is companionless and 
depressing. Compelled by stepson she now lived in a garage and 
drank heavily. Even her pre-war friend and co-dancer Grisela disowns 
her. Both Baumgartner and Lotte suffer terribly from loneliness and 
homelessness. It was only Lotte who kept Hugo in touch with his 
mother tongue German, she is a source of consolation to him like an 
oasis in a desert. For Hugo she becomes a channel of belonging, 
imaginatively to the place of his birth and upbringing, Berlin. It is she 
who fills the void caused by his rootlessness though only in a small 
measure. Being cut off from the mainstream, both spend a life of exile, 
for them life has been reduced to nothingness, there is no hope for the 
future. But they discover a different pleasure in this nothingness, 
"Nothing this was what life dwindled down to, but Baumagartner 
found he enjoyed that nothingness more than he had enjoyed 
anything."^'* Yet the depth of mutual dependence of Hugo and Lotte 
and the intensity of their relationship inspite of Hugo's inherent 
loneliness gets reflected in her maddening grief at Hugo's death. On 
seeing dead Baumgartner she lets out a heart rending scream and 
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throws herself on the corpse d.nd. moans, "Hugo Hugo mein Gott, 
Hugo! What have you done?" His death makes her feel very old and 
desolate, which is suggestively revealed in her comment "Yes, Yes, I 
go now, I go too".9^ 
It is noteworthy that though both Hugo and Lotte suffer 
loneliness and alienation yet their attitudes to life are different. While 
Baumgartner tries desperately from the very beginning to be accepted 
by India, Lotte does not feel any such need. She lives in India most of 
her life as an outsider and never tries to accept India or be accepted 
by her. She always pines for the company of her countrymen. Both 
Lotte and Baumgartner remain outsiders for various reasons. They are 
trapped by circumstances beyond their control social, political and 
psychological, which seem to have affected their psyche. 
The passage of time and old age intensifies Baumgartner's 
loneliness; the blows and buffets, agonies and frustrations, 
estrangement and loss of identity shatter all his hopes and aspirations 
to find a home in India fail and he is thrown into an existentialist 
situation - alienation. Subhash Chandra compares Baumgartner to the 
myth of Sisyphus. He says Sisyphus is 'superior to his fate'. He is 
"stronger than his rock" so is Baumgartner. He learns to live with the 
indifferent and absently cruel surroundings and goes on rolling the 
rock of his life. Sisyphus is conscious of the hopelessness of his 
situation and yet goes on, and that is what gives him a tragic stature. 
Baumgartner too is aware of his desolate conditions. He has no 
illusion of a rosy future as against his sordid past and humiliating 
95 . Ibid. p. 2. 
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present".^ But he remains unbent in his desire to go on living as 
Camus asserts "One must imagine Sisyphus happy".^'' Baumgartner is 
happy too, deriving his happiness from an otherwise hopeless 
existence. Hugo Baumgartner can be n\urdered, but he will not 
succumb to despair and commit suicide. 
Looking at the novel from a different perspective it is noticed 
that although Baumgartner's Bombay is a male centered novel but the 
hero appears to its reader a retiring, retreating almost vanishing, and 
a passive character. Malashri Lai feels that "Anita Desai has dethroned 
the apparent male character and has focussed her attention on the 
robust, earthy Lotte, who asserts her presence everywhere; or on 
Baumgartner's dead mother whose absence pervades the novel. "He is 
feminized by his silence passively, and separation from the 
mainstream life. He displays attitude of dependence that patriarchy 
associates with women. Where as versatile Gisella, Gussy, Lily of 
Sanghai, Baroness von Roth assumes many names to seize every 
opportunity. The women, particularly the two expatriates in India, 
establish a relatedness to their dwelling place such that Baumgartner 
is incapable of. She further says neither the novel is about Bombay or 
Baumgartner's inner life. Both exist separately. Desai may have placed 
a comma in the title instead of an apostrophe's".^^ 
Consequently after fifty years in India the passive hero, with 
whom the novel opens and closes, seems to have fallen into a state of 
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inaction, trivial routine, physical and mental lethargy. There isn't 
enough evidence about his inner or outer life all these years of his 
stay in India. As Baumgartner himself says at the end of the novel that 
Bombay has been a setting of his life, he had never 
actually entered, never quite captured it; damply 
odorous, cacophonously palpable as it was, it has 
been elusive still.'^ 
The reality is that it is from Germany that he drags his mother's 
fixated memories; she used to lovingly call him "Miene Kliene mouse" 
(my little mouse), and those words now literally apply to him. He 
lives for a long span in India but not in a meaningful way. He seems 
to be locked in a time capsule where only the German language holds 
meaning and significance. Baumgartner views India through Desai's 
mother's eye as an outsider. Infact the entire narrative of the novel 
appears to be based on Anita Desai's view of her mother's past, her 
memories, experiences and old associations leading one to conclude 
that the meeting of the East and the West is a tenuous affair. In sum, 
Baumgartner thought that nothing made sense, and Lottes final efforts 
to find "a meaning to meaninglessness"i°°precipitate the sad 
predicament of the outsider and shows the author's awareness of 
man's struggle and his inability to evolve a more accommodating and 
comprehensive attitude to reality. 
The problem of isolation and alienation pesters others too. 
Julius is more a lively figure and Lily, the raving dancer of Calcutta, 
marries him, they belong to each other. Lotte marries Kanthi in order 
to acquire an Indian identity, be it only to ward off interment camp. 
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But the problem of being an outsider is never solved for anyone of 
them. Marriage does not appear to be a panacea for this cultural as 
well as psychological situation. Julius and Lily lose their art gallery in 
the hotel because, as Lotte observes, after Independence "Indian 
painters have Indian patrons They have their own taste. They do 
not want any European telling them what is good and what to buy."^°^ 
No-wonder Juliu'ss dormant wish is that they should have gone back. 
Long long ago is given vent to in his unguarded moment. Even Lotte, 
lively and aggressive, fails to identify with the country of her 
adoption by marriage despite the brave front she puts on. Kurt, on the 
other hand, displays the corrupting effects of the post-war period. A 
drug addict with a weird imagination, this German boy suffers acute 
alienation, cultural as well as psychological. 
The heightened sense of cultural and social alienation of these 
characters is their outsider predicament at not being able to have a 
firm rooting; it can be gauged when nearness to fellow countrymen 
seems to fulfill some vacuum. Baumgartner takes Kurt home against 
his better judgement. He chides himself for his inclination towards the 
mad boy when so much of suffering goes by unheeded in the shape of 
pavement dwellers like Jagan, rendered homeless by flood or famine. 
He reproves himself. "Did he think of asking them up there and 
cooking for them Baumgartner ... ask your blood why it is so, 
only the blood knows".^02 
The novel focuses on the exiles' adjustment in India, the 
rejection, alienation that both Lotte and Baumgartner have to face on 
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being uprooted from their own culture and country. Both of them 
bravely face their isolation and endure not only their isolation but 
their situation. Even after five decades Baumgartner is still an 
outsider, a 'firanghi'. 
Accepting but not accepted, that was the story of 
his life, the one thread that ran through it all. In 
Germany, he had been dark- his darkness had 
marked him the Jew der ]upd. In India he was fair 
that marked him a firanghi. In both the lands, the 
iinaccep table.^°^ 
Yasmeen Lukhmani comments on Hugo's situation Baumgartner's 
Bombay is a story of pain, of rootlessness, of lack of communication 
and also moments of love dredged out of dirt and treasured.^^^ 
Along with the crossing of the gender barrier by the device of a 
feminized hero, the novelist insists upon overcoming the language 
barrier of Indian English. A German exile in India would keep his 
own language and also imbibe a version of the local language. 
Commenting on her trilingual experiment in Baumgartner's Bombay 
Anita Desai says: 
For years, while I wrote away in English and 
talked away in Hindi, I was searching for a subject 
that would allow me to use that part of my tongue 
that 1 had taken to silence for all my writing years 
because I couldn't find the key to unlock it. I could 
have written a biography of my mother but 
flinched from that.^°^ 
Although the novel is primarily written in English, passages in 
German, numerous colloquial and some Hindi words too are woven in 
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it. When Baumgartner arrived in Bombay he came across a queer kind 
of English language spoken by the Indians which he fails to 
understand. Anita Desai has very dexterously transcribed Indian 
pronunciation of English to the expat "Exp Ex-pat, of course, ex-paw 
Germany Europe, shipping timber I know, I know".^°^ Similarly on his 
way from Bombay to Calcutta in the train there were two British 
soldiers 'travelling with him; Although, they were British yet their 
English sounded foreign to him, "Baumgartner couldn't understand a 
word, was not certain even that it was English. They rolled their 
words in their mouth, like potatoes, 'They were foreign as those 
children on the platform - black, naked raucous."^°^ When in Calcutta 
he came across another kind of English spoken by the roadside 
prostitutes, she transcribes their variety of English. 
Hoo-hoo To-mmy-tess have drunk; Jonny come 
Throughout the novel Anita Desai has used German expression. The 
use of short poems gives an authentic portrayal of a German refugee 
e.g. the song Baumgartner's mother sings which has not transcribed in 
to English. 
Kennst du das hand 
Wo die Zitronen bluhu ? 
I'm dunkein Laub 
Omein Geliebter ziehn.^°^ 
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The German words interspersed in the novel are very normal for the 
hero being a German, there are other German characters as well. 
Apart from this, there is also use of Hindi words like 'pailarma' or the 
Mohurram Chant "Hassan Hussain" which creates a realistic picture 
of people and places. 
In Bye-Bye Blackbird also Anita Desai uses certain Hindi words 
in her dialogues which cannot be translated, e.g. expletives and other 
expressions like Papadums, 'Halwas', 'Char Chari-Pooja' or the words 
which came out spontaneously from the mouth characters when 
he / she was emotionally charged. 'Hai-hai', 'paji', 'yar', 'Are baba', 
'Namakharam' etc. Besides this, she has made a beautiful use of 
poems, which convey her meaning effectively. The title of the novel 
itself is a line from a poem which is quoted more than once in the 
novel; on the semantic level it refers to Dev's farewell to the 
immigrant Asian in England. The thematic importance of these poems 
cannot be denied which are used at different places and convey 
different intentions. The first poem is in chapter I it is sung by Dev 
softly and sentimentally; 
Pack up all my cares and woes; 
Here I go, singing low 
Bye-Bye Blackbird 
Where somebody cares for me 
Sugar is sweet and so is she 
Bye-Bye Blackbird^^o 
110 . Bye-Bye Blackbird, p. 19. 
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This poem is again quoted in Chapter V but with the lines are 
different and so is the mood. The gaiety and nonchalance of earlier 
lines is missing and now there is sorrow. 
Here no one can love or understand me 
Oh what hard luck stories they all hand me 
Make my bed and light the light 
I'll arrive late tonight 
Black bird bye-bye.'''^'^ 
Similarly Anita Desai has used vedic rhymes, Sanskrit shlokas 
folk poetry and Nursery Rhymes. In the first chapter she quotes a 
nursery rhyme 
Half pound of tunny piece 
Haifa pound treacle. 
Mix it up and make it nice "-
Raji Narsimhan feels that "apart from the hazards and 
complexities of man-woman relationships, (which is her forte) the 
founding and nurturing of individuality, the establishing of 
individualism, language is another testing ground for Anita Desai for 
putting a test East against the West and weighing the out come 
marvelously"."^ 
In both the novels Bye-Bye Blackbird and Baumgartner's Bombay 
Anita Desai has given a realistic picture of those immigrants who 
have to face alienation, rootlessness and cultural conflict which they 
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face because of their status as exiles rather than as an Asians who 
settle in England, or Europeans who takes refuge in India. 
- VI 
Conclusion 
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Standing in the fore front of contemporary expatriate writing, 
Bharati Mukherjee, Anita Desai and Kamala Markandaya seem to 
have varied relationship with India. Possessing strong links with 
India by birth all these writers have expressed their affection for India 
as an over powering presence. However their individualist, modern, 
western oriented viewpoints reflect, a disdaiiix for the violence and 
chaos of the Indian plurality. Bharati Mukherjee follows a 
characteristic paradigm, which begins with restlessness, repression of 
the past and an over acceptance of the present. She believes in the 
assimilation with the West, which she finds easier though not 
pleasing. Kamala Markandaya and Anita Desai treat the Indian 
immigrant situation as one of conflict and adjustment with a little 
understanding and love. For them the disillusioning alien experience 
results in disenchantment with the West; tormented, they look back 
with nostalgia, longing for home. 
Except for Bharati Mukherjee these expatriate writers are unable 
to let go of India completely. India may be wrong in its particulars, 
but as an entity holds an attraction, a promise of depth, which 
residence in the West has failed to achieve. Their attitude towards 
India comprises nostalgia, homesickness, at times anger or a defiant 
resistance which ends in a realization of difference. Agitation, 
troubling restless, neurotic responses appear to be the common 
personality traits of the protagonists of these expatriate writers, be 
they Dimple of Wife or Dev of Bye-Bye Blackbird. Withdrawing 
physically from India, these writers make a return through their 
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fictional works. The West provides the intellectual life, but it is India, 
which tugs at the innagination. Amidst fragmentation, whether their 
loyalties be towards their adopted country or the country of their 
origin, the insecurity in the alien environment which the migrant 
experiences. India as part offers a promise of wholeness. For some this 
promise is attractive from distance as in the case of Tara of The Tiger's 
Daughter which is frustrated by mingling with India. Still exile brings 
only a measure of satisfaction to these writers which accounts for 
their consistently looking back at India either through a process of self 
recovery, or resorting to history and memory or through a process of 
self preservation through an act of transformation hinted in their 
works. Kamala Markandaya's central characters in both her novels 
taken up for study persistently look back to India for fulfillment. 
Ambivalence towards Indian and Western culture is 
characteristic of these writers. Though the form, intensity and quality 
of distancing from both cultures varies among them. In as much as 
they are the products of a colonized country these women writers 
have tried to focus on the problem of colonial nations and the country 
of their settlement. For Kamala Markandaya, memory of the colonial 
wrong and the consequent loss of states as individuals, separates her 
characters from the racist West, though language and quest for 
modernity makes them seek connection there eagerly. 
Bharati Mukherjee questions and orders facts with the 
intention of shedding values, redundant roots, which hamper her 
process of assimilation in the mainstream of America. She attempts to 
move towards a cosmopolitan and modern civilization. Detachment 
provides her a new angle. Since Mukherjee's expatriation was the out 
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come of her own choice, it was thrust not even on her characters 
which made their assimilation easy though not always pleasurable i.e. 
rising to their desired expectation. Bharati Mukherjee's fiction 
prominently features expatriate characters. She has made a definite 
distinction between expatriates and immigrants. Expatriates she 
claims have a cultural retentiveness which, ensures that they remain a 
visible minority. Whereas immigrants must necessarily transform 
themselves by taking risks and letting go the past in order to become 
assimilated in the new social and cultural role in the adopted 
homeland. 
On going through the works of Bharati Mukherjee one finds that 
in her memorable novels especially in The Tiger's Daughter she reflects 
her pride in Indianness, but at the same time, there is also a decision 
to celebrate America. In one sense she is a writer of Indian diaspora, 
who writes in English, but at the same time, she wants to be 
mainstream American writer who hates to be called an ethnic writer. 
She poignantly deals with the experience of Indians making their 
passage from India to America depicting the dreamers with realism 
and questioning the dream with irony. One finds that the approach in 
her novels is as a female bildungsroman starting from The Tiger's 
Daughter, Wife and then moving on to Jasmine. Through these novels 
she has specifically traced the development of her female protagonist 
from Tara to Dimple and then to Jasmine. These women go through 
various experiences and crises, and in turn become mature, and more 
importantly, assert their identity and place in an alien world. The 
Tiger's Daughter represents the true expatriate sensibility which 
depicts the grotesque aspect of cultural conflict. It shows how the 
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expatriate experiences double cultural shock and feels uneasy not 
only in the alien country but also in the native cultural milieu were he 
is born and brought up. The same happens with Dimple, the central 
figure of Wife. There is a constant tension in the psyche of Dimple for 
the preservation of her Indian self and her efforts to adapt to 
American society. Mukherjee describes the alienation of expatriation 
in these two women, a sense a gulf between themselves and the native 
people and tradition. Tara's efforts to adapt, herself in American 
society is measured by her revulsion and rejection of Indian modes of 
life. She develops a dislike for all those things once she had loved 
before moving on America. Tara, away from home, cherishes nostalgic 
memories of home and defends her family and country vehemently in 
America. At the same time she is shown to be perturbed and 
disturbed with the worsening situation in India. Her newly acquired 
American personality makes it difficult to adjust to the Indian ways of 
life and situation, and she wishes to go back to her husband in 
America with whom she finds peace and security. Mukherjee has 
depicted a strange fusion of Indianness and Americanness in Tara, 
which are always in confrontation with each other. Her American self 
and western culture constantly clash with her native culture, which 
leaves her lonely and alienated in her own country. There seems to be 
an invisible vacuum which cannot be filled, leaving her self split up 
like any other immigrant. Bharati Mukherjee has deliberately avoided 
immigrant writer's temptation to fall in the trap of glorifying native 
country and belittling and degrading the adopted country. She has 
presented a fascinating study of the problem of the displaced person 
in America as well as India. 
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y^ife is an extension of The Tiger's Daughter which reverses the 
role again clearly portraying the cultural shock that an Indian girl 
faces on going abroad. The novel again shows the displacement and 
alienation for it portrays the psychological claustrophobia, which 
results in the destructive tendency in Dimple, the heroine of the 
novel. Mukherjee shows how psychological and geographical 
displacement lead the character to murder her husband, Amit, to feel 
American some how. Her sensibilities become confounded with the 
changing cultural roles and the conflicts, which she has to face. 
Mukherjee has shown the dilemma of entrapment faced by Dimple, 
whether to accept the American culture and society, or adhere to the 
social constraints that surrounds an Indian wife; between a feminist 
desire to be assertive, and the Indian need to be submissive and self-
effacing. Though married to an educated and liberal husband. Dimple 
is not able to strike a balance between the two juxtaposed worlds, the 
one she has left behind and the other she has come to live in. Dimple, 
unwilling to brave the new wold outside, feels bored, dejected, and 
dismally ignorant of actual patterns of social life of interaction drives 
her to neurotic state. Her sudden forays into the outside world prove 
abortive ending on a tragic note. Dimple is very unlikely Sita and 
Savitri the women that are idealised by Indians generally, who look 
upon their husbands as Gods and are ready to sacrifice everything for 
them. Dimple breaks the seven vows of marriage by stabbing seven 
times on her husband's back, violating the collective consciousness of 
the 'dharma' of a wife and also the Gandhian principles of Ahimsa. 
Like Bhabhani's characters rooted in the principles of satyagraha, 
forfeits cultural and spiritual heritage on going abroad. It can be 
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envisaged what misery, ostracization and isolation she will have to 
face after her rash act. 
Both Tara and Dimple are shown as middle women straddling 
between two cultures experiencing cultural shock in diametrically 
opposite conditions. Both the heroines are disillusioned with the 
violent life be it of India or America failing to adjust in the new 
cultural environment. 
Mukherjee's works reveal a gradual movement from alienation 
to assimilation in the World of adoption. Mukherjee who has asserted 
her American self has shown the experience to assimilation through 
her third novel Jasmine. The novel is about survival. It manifests South 
Asian immigrant women's metamorphosis, self-invention and 
empowerment. In Jasmine she celebrates both the undaunted spirit 
and enthusiasm of a village girl blossomed out of bruised past into a 
challenging personality. A complete individual and the status of an 
immigration in US, which facilitates aliens not only to be acculturated 
but also to be assimilated into the adopted land. 
Displacement in Bharati Mukherjee's characters has led from 
alienation to a search for self. Jasmine dramatizes movement from 
nostalgia to focus upon changing identity, to establish new 
relationships. Jasmine, the protagonist faces a multicultural society 
and exhibits a deep awareness of the social reality that surrounds her. 
The multicultural ethos with, which she is confronted to a struggle for 
a new with a break from the past life, jasmine shows how Mukherjee 
increases the distance between herself and her protagonist from novel 
to novel. While Tara seems to be quite close to her. Dimple represents 
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Indians in North America and Jasmine exemplifies all immigrants 
who have taken their destiny in their hands. Jasmine the protagonist 
embodies the spirit of America. In shaping Jasmine, Bharati 
Mukherjee takes care to embed her protagonist's story with the stories 
of other immigrants in America. But she is careful to distinguish 
between those who have the spirit to survive and prosper in America, 
and those who are bound to end up in frustration like Du who fails to 
adjust in the new environment. Thus through Jasmine, Mukherjee 
celebrates an openness to new experience, a celebration of 
Americanization and acclimatization of the third World in the 
mainstream of America which is enriched by those she describes 'new 
power'. Through her work she celebrates her sense of belonging to 
America by pushing her heroine to the edges of their Worlds and then 
liberating them for a new World order. 
As an exponent of the expatriate novel, Mukherjee writes about 
the experience and life style of human beings who suffer from cultural 
dichotomy and rootlessness. In her effortless and dramatic style she 
has captured and portrayed an immigrant's image and shown the 
readers what it is to "become American". Unlike the expatriate, with 
his nostalgia for the past, her immigrants plunge into the present and 
get enthusiastically involved in the environment around them. While 
the exile parades pains and grievances, Bharati Mukherjee's 
immigrants celebrate the fact of being alive in a new world, of being 
reborn. The assimilation involved in immigration does not mean 
denial of the past, but of giving a rigid hold on to the past. It may 
suggest the personal odyssey of Mukherjee. At the thematic level 
there is a movement from expatriation to immigration. The ongoing 
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journey becomes a metaphor of the universal quest from alienation to 
integration what is remarkable in Mukherjee's novel is in\ages of 
diaspora, those hard brilliant cameos of immigrant psyche struggling, 
after faltering, sometimes refusing, at other times, perfectly adjusting 
to come to terms with history. 
Bharati Mukherjee evinces a more positive view of immigrants, 
the life in the United States, then her counterpart, glimpsing 
occasionally the redeeming possibilities of love and self affirming 
opportunities for the pursuit of happiness, though neither love nor 
happiness is ever obtained without pain or a price. 
Unlike Bharati Mukherjee, Markandaya does not reject the 
country of her birth but to a certain extent unconsciously idealizes the 
ideas connected with the home country. There is glorification and 
sentimentalization of the Indian tradition. She continues to draw from 
the country of her birth, resisting assimilation in the new 
environment. Although she has lived in England for three decades she 
still chooses for her work areas of experience where India has a 
significant part to play. Viewing the works of Kamala Markandaya, 
one comes to conclude that though she is technically a post-colonial 
writer, there is marked difference in her diaspora sensibility from 
Bharati Mukherjee. Markandaya's fictional concern is different in 
terms of themes of the difference between Indians and the British that 
runs through her novel. Markandaya has tried to depict how both 
colonialism and discrimination is a constraint for a healthy 
relationship between Indians and the British leading to turmoil for the 
immigrants in Britain. She offers a bleak vision of the plight of Indians 
and prospects of establishing an intimate and meaningful relationship 
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between two racial and cultural groups. Kamala Markandaya, in her 
novels, shows a clash between the conflicting value system of the East 
and West, and even advocates a return from the progressive world of 
the civilized to the traditional conservative East of the primitive 
world of instincts. She has given a convincing and realistic picture of 
the plight of immigrants, especially of Indian origin. She has depicted 
the plight of these immigrants who suffer from religious and cultural 
inhibition, and efforts to accommodate themselves in the mainstream 
end in frustration. At the same time she propagates the view that 
India or East and West are poles apart, and their meeting seems 
impossible. 
In Possession Markandaya has depicted the rejection of the West 
and has asserted the supremacy of the eastern values over the West 
and its materialism. It is the spirituality of India that ultimately reigns 
negating the material comforts and life of luxury that the West offers. 
The central worlds belong to two distinct races of Indians and 
Europeans who find it difficult if not impossible to merge. There are 
bound be cultural conflicts when the West, symbolized by Caroline, 
tries to possess the spiritual East. However, this possession does not 
last long for the spiritual East, symbolized by Valmiki, comes back to 
its roots. 
Through her novels Kamala Markandaya has portrayed the 
supremacy of thought and vision over materialism. When the Indian 
spiritual mode and the western aggressive mode come in contact with 
each other, there are bound to be cultural conflicts, in which the East 
wins over the West. The novelist has depicted the cross cultural 
conflict through Caroline, who is representative of the West and. 
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Valmiki, of the East. Kamala Markandaya brings forth the ideology of 
Kipling that. East and West can never meet. The dilemma of Valmiki 
symbolizes for her the dilemma of Independent India he goes to 
England, to promote his art and returns to his roots. In England he 
feels he has lost his spiritual inspiration that sustains him. The West 
proves stifling to his art, and he never feels at home on alien soil. 
Infact, her work reveals that she doesn't want the two cultures to meet 
or be identical but asserts that they should be complementary to each 
other so that the mechanized West may benefit from the ethical values 
of Indian, and India from the modernization of the West. It is clear, 
through the novel, that the only way for the natives to retain their 
integrity in the post colonial world is to return to their own mystic 
and mythic tradition even if it means giving up material progress. 
This point is well supported by a critic who says that "despite her 
(Caroline's) glamour, her wealth and her seduction, Valmiki has left 
for the bleak cave of the Swami, speaks of all that Caroline and her 
society had represented by clever talk, sensuous living, material 
comfort and career opportunity. In establishing triumph of Indian 
values Markandaya has demonstrated the spiritual poverty of western 
living."^ 
In The Nowhereman Kamala Markandaya has tried to explore the 
possibility of bridging the gap between two modes of culture, and, 
once again, has come up with a negative response. Through the novel, 
Markandaya has presented the predicament of Indian immigrants in 
Britain, and reveals the effect of expatriation on its central character. 
1 . P.S. Chauhan, "Kamala Markandaya Sense and Sensibility", Literary Criterion 12 
No. 2-3, 1976, p. 140. 
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Srinivas. This novel brings together elements of alienation and loss, 
with aspects reminiscent of Kamala Markandaya's life, her colonical 
past. At the same time the novel predicts the sense of finality in exile 
which allows no return to the old country or a past identity. 
Markandaya describes the identity crisis, which is the crux of the 
immigrants' dilemma. She has tried to shows how the immigrant 
starts by retaining his Indian identity which he submerges in his 
efforts to acquire the new culture of the adopted land loses his self 
identity, the interpretation being that the immigrant ultimately does 
not belong anywhere. He is a "nowhere man", belonging nowhere. 
Markandaya has shown how racial prejudices and colonialism are 
responsible for ones turmoil as an immigrant in Britain. There is a 
prevailing sense of loss in the novel, the oppressive rejection by the 
system to which Srinivas finally succumbs despite Mrs. Pickering 
kindness and support. A profound sense of homelessness and rootless 
existence permeates the novel. Srinivas who has come to live in 
Britain for fifty years has accepted it as his home and seen his sons 
fight for British army, is finally asked to go home from where he has 
arrived. Thus what kills him in the end is not the fire set by his white 
neighbour, but the knowledge that he does not belong to the country 
which he had considered his own. Srinivas' efforts to block out the 
past, in order to absorb the new culture, do not succeed. Markandaya 
not only makes political connections but also provides a contrast 
between Indian and British ways of life, this reinforcing cultural 
difference as the key factor in the immigrants' sense of alienation. 
Kamala Markandaya suggests through her novels the 
superiority of Hindu acceptance and celebration of life as against the 
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Christian religion. Indian spirituality invariably scores over western 
faith, be it with Valmiki or Srinivas, Srinivas of Markandaya's The 
Nowhere Man faces racial animosity in England with philosophic 
sobriety and passive non-violence. This weapon of the Gandhian way 
of life sustains him, and establishes the strength of faith that keeps 
him going indicating the superiority of eastern values against their 
western counterparts. Thus England, according to Kamala 
Markandaya is haughty with no humility, vigor, patience or certitude. 
It is a young culture, which is in the process of moral evolution, till it 
mellows it can only be pitied and forgiven. Such is the altitude of 
Srinivas and Swami. Kamala Markandaya's ambivalent, experiential 
knowledge of the two cultures, eclectic and mystical, has depicted 
East-West confrontation with detachment and impartiality. She views 
the difference in traditional India and West as a neutral observer and 
portrays her characters objectively and unbiasedly; she aesthetically 
realizes the impossibility of cultural transplant even in the most 
formidable conditions as far as an individual is concerned. 
Anita Desai holds the same view, which Kamala Markandaya 
professes. She has beautifully captured the immigrants perspective 
and the problem encountered in the clash of alien ethos. The 
interaction between the two cultural groups either in the Indian's 
encounter with British or the foreigners coming to India. In both the 
situations they meet the same fate of not being accommodated in alien 
ethos. Anita Desai has very poignantly described the issues of 
alienation, accommodation and crises of identity, that an immigrant 
has to face in an alien, yet familiar world. Apart from showing the 
mal-adjustment that Indians have to face in alien milieu she also gives 
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a moving account of the English when they confront Indian 
atmosphere. In her novel Fire On The Mountain, Appleby a lady who 
lives in an Indian house built by a British colonel feels uneasy because 
of the pervading smell of tobacco in her house which she identifies as 
Indian. Being used to finest cheroots in her earlier household makes 
her eccentric and bad tempered. She not only thrashed her gardener 
once for planting marigolds which, she hated but she also climbed on 
his back and whipped him. Appleby resembles Dimple of Wife who 
turns neurotic on going to America. Anita Desai has shown how an 
immigrant is drawn towards a country then at times is repelled by it. 
She has shown the existential dilemmas, which the English and the 
Indian confront when they come across differently contextualized 
situations. It is generated by the fact of their different nationalities, 
which are mutually exclusive and culturally shocking. 
"And never the twain shall meet" is confirmed in both her 
novels, Bye-Bye Blackbird and Baumgartner's Bombay. The former 
professes that whatever be the allurements and charms of a foreign 
country, real peace is always to be found at home, in India. Adit had 
success, money and romance in England, but somehow he discovers 
that he cannot live there forever. Even the skeptic Dev who is 
momentarily elated by the job in England will some day follow Adit's 
example and return to his roots. Although the romance between the 
spiritual East and material West is not ruled out, there are immense 
possibilities of its fulfillment. 
The noteworthy thing is that even after living for many years in 
the immigrant country, these alien residents be they Hugo or Adit feel 
isolated, foreign, cut off from the mainstream of the country's life. 
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Initially the alien country had raised the hope for both Adit and 
Baumgartner Hugo, but eventually these hopes turned into fear of not 
belonging. For Adit it is not belonging in England, for he was 
considered a 'wog' by the natives and for Hugo his efforts to belong to 
India go waste for he is always considered a 'firanghi' even after 
living for fifty years in India. Terrorized by the labyrinth of alien 
experience Adit throws a backward glance and turns his steps back to 
India. Adit's rejection of the West and his return to his roots is a step 
towards self-realization, that it is India where he can find peace and 
adjustment. Hugo's condition appears to be more pathetic for he 
makes constant attempts at establishing a bond of relationship with a 
number of people and tries to strike roots in India all in vain resulting 
in a tragic end. The irony of this man is that, like Adit, he cannot go 
back to his past Nazi Germany, and, like Srinivas, he is a "nowhere 
man". Similarly Lotte who marries Kanthibhai to acquire an Indian 
identity fails, and the problem of being an outsider is never solved. 
Anita Desai's novels show the ultimate contact with the alien 
milieu and society results in the complete transformation of all the 
characters. Even Sarah feels marginalized and faces an identity crisis 
becoming homeless in her own country. Thus caught between 
acceptance and rejection between nationalism and cosmopolitanism, 
both Sarah and Dev are tortured souls, emotionally and intellectually. 
Anita Desai brings home the ways in which a culture makes itself felt 
through the trivialities of life and makes a person's life miserable. Be 
it European, American or Indian; the victims being people who 
'bleed', call them Sarah, Dev, Baumgartner's, all in quest of love and 
peace. 
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Anita Desai has posed a disturbing question to the world by 
deftly landscaping different segments of time and place. She feels that 
the meeting of different cultures is a tenuous affair. Until and unless 
both the East and West shake off their complexes and accept each 
other, their, mingling seems a distant dream. 
We can conclude that post-colonial Indian women writers are 
charting their own cultural territory. One thing noteworthy is that 
these diaspora writers are speaking in a confident voice which is no 
longer imitative of the British model; nor are they apologetic about 
writing in English. Their writing has remapped culture and has 
hybridized the language. They have offered resistance to both the 
colonial past and a post-colonial dominance, thereby providing a 
voice of subaltern. These writers have used the "double perspective" 
of expatriatehood to advantage. Together with this and the added 
bonus of the elasticity of the English language, they have created avid 
work of wide spectrum. 
Bharati Mukherjee declares that she is for mutual assimilation 
and acculturation, not only for herself but also in her fictional 
concern, which depicts expatriation as a "two way metamorphosis"^ 
she advocates the "mongrelization of people and cultures".^ Kamala 
Markandaya and Anita Desai on the other hand, provide a stark 
contrast between the India and British ways of life. Thus reinforcing 
cultural differences brings forth their view that coming together and 
2 . Patricia Holt, "Mukherjee's Vision of America", Sunday's Examiner and Chronicle, 
San Francisco 17 Feb. 1991, p.2 
3 . Bharati Mukherjee Plenary Lecture at Canadian Association of American Studies 
Conference, Ottawa, 4 Nov. 1994. 
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understanding of East and West is a remote possibility, and for an 
expatriate, whether he goes abroad or comes to India to seek refuge, 
there are bound to be cultural conflicts. In both the situations they 
will remain alien not to be assimilated and their acceptance seems 
difficult if not impossible. 
These women novelists have beautifully Indianized the English 
language to use Desani's term 'hybridization of language'. They have 
bent and kneaded the language until it speaks in an authentic Indian 
voice. The process Indianization has affected English from the 
phonological to lexical, syntactic and semantic level. At the hands of 
these competent writers English has evolved independently without 
imitating the native. In Bharati Mukherjee the Indian experience is 
reinterpreted through the Western idiom and this cultural and 
linguistic counterpointing has led to precision of words. The Indian 
myths and legends are also incorporated in the fabric of the novel. 
Similarly both Anita Desai and Kamala Markandaya have made 
formidable changes in English in their effort to Indianize English 
language. 
Thus on going through their works one conjectures that all 
expatriation involves anxiety, and belonging to two communities 
which forces a kind of struggle, something other inhabitants or 
natives do not have to come up against. The growth is painful but it is 
a part of the immigrants experience. In other words, is there a 
recognition of doubleness "fluid identity". It is an acknowledgement 
of alternative realities a positive way forward where the culture of 
other can be adopted redefining hopes and aspirations. After all, 
culture is not a static thing, it constantly moves. "If we no longer 
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think of the relationship between cultures and their adherents as 
perfectly contiguous, totally synchronous, as wholly correspondent, 
and if we think of cultures as permissible, and on the whole, defensive 
boundaries between polities, a more promising situation appears. 
Thus to see others not as antologically given but as historically 
constituted would be to erode. The exclusive biases we so often 
ascribe to cultures may then be represented as zones of control or of 
abandonment, of recollection and of forgetting, of force, of 
dependence, of exclusiveness, of sharing, all taking place in the global 
history that is our element. Exile, immigration and the crossing of 
boundaries are experiences that can therefore provide us new 
narrative forms, with other ways of telling".* 
4 . EdwardSaid, "Representing the colonized. Anthropology's Interlocutors" Critical 
Enquiry, Winter 1989, p 225. 
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